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AN INVESTIGATION OF VOWEL ANTERIORITY IN THREE TURKIC
LANGUAGES USING ULTRASOUND TONGUE IMAGING
This study uses ultrasound imaging of the tongue to examine the articulatory cor-
relates of the anterior / posterior vowel contrast in three Turkic languages: Kazakh,
Kyrgyz, and Turkish.
It has long been understood that languages distinguish anterior and posterior vow-
els during articulation by the front-back position of the tongue body. In the 1960s, it
was found that a second anteriority distinction was used in a number of languages of
Africa—namely, that of tongue root position. In these languages, any given vowel is
both tongue-body front or back and tongue-root advanced or retracted.
In the 1980s, sources began to demonstrate the existence of a tongue-root contrast
in the vowel systems of Central Eurasian languages. Various Tungusic and Mongolic
languages were shown to exhibit vowel inventories and accompanying phonetic and
phonological patterns very similar to those found in the tongue-root systems ofAfrican
languages.
Vajda (1994), based on very limited articulatory and acoustic data for Kazakh, came
to the conclusion that the single anteriority contrast in Kazakh’s vowel systemwas one
of tongue root position and not tongue body position. This is the only known claim
of a tongue-root-only vowel anteriority system and the only claim for a tongue-root
contrast in a Turkic language.
The present study, then, investigates the articulatory correlates of the vowel ante-
riority system of Kazakh, using ultrasound tongue imaging. In addition, two other
Turkic languages are examined: Kyrgyz, a close relative of Kazakh with a notably
xi
different vowel system, and Turkish, a more distant relative of the two which has
received considerably more attention in the Linguistics literature. Turkish is found to
contrast anterior and posterior vowels using just the tongue body, while Kazakh and
Kyrgyz do so using the positions of the tongue body and the tongue root combined.
In other words, Kazakh and Kyrgyz exhibit an anteriority system where tongue body
position and tongue root position are correlated—a pattern not previously identified
in the literature.
Kenneth de Jong, Ph.D.
Christopher I. Beckwith, Ph.D.
Stuart Davis, Ph.D.
György Kara, Ph.D.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The main purpose of this study is to investigate whether the vowel anteriority
distinction in several Central Eurasian languages is related more to the position of the
tongue root or the position of the tongue body.
The phonetics literature establishes two primary types of vowel anteriority: tongue
body backness, and tongue root retraction. While the position of the tongue body and
the tongue root each have some influence on the position of the other, these properties
are often treated discretely. However, whether a language contrasts vowel categories
by tongue root position is normally treated as dependent on whether the language
contrasts vowels by tongue body position. That is, the literature seems to suggest
that in order for a language to have a tongue-root contrast, it should have a tongue
body contrast as well. There appears to be little mention in the phonetics literature
of languages which contrast vowels based solely on tongue root position, despite
apparent claims to this effect about Kazakh1 by Vajda (1994). This study will examine
the articulation of vowels in Kazakh and some related languages to try to understand
how anteriority operates in the languages, and whether a tongue-root contrast exists
in Kazakh and/or any of its relatives.
In this chapter, the current understanding of vowel anteriority is presented, along
with how it is quantified and how it is described as being exhibited across the world’s
languages (§1.1). Previous investigations of anteriority in the languages of Central
1. See appendix A.1 regarding the spelling of language names in this study.
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Eurasia are outlined in §1.2, and §1.3 presents the core questions for investigation in
this study.
1.1. VOWEL ANTERIORITY
For the purposes of this study, vowels are defined as speech sounds which have a
relatively open vocal tract, or no obstruction in the vocal tract, parallelling the more or
less standard definitions in Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996, ch. 9) and Stevens (1998,
ch. 6). In the languages being examined, glides exhibit a great deal of constriction
relative to vowels, so the phonological notion of syllabicity need not be referenced.
Vowel quality, or the specific properties of a vowel type or token, can be quantified in
one of three main ways: perceptually, acoustically, and articulatorily. Quantification
of vowel quality will be discussed in §1.1.1, how the study of vowel anteriority can be
approached is discussed in §1.1.2, the types of phenomena that are manifested in the
phonologies of languages with a tongue-root contrast are overviewed in §1.1.3, and
the typology of vowel anteriority (i.e., the patterns exhibited across the languages of
the world) is described in §1.1.4.
1.1.1. Quantifying vowel quality
The three primary ways in which vowels are quantified are perceptually (or audi-
torily), acoustically, and articulatorily. A model of basic phonetic vowel categories—
representing a basic modern understanding of vowel space and corresponding to
perceptual, acoustic, and articulatory findings—is presented in figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. A model of a basic vowel space with three dimensions:
height, backness, and rounding. Adapted from Ladefoged and Mad-
dieson (1996, p. 283).
Copyright © Peter Ladefoged and Ian Maddieson, 1996. Reproduced
with permission fromWiley-Blackwell.
This model has four height categories (high, open mid, close mid, low), two back-
ness categories (front, back),2 and a scalar rounding category between two extremes
(rounded and unrounded). Eight “cardinal” vowels are presented that reflect the exact
intersection of the height and backness categories, with default values for rounding at
each intersection (entirely unrounded for high front vowels, entirely rounded for high
back vowels, and intermediate rounding for low vowels). Each of the three dimensions
of the model has a direct tie to acoustics, articulation, and perception. Models very
similar to this one are applied with much success to European languages and many
other languages of the world (often with an additional backness category: central), but
2. The terms “anterior” and “posterior” are used throughout this study to refer to these “front” and
“back” vowels, respectively. Unless otherwise noted, these terms are intended to be agnostic as to
whether tongue root position, tongue body position, or some other factor is involved in the contrast.
It also avoids a commitment as to whether e.g., lack of retraction or presence of advancement of any
part of the tongue determines anteriority, and so can be applied equally well to perceptual and acoustic
measures of vowel anteriority.
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additional dimensions, such as tongue root retraction (discussed shortly), are needed
to model the vowel systems of certain other languages.
Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996, p. 285) indicate that acoustic models of vowels
generally correspond more closely to “auditory judgements of professional phoneti-
cians” than articulatory models do. In this way, purely perceptual models turn out to
be the most straightforward, followed by acoustic models, and then articulatory mod-
els. As an example, high back vowels are grouped together at one level with high front
vowels in a perceptual model, but may have a slightly higher first formant frequency
than high front vowels in an acoustic model, and may have a greater distance of the
highest point of the tongue from the roof of the mouth in an articulatory model. This
study examines vowel articulation patterns directly, and considers the corresponding
acoustic patterns as well.
Acoustic and articulatory quantifications of vowels may be defined in relation to
one another. The first and second formants in an acoustic speech signal correspond
roughly to the resonances of the front and back cavities, respectively, whose size can
be manipulated articulatorily by the height and backness of the tongue, respectively.
Formants are the natural resonating frequencies of the vocal tract, which manifest
themselves as peaks of energy in the speech signal (Stevens, 1998, p. 132). Vowel pro-
duction, then, can be thought of as a manipulation of the articulators to adjust these
resonances, creating what amount to different filters on the signal produced by the
vocal folds—itself a series of harmonics of progressively decreasing amplitude. The
frequency of the peaks in these filters can be estimated from an acoustic signal, and
are numbered from lowest to highest frequency: F1 is the first peak, or formant, F2
is the second, and so on. Models of speech production like the tube model described
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by Stevens (1998, especially chs. 3 and 6) can predict formant frequencies from artic-
ulatory configurations. In this way, tongue height and backness—two of the most
prevalent features of vowels in the world’s languages—can be understood to have
direct realizations in an acoustic signal.
Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996, §9.1) review several ways to measure the articu-
latory properties of vowels that correspond to vowel quality. The height and backness
of the highest point on the tongue in relation to a horizontal plane, the distance of the
highest point from the roof of themouth, and the distance of the highest point from the
glottis are all considered, and are found to correspond to the acoustic properties with
varying degrees of success. So while there is a clear link between acoustic properties
of a vowel and articulatory properties, the latter are not as easily measured or as well
studied.
Ladefoged and Maddieson (ibid., p. 285) demonstrate that both acoustic and artic-
ulatory aspects of vowels are important. Since vowels are used in language primarily
by way of auditory perception, acoustic measures (with potential adjustments in in-
terpretation to make them correspond more to what is perceived) are argued to be
a sensible way to quantify their quality. However, values of vowel formants can be
affected by a range of different “articulatory adjustments”, and so vowels with dif-
ferent formant values can have the same articulatory backness and height, but differ
in some other way. Likewise, vowels with different physiological productions can
have nearly identical formant values (cf. Lindau, 1978, p. 552; Ladefoged, 1980, p. 488).
Because acoustic measures of vowels can “hide” articulatory patterns, Ladefoged and
Maddieson (1996) argue that vowel articulation must also be considered.
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1.1.2. Quantifying vowel anteriority
“Vowel backness” is described by phoneticians (e.g., Ladefoged and Maddieson,
1996, §9.1) as one of the “major vowel features” in the world’s languages, after vowel
height. Ladefoged and Maddieson (ibid., ch. 9) additionally outline a range of other
tongue-anteriority-related phenomena that are exhibited by [classes of] vowels in the
world’s languages: advanced/retracted tongue root vowels, pharyngealized vowels,
and strident vowels. These three additional types of vowels are all “characterized by
some degree of pharyngeal narrowing and larynx raising” (ibid., p. 313) and appear to
occur only in languages that also have a traditional vowel backness contrast. In other
words, in some languages, two types of vowel anteriority are used simultaneously: one
linked to tongue-body backness, and one associated with pharyngeal configuration.
Traditional vowel backness may be quantified in a number of ways. As discussed
in §1.1.1, the primary acoustic measure corresponding to vowel backness is the second
formant (F2), where a lower F2 corresponds to a vowel that is further back. Because
differences in frequency become less salient at higher frequencies, and because F1 is
perceptuallymore salient than F2, Ladefoged andMaddieson (ibid.) prefer to represent
values on a semi-logarithmic scale3 and subtract the F1 value of each vowel token from
the F2. An example is provided in figure 1.2.
The formant values depicted in figure 1.2 have a direct relationship to the percep-
tional similarity of the vowels: F2 corresponds to frontness, and F1 corresponds to
lowness.
3. More specifically, they use the Bark scaling techniques proposed by Schroeder et al. (1979). Bark is a
representation of the perception of frequency based on “critical bands”, and a number of methods exist
to calculate it (see e.g., Traunmüller, 1990). Bark and other perceptual scales are mostly not addressed
in this study.
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Figure 1.2. An acoustic plot of average formant values for American
English vowels in some experimental setting, reproduced from Lade-
foged and Maddieson (1996, p. 286). The y axis is the first formant,
scaled semi-logarithmically, and the x axis is the amount above the first
formant of the second formant, scaled in the sameway as the y axis. The
origin of the axes is to the top and right; alternatively, the axes may be
thought of as reversed.
Copyright © Peter Ladefoged and Ian Maddieson, 1996. Reproduced
with permission fromWiley-Blackwell.
Articulatorily, traditional vowel backness is generally thought of in terms of the
front-back position of the tongue body. As Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996, p. 283)
suggest, the aspects of tongue position most relevant to the acoustic signal are the
point of greatest constriction and the area of the vocal tract at that point. Hence, one
of the more productive ways to quantify the front-back position of the tongue body
is said to be by measuring the distance between the frontal incisors and the point of
the tongue closest to the roof of the mouth (the point of maximum constriction above
the pharynx), along with how close it is (an approximation of the size of the area
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of the opening in the vocal tract), though other measures are sometimes used. (See
Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996, §9.1, for a discussion of these measures.)
Another approach to examining the articulatory basis for vowel backness is that
formulated by Harshman et al. (1977) and expounded upon by Ladefoged (1980).
Harshman et al. (1977) determined through factor analysis of tongue shape that only
two main factors are needed (along with a specification of extent for each one) to
account for the articulation of the non-rhotic vowels of American English. Ladefoged
(1980) terms these factors “front raising” (FR) and “back raising” (BR), referring to the
direction of tongue motion away from a reference position. These factors are claimed
to be universally available to all languages, but used in different ways (or potentially
not used at all) in individual languages. Representations of FR and BR are shown in
figure 1.3.
A single value of one of these parameters determines the offset from the tongue
midline “reference position” at any given point along the midline of the tongue. For
example, a positive value of back raising would indicate that points along the back of
the tongue body have a high positive offset from the reference position, and that points
along the tongue root have a negative (or advanced) offset from the reference position.
Likewise, a negative value of back raising would indicate that points along the back
of the tongue body have a negative offset from the reference position, and that points
along the tongue root have a positive (or retracted) offset from the reference position.
The offset from the reference position of any given point of the tongue midline
during an articulation of a vowel can be calculated by adding each factor’s offsets at
that position, as determined by the values of the relevant factors for that vowel. The
values of FR and BR determined for 10 vowels of American English are presented in
figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.3. The articulatory phonetic parameters of front raising and
back raising, as determined through analysis of American English vow-
els. The dashed line in each represents the reference position of the
midline of the tongue.
Reproduced from Ladefoged (1980, p. 486) with permission.
As an example, [i] has positive front raising and positive back raising, so the front
of the tongue body would be high (both +FR and +BR specify this) and the root of the
tongue would be advanced (both +FR and +BR specify this). However, the back of the
tongue body would be near the reference position, since +BR specifies that that region
be higher than reference position, while +FR specifies that that region be lower than
the reference position. The plot of the levels of these two factors for e.g., the vowels
of English as shown in figure 1.4, corresponds very closely to auditory and acoustic
plots of the same vowels, and is among the closest of any articulatory plots to do so. In
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Figure 1.4. Ten vowels of American English, plotted based on computed
amounts of front raising and back raisingwhich combine to produce the
tongue shapes of the original tracings.
Reproduced from Ladefoged (1980, p. 489) with permission.
this case, front raising corresponds to the degree of vowel frontness, and back raising
corresponds to the degree of vowel height.
Another type of vowel anteriority has its articulatory correlate in tongue root po-
sition. In a language with a tongue-root contrast, the position of the tongue root is
used to contrast two sets of vowels in much the same way that tongue backness is used
in many languages. In fact, all languages documented in the phonetics literature as
having a tongue root contrast also appear to have a tongue backness (or tongue body)
contrast, which operates independently. Hence, in a typical tongue-root language (i.e.,
a language with a tongue-root contrast), such as Akan or Igbo, a vowel may have any
combination of tongue root position (e.g., advanced or retracted) and tongue [body]
backness (e.g., front or back). This results in a vowel system like that presented in
figure 1.5.
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ie o
a
u
ɛ
ɪ
ɜ ɔ
ʊ
Figure 1.5. Igbo vowel inventory plotted on a vowel quadrilateral in the
positions proposed by Stewart (1967). Advanced-tongue-root vowels
are represented in shades of blue, and retracted-tongue-root vowels are
represented in shades of red, while height is represented by shading
(dark colors are high, light colours are low).
Adapted from IPA vowel trapezium © User:Moxfyre / CC BY-SA 3.0.
The Igbo vowel system, as described by Stewart (1967), has ten vowels, which can
be thought of as two sets of five vowels. The advanced tongue root vowels (shown in
blue in the figure) are [i], [e], [ɜ], [o], and [u], which can be categorized by three vowel
heights (high, mid, low) and three vowel backness categories (front, central, back). The
retracted tongue root vowels (shown in red in the figure) are [ɪ], [ɛ], [a], [ɔ], and [ʊ],
and form a similar system, but shifted “down”. The features of the high vowels may
be used to exemplify the combination of of tongue body and tongue root anteriority:
[i] is front (in terms of tongue body) and advanced (in terms of tongue root), while [ɪ]
is front and retracted, [u] is back and advanced, and [ʊ] is back and retracted. The way
this plays out articulatorily can be seen in figure 1.6 for the non-low vowels of Akyem
Akan.
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Figure 1.6. Superimposed x-ray tracings of eight vowels as produced
by a speaker of Akyem Akan, adapted from Lindau (1978, p. 551). The
back vowels [u, ʊ, o, ɔ] are depicted on the left and the front vowels [i, ɪ,
e, ɛ] on the right. The lower right of each drawing is a tracing of the jaw,
and the left side of each tracing depicts the back wall of the pharynx.
The tracings representing retracted tongue-root vowels are shown with
dashed lines and the tracings representing advanced tongue-root vowels
are shown with solid lines.
Reproduced with permission from the author.
Figure 1.6 shows overlapping tracings of x-ray images taken of the vocal tract during
the production of several vowels in Akyem Akan. This method (tracing images from
cineradiographic recordings) is one way to image a midsagittal section of the vocal
tract, and is discussed further in §2.1.1. The various vowels in the figure differ from
each other in terms of height, backness, and tongue-root retraction. Each of the two
sets of overlaid tracings shows four vowels with the same backness; the two solid-line
vowels in each (advanced tongue root) differ from one another in their height, and
have counterparts in the two dashed-line vowels (retracted tongue root). The tracings
demonstrate that the primary difference between a retracted tongue root vowel and an
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advanced tongue root vowel—or, more generally, between the two classes of vowel—is
consistently the position of root of the tongue.
As Lindau (1978, pp. 551-552) and Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) point out,
retraction of the tongue root has the effect of changing the size of the pharyngeal
cavity, to the point that Lindau (1978) prefers to call advanced tongue-root vowels
“expanded”. The lowering of the larynx often found accompanying advanced tongue
root vowels adds to this effect. Tiede (1996), using MRI, confirms that not just the
positions of the tongue root and larynx are important, but that the overall volume of
the pharyngeal cavity is crucial for the distinction between the two sets of tongue-
root-differentiated vowels in Akan. The size of the pharyngeal cavity, in turn, has a
direct effect on the first formant—specifically, when the pharyngeal cavity is smaller,
the first formant is lowered. A plot of the first two formants of the vowel productions
in figure 1.6 is shown in figure 1.7.
In figure 1.7, the retracted tongue root vowels [ɪ, ɛ, ʊ, ɔ] have significantly lower
F1 values than the corresponding advanced tongue root vowels [i, e, u, o], which
Lindau (1978) puts forth as the primary acoustic correlate of tongue-root advance-
ment/retraction.
A range of sources (e.g., Lindau, 1975, 1978, p. 552; Stevens, 1998, 297-299; etc.)
mostly agree that F1 should be the primary acoustic correlate of the position of the
tongue root and/or the width of the pharynx. Many other correlates have been
observed or argued for, including F2 (cf. Halle and Stevens, 1969/2002, p. 39), signal
bandwidth (cf. Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996, pp. 301-302), and spectral slope, but
an overview of the literature on tongue root contrasts, such as those presented by
Aralova (2015, §3.1.3) and Beltzung et al. (2015, §3.2), shows that the direction of
their correlation is language-specific, and sometimes is even specific to different pairs
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Figure 1.7. Plot of the first and second (minus the first) formants of the
same utterances of AkyemAkan vowels whose x-ray tracings are shown
in figure 1.6, adapted from Lindau (1978, p. 552). The symbols [ı] and
[ω] can be represented in the IPA with [ɪ] and [ʊ], respectively.
Reproduced with permission from the author.
of vowels in a given language. Kang and Ko (2012), who evaluated as many as 16
different acoustic measures (including the first three formants, various measures of
spectral tilt, the bandwidth of various formants, and center of gravity), also determine
that F1 is the most reliable acoustic correlate of tongue root position, although they
were also exploring the question of whether the languages in their study exhibited
tongue-root contrasts.
Lindau (1978, pp. 544-545) argues that “the features High and Back may be defined
in both articulatory and acoustic terms” and that “neither domain can justifiably be
preferred as the better correlate.” Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996, p. 285) concede
that it is “important … to pay attention to both articulatory and acoustic aspects of
vowels.” Kang and Ko (2012) and Aralova (2015, pp. 93-94) express directly that their
acoustic studies are insufficient and that articulatory studies are needed. Ladefoged
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(1980, p. 495) affirms that “languages get to be theway they are because of the interplay
between articulatory and acoustic (and other) factors”, and that “as linguists, we will
want to refer to both sets of parameters.”
1.1.3. Phonological use
While the “number of languages for which direct instrumental observation of ar-
ticulatory gestures has been obtained is still quite small” (Casali, 2008, p. 507, in
reference to languages with a tongue root contrast), many languages have been anal-
ysed as exhibiting such a contrast (see ibid., for an overview of the literature). Most
of these claims are based on work on the phonology of these languages. In quite a
few languages, the tongue root contrast participates in cross-height vowel harmony
(Beltzung et al., 2015, §2) (though see Lovegren, 2011, for an example of a language
with a tongue-root vowel contrast but no vowel harmony).
Due to the similar effects on formants, it was originally thought that tongue root
distinctions were in fact tongue height distinctions—a thesis against which Stewart
(1967) and Tiede (1996), among others, have presented strong arguments. Because
of this belief (also out of convenience, per Ladefoged, 1964, pp. 38-39; and argued
for based on perceptual properties, per Stewart, 1967), the IPA characters for so-
called tense/lax (and open mid / close mid) vowel pairs were used to represent the
contrasting sets of vowels. For example, in many African languages, [i], [e], [o],
and [u] represent the “tense” (or advanced tongue root) vowels, while [ɪ], [ɛ], [ɔ],
and [ʊ] represent the corresponding “lax” (or retracted tongue root) vowels. While
there is little evidence for the tense / lax analysis (and is in fact argued against quite
strongly by Stewart (1967), who at the same time advocates the use of this transcription
convention), and little support for it among contemporary phoneticians, these symbols
have continued to be used.
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The association of an advanced tongue root feature, [±ATR], with the tense / lax
vowel distinction led many phonologists to treat these two types of vowel contrast as
equivalent. This led to the use of [±ATR] in analyses of English vowels, for example,
which exhibit a tense / lax contrast, but no demonstrable tongue root alternation (see,
for example, Tiede, 1996, for a comparison of Akan and English vowel articulation
using MRI).
Before tongue root contrasts were well understood, it was noticed that they played
a role in the phonology of many of the languages that exhibited them. The main role
the tongue root plays in the phonology of such languages is in the vowel harmony,
both as a distributional property of a language and in terms of which vowel is used in
an affix. For example, Ladefoged (1964, p. 39) notes that in Igbo, stems contain vowels
from only one of the two classes of vowels. He also notes (ibid., p. 38) that verb stems
such as [sìrì]4 ‘cook’ and [sɛ̀rɛ̀] ‘quarrel’, with one class of vowel, take the 3rd person
masculine past tense prefix [ó], while verb stems such as [sèrè] ‘say’ and [sàrà] ‘wash’
take the prefix [ɔ] (sic), with the same meaning.
It is important to note how features like [ATR] and [RTR] are used in the literature.
As Casali (2008, p. 537) notes, the privative features [ATR] and [RTR] are used by
some sources to stand in for the original features [+ATR] and [ ATR], respectively.
However, the theoretical implications to phonology for these two uses is different.
Stewart (1967) assumes that the tongue root distinctions in African languages are
phonetically implemented as a neutral position contrasted with an advanced position,
leading subsequent sources to use the feature [±ATR]. Lindau (1978, p. 552) also holds
4. The diacritics here simply represent lexical tones and can be ignored for the purposes of vowel
harmony. For Ladefoged’s (1964) analysis of Igbo, the vowels [i, ɛ, o, u] form one class of vowels (cor-
responding to advanced tongue root), and the vowels [e, a, ɔ, ʊ] form another class (corresponding to
retracted tongue root). In later analyses of African languages, the symbols [ɛ] and [e] do not normally
belong to these respective classes, but this fact is mostly due to convention, as stated above, and likely
does not reflect on Ladefoged’s ability to perceive these vowels.
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this assumption, but argues that the feature should be called “Expanded”, refering to
pharyngeal expansion, and Ladefoged (1980, p. 492) prefers to call it PharynxWidth, a
positive value of which indicates a wider pharyngeal cavity, or advanced vowel. Other
sources, such as Li (1996), consider there to exist two separate features, either or both of
which may be used in a language: [±ATR] and [±RTR]. Despite misgivings by Berbeco
(1998) regarding whether [RTR] is a valid basis of vowel harmony, Kang and Ko (2012,
p. 180) report that “it is generally accepted that the African tongue root systems utilize
[ATR]whereas theAltaic systems utilize [RTR].”5 The present studywill attempt to use
the terms “retracted” and “advanced” only in a general theory-neutral sense to refer
to two ends of the articulatory spectrum, though may occasionally speculate about
whether a neutral position exists and whether alternations such as retracted/neutral
or advanced/neutral may exist.
1.1.4. Typological distribution
The presentation of x-ray tracings of vowels produced by Igbo speakers6 in Lade-
foged (1964, ch. 9), despite an initial reaction of confoundment regarding how to
model the contrasts, began a dialogue in the field, starting with Stewart (1967), that
resulted in researchers deciding that tongue root anteriority is an important phonetic
parameter in a number of languages of West Africa (cf. Fulop et al., 1998) and beyond.
According to Beltzung et al. (2015, p. 217), some sources seemed aware of tongue root
5. Kang and Ko (2012) refer to Turkic, Mongolic, and Tungusic collectively as “Altaic”, although they
are clear that they are agnostic as to whether the families together constitute a genetic or an areal group-
ing of languages. For a stance against both views, see Beckwith (2007, ch. 9), the gist of which is that
there is no single feature or set of features that unifies these three families even as a geographic “family”
that is not also present in other languages that these three families have been in contact with, such as
Iranian and Uralic; in other words, it is best to talk about the similarities between Turkic, Mongolic, and
Tungusic not as the result of a single linguistic area with a name like “Altaic”, but as a series of language
contact situations throughout history that was not limited to these three families.
6. X-ray tracings of vowels produced by Ngwe speakers were also presented, but were not organized
in such a way as to suggest a tongue-root contrast.
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position and pharynx size as an important element of the vowel systems of certain
West African languages as early as the 1940s.
In languages of West Africa which have tongue-root contrasts in their vowel sys-
tems, such as Akan, Ateso, Dho-Luo, Ebira, Igbo, and Ijo (Ladefoged and Maddieson,
1996, §9.2), tongue root retraction is independent of tongue body backness; i.e., both
front and back vowel classes may include tongue-root-retracted and tongue-root-
advanced series. However, it was seen that front raising involves changes in the
position of the tongue root as well. So what does it mean to exhibit a change in
tongue-root position in addition to the changes in position associated with backness (as
realised in front raising)?
Lindau (1975) examines a range of languages with tongue-root contrasts in their
vowel systems, and finds a great deal of articulatory variation. She points out in
her analysis of the vowel system of Ateso that while each advanced/retracted pair of
vowels has a significantly different tongue root position (verified statistically), “the
only significant function of the tongue root [when all vowels are examined together] is
to control tongue height” (ibid., p. 70). The x-ray tracings she uses are reproduced in
figure 1.8.
Lindau (ibid., p. 70) points out that the properties that distinguish the vowels of
Ateso are each correlated with all of the aspects of tongue position that contribute
to their contrast. For example, vowel backness is correlated with not just tongue
body position, but also tongue root position and the height of the front of the tongue.
Likewise, vowel height is correlated not just with the height of the tongue, but with
backness of the body of the tongue (especially for back vowels) and tongue root
anteriority (lower vowels exhibit a more retracted tongue root than their high vowel
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Figure 1.8. X-ray tracings of non-low vowels in Ateso, adapted from
Lindau (1975, p. 69). Front vowels are in blue, back vowels are in red,
the retracted tongue root vowels are shown with dashed lines, and the
advanced tongue root vowels are shown with solid lines.
Reproduced with permission from the author.
counterparts). Tongue root advancement/retraction can also be correlated with both
tongue height and tongue backness.
An analysis of Ateso vowels as having a height contrast ([i, ɪ, u, ʊ] versus [e, ɛ, o,
ɔ]), backness contrast ([i, ɪ, e, ɛ] versus [u, ʊ, o, ɔ]), and tongue-root contrast ([i, e, u,
o] versus [ɪ, ɛ, ʊ, ɔ]) may seem difficult to arrive at given the high level or correlation
between the various features. However, when Ladefoged’s (1980) approach is taken,
the analysis may be reconciled with the measurements. First of all, as was seen in
figure 1.3, Front Raising and Back Raising do both have an effect on tongue root
position. The additional feature of Pharynx Width, which Ladefoged (ibid., pp. 491-
492) estimates as shown in figure 1.9, may additionally combine with these other two
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features in various ways to produce each of the tongue shapes documented by Lindau
(1975) for Ateso (and similar languages).
Figure 1.9. The factor of Pharynx Width as estimated by Ladefoged
(1980, p. 492). The dashed line represents the reference position, and
the solid line represents a fully positive value of Pharynx Width.
Reproduced with permission.
Specifically, the definition of appropriate factors of Back Raising (height), Front
Raising (backness), and Pharynx Width (tongue root retraction) should result in a
model where different values of these three factors can account for the specific tongue
positions used to produce the full range of vowels in Ateso. Crucially, it should not
be possible to create a similar model using just the factors of Back Raising and Front
Raising. It seems that the literature is void of such explorations, although testing
this sort of model should probably be considered the minimum necessary to truly
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demonstrate the existence of a tongue root contrast independent of other articulatory
factors.
It should be mentioned that there are a handful of languages that are described as
contrasting vowels only in height, and not in backness (Ladefoged and Maddieson,
1996, pp. 286-287). Such languages are attested around the world, and include East-
ern Arrernte (Australian), Margi (Chadic), and Ubykh and Abkhaz (Northwestern
Caucasian). The vowel inventories in these languages usually consist of two or three
central vowels, such as [a], [ə], and [ɨ]. Presumably, such languages only make use of
Back Raising. Given this additional pattern, the types of languages considered so far,
in regards to vowel anteriority, can be summarized by table 1.1.
Table 1.1. The types of vowel anteriority system described in the litera-
ture presented in this chapter.7
type anteriority examples contrasting factors
BR FR PW
no anteriority none Margi, Eastern Arrernte, Ubykh, Abkhaz yes no no
backness tongue body English, Italian, Yoruba yes yes no
tongue-root TB & TR Igbo, Akan, Ateso yes yes yes
This table appears to present an implicational universal: languages with Front
Raisingmust also have Back Raising (implied by ibid., p. 286), and languages that make
use of Pharynx Width must also use Front Raising. However, there is evidence in the
literature suggesting that other types of languages may exist—specifically, Kazakh is
presented by Vajda (1994) in such a way that suggests use of Pharynx Width, but not
Front Raising.
7. BR, FR, and PW are the articulatory factors of Back Raising, Front Raising, and Pharynx Width,
respectively, from Ladefoged (1980).
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1.2. TONGUE ROOT CONTRASTS IN THE VOWEL SYSTEMS OF CENTRAL
EURASIAN LANGUAGES
Previous work examining the question of the existence of a tongue-root contrast in
the vowel systems of Central Eurasian languages falls into the following categories:
studies that rely on acoustic or imaging data from previous sources, acoustic studies
designed to examine the vowels, and studies of the phonological behaviour of the
vowels.
Other studies of significance have provided some of the acoustic or imaging data on
which conclusions of later studies are based, and often drew interesting conclusions
of their own. This section reviews a range of studies dealing with claims of a tongue-
root contrast in the vowel systems of Tungusic languages (§1.2.1), Mongolic languages
(§1.2.2), and Turkic languages (§1.2.3), but will mostly not deal with accounts based
on purely phonological evidence.
1.2.1. Tungusic languages
Based on similarities between the acoustic and auditory characteristics of the vow-
els of Even described by Nóvikova (1968) with descriptions of Akan and Igbo vowels
(e.g., Stewart, 1967; Lindau, 1975), Ard (1983) was the first to propose that Tungusic
languages exhibit a tongue-root vowel contrast (corresponding to the opposition char-
acterized as “hard” and “soft” vowels inmany sources) in addition to a standard front-
back contrast. Specifically, besides an assumed higher F1, Ard (ibid., pp. 26-27) claims
that the lower timbre and noticeable pharyngealization of the “hard” vowels (the pos-
terior vowels in this secondary contrast) in some dialects (apparently attributed to
Nóvikova, 1968, p. 89, referencing the x-ray tracings of her earlier work, i.e., Nóvikova,
1960) were clear indicators that the anterior vowels in this set “are produced without
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noticeable advancing or retracting of the tongue root,” while the posterior vowels “are
produced with a retracted tongue root”. Ard (1983, p. 27) concludes that the posterior
vowels of this secondary contrast “are produced by an articulatory gesture involving
the retraction of the tongue root” (as opposed to the anterior vowels being produced
by advancing of the tongue root). However, it is not clear how Ard (ibid.) was able
to determine what constitutes a neutral tongue root position, given that he seemed
not to even be aware of the existence of Nóvikova’s (1960) x-ray tracings of Ola Even
vowels. Based only on descriptions of the vowel inventories of the languages, Ard
(1983) applies his model to the vowel systems of several other Tungusic languages,
and proposes that proto-Tungusic can be reconstructed with a vowel system that had
a tongue root contrast in addition to the front / back contrast.
Based on the x-ray photographs and tracings of Ola Even vowels presented by
Nóvikova (1960, pp. 247-259), apparently not known to Ard (1983),8 Ladefoged and
Maddieson (1996, pp. 306-307) consider Even to have “pharyngealized” vowels, and
conclude that the relevant contrast is not the same as a tongue root contrast. They claim
that “Novikova’s comments on the acoustic characteristics of these vowels suggest that
there is a greater degree of pharyngeal narrowing in Even than in Akan,” which leads
to their conclusion that Even does not exhibit a tongue-root contrast in its vowel
system.9 Ladefoged and Maddieson (ibid., p. 306) also note that Nóvikova’s (1968)
x-ray tracings all have open velo-pharyngeal ports (“we do not know what to make of
it”), and advise caution in accepting the tracings at face value.
8. Lʲébʲedʲev (1978, pp. 35-37) provides x-ray tracings of some of the vowels of Moma Even, and
recognised that the posterior set had some degree of retraction. See Aralova (2015, pp. 42-43) for a
discussion of this source.
9. For Ladefoged andMaddieson (1996), the difference between a tongue-root contrast and a pharyn-
gealization contrast in a vowel system seems to be related to the degree of constriction in the pharynx.
However, the latter type of contrast seems fairly rare, and there is no evidence that both contrasts can
occur in the same language. It may be, however, that the two systems represent an advanced tongue
root (ATR) system and a retracted tongue root (RTR) system, respectively. See §1.1.3 and the remaining
discussion of Tungusic languages for more details on the distinction.
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Referencing the same set of sources, and also based on perceptual notes from the
author’s own fieldwork on Baiyinna Orochen, Li (1996) considers Baiyinna Orochen,
Ola Even, and Solon to all have vowel systems which contrast vowels by the retraction
of the tongue root. This analysis is then extended to encompass the entire Tungusic
family.
Despite the very limited phonetic work on Tungusic vowel systems, the majority of
recent sources assume, based directly or indirectly on the conclusions of Ard (1983),
thatmost Tungusic languages have a tongue-root contrast in their vowel systems. More
specifically, the contrast plays a role in the morpho-phonology of these languages—
namely, in the form of vowel harmony. For example, Aralova et al. (2012, p. 241)
provides the contrasting Even examples [moː-le] ‘water-Loc’ and [mɔː-la] ‘tree-Loc’. In
these examples, the vowel of the suffix agrees in tongue root positionwith the stem: [o]
and [e] are advanced vowels, and [ɔ]10 and [a] are retracted vowels. Tolskaya’s (2014)
Stratal OT account of vowel harmony in the recently extinct Oroch language includes
examples like /ʊgda-wA=dA/ [ʊgdawada] ‘boat–Acc=Foc’ for retracted vowels and
/xunkə-dU=dA/ [xunkədudə] ‘canoe–Dat=Foc’ for advanced vowels.
Aralova et al. (2012) and Aralova (2015) investigate the acoustic correlates of the
anteriority contrast normally labelled [±ATR] or [ATR]/[RTR] in Sebian Küöl and
Bystraia dialects of Even. The two sets of vowels in Even comprise the “advanced”
[i], [e], [o], and [u], and their “retracted” counterparts [ị], [a], [ọ], and [ụ]. There are
also long versions of each of these vowels, and a pair of dipthongs: “advanced” [ie]
and “retracted” [ịa]. Despite findings that F1 is a good indicator of this contrast in
these Tungusic varieties, Aralova (ibid.) feels that it is “premature to postulate the
existence of the ATR/RTR feature” in these varieties based solely on this correlation,
10. The vowel represented here as [ɔ] is represented by Aralova et al. (2012) as [o ̣]—i.e., [o] with a dot
below.
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and suggests that a statement to that effect “has to be supported by experimental
articulatory data” (Aralova, 2015, p. 94).
Other acoustic studies of the tongue root contrast in Tungusic languages include
Svantesson (1985) for Solon, Kang and Ko (2012) for Eastern Ewen, and Lulich and
Whaley (2012) for Oroqen. The findings of each of these studies are consistent with
an analysis of tongue-root contrast. In addition, Ko et al. (2014), like Ard (1983) and
Li (1996), argue that proto-Tungusic and many of the modern Tungusic languages
should be analysed as having vowels which contrast [±RTR], as opposed to a privative
[ATR]/[RTR] distinction or a [±ATR] distinction. Reinterpreted articulatorily through
Ladefoged’s (1980) system, this would require negative values of the pharynx width
factor to be possible in addition to the positive values presented by Ladefoged (ibid.,
p. 492). The analysis of the Tungusic anteriority contrast as [±RTR] is also in line
with Ladefoged and Maddieson’s (1996) assertion that Even vowels exhibit a pharyn-
gealization contrast, as opposed to a tongue root contrast—which for them is neutral
contrasted with advanced, similar to [±ATR]. However, Lulich and Whaley (2012,
pp. 67-78) find that while a lower F3 for the posterior series (predicted by Ladefoged
andMaddieson, 1996, for pharyngealized vowels) is exhibited by the Oroqen speakers
in their study, the lower F1 of the posterior series is more significant, leading them
to conclude that the vowel system of Oroqen does not exhibit a [±RTR] contrast, but
instead a [±ATR] contrast.
While the phonetics literature is not conclusive regarding the articulatory basis for
the “hard” versus “soft” distinction in the vowel systems of many Tungusic languages,
the findings to date are extremely reminiscent of vowel systems like that of Akan, and
no evidence suggests that a tongue-root contrast is not underlying the vowel system
of many Tungusic languages.
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1.2.2. Mongolic languages
Čiŋgeltei (1959, p. 6) describes Baarin Mongol as having 7 primary vowels: [ɑ],
[ə], [i], [ɔ], [ω],11 [o], [u]. Based on how following harmonizing vowels behave, these
vowels are divided into the “masculine” (posterior) vowels [ɑ], [ɔ], [ω]; the feminine
(anterior) vowels [ə], [o], [u], and the neutral vowel [i]. The additional short vowels
[ɛ], [œ], [ʏ], [y] also exist, as well as a handful of diphthongs and long vowels. The
long vowels pattern the same as the short primary vowels do, and the diphthongs
mostly pattern the same way as their initial element (e.g., [ui] is feminine), and [y]
is feminine. However, since the remaining short vowels developed from masculine
vowels preceding palatalised consonants (which themselves arose in the context of
a following [i], which was then reduced and deleted), they behave like masculine
vowels in terms of their impact on following harmonized vowels.12 A similar scenario
is described by Svantesson et al. (2005, pp. 10-11) for Khalkha, where the diphthongs
[ai], [ɔi], and [ʊi] have nearly merged with the palatalized long vowels [äː], [ɔ̈ː], and
[ʊ̈ː].
The “masculine/feminine” anteriority contrast ofMongolic languages plays amajor
role in their morphophonology. Vowels in many suffixes take on the anteriority value
of the previous vowel.13 As examples, Svantesson et al. (ibid., p. 47) provide the direct
past form of several verbs in Khalkha: /uʦ-ɮA/ [uʦˈɮe] ‘see–DPst’, /oɡ-ɮA/ [oɡˈɮo]
‘give–DPst’, /jɑw-ɮA/ [jɑwˈɮɑ] ‘go–DPst’, /ɔɾ-ɮA/ [ɔɾˈɮɔ] ‘enter–DPst’.
The vowel inventory involved in this anteriority contrast is reminiscent of that
involved in the tongue root contrast in a number of African languages as discussed in
11. The symbol [ω] corresponds to the IPA symbol [ʊ] in modern usage.
12. Svantesson et al. (2005, p. 220) cite the next 17 pages of this journal as containing x-ray tracings of
Mongolian vowels. In this article, the authors apparently conclude that the position of the tongue body
differentiates the two classes of vowels. Unfortunately, I was not able to obtain a copy of this article.
13. There are also rounding harmony processes in a number of Mongolic languages.
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§1.1.2—namely, the vowel pairs [ʊ]∼[u], [ɔ]∼[o], and [ɑ]∼[ə]/[e] are represented the
same as retracted / advanced pairs in those languages.
Buráyev (1959) used X-ray cinematography, palatography, and X-ray tracings to
examine the vowels and consonants of Buriat. Buráyev (ibid., p. 168) finds that “hard”
(posterior) vowels are produced through the movement of the tongue down and back,
and “soft” (anterior) vowels are produced through the movement of the tongue for-
ward and upwards.
Rialland and Djamouri (1984, §3.2) examine the vowels of Khalkha, and compare
formant measures of them with those of vowels in languages documented by Lindau
(1975) and others as having tongue-root advancement or retraction. Based on the fact
that the sets of vowels previously classified as alternating in backness alternate con-
sistently in F1 but not F2, they hypothesize that Khalkha’s front vowels (“[+arrière]”)
are likely to be [+ATR].
Svantesson (1985) provides formant measurements for one speaker each of Baarin,
Čahar (Šiliingol), and Khalkha. On the basis of his measurements and comparison
with Lindau’s (1975) (and others’) accounts of tongue-root vowel systems, Svantesson
concludes that these three Mongolic varieties exhibit a tongue-root contrast in their
vowel systems. He also references Buráyev’s (1959) work on Buriat (Svantesson, 1985,
p. 8), pointing out that the x-ray tracing for [u] exhibits a much wider pharyngeal
cavity than that of [ʊ].
It is strongly maintained in the literature (e.g., Svantesson, 1985, throughout;
Svantesson et al., 2005, §10.1; Ko, 2011, §3.4, 2012, §2.2.4; Ko et al., 2014, p. 149)
that Kalmyk (and other Oirat varieties) have a typical front-back vowel system, while
all other Mongolic varieties have a tongue-root anteriority system. This appears to be
based solely on an auditorily perceived difference between Kalmyk vowels and those
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of other Mongolic languages. None of these sources offer any data on Kalmyk vow-
els. A perusal of the x-ray tracings in Pávlov (1983, pp. 35-40 & 65-83) shows striking
differences in the position of the tongue root between front-back pairs of vowels in
Kalmyk, similar to what is seen for Buriat vowels in Buráyev (1959).
In Khalkha, themain vowel contrasts exemplary of a tongue-root alternation are be-
tween [u]/[ʊ], [o]/[ɔ], and [ɑ]/[e] (corresponding to [ɑ]/[ə] or [ɑ]/[ɤ] in non-Khalkha
Eastern Mongolian dialects, such as Baarin, Čahar, and Horčin, cf. Čiŋgeltei, 1959;
Svantesson et al., 2005, pp. 8, 59)—all of which form pairs that alternate in the vowel
harmony of the language. There is also an [i] vowel, which is transparent to vowel
harmony, but which Svantesson (1985) finds is realised as [ɪ] in the context of the
other “pharyngealized” vowels (i.e., only following them, so not occurring in initial
syllables).
The secondary front vowels (resulting from palatalization and monophthongiza-
tion) presented by Čiŋgeltei (1959) and Svantesson et al. (2005) present an interesting
consideration. These vowels, while described as front, still result in posterior harmo-
nized vowels. This is demonstrated for Khalkha pairs like /eːɮ-As/ [eːɮes] ‘favor–Abl’
and /ɑːɮʲ-As/ [ɑ̈ɮʲɑs] ‘manner–Abl’. If [e] is an advanced vowel and [ɑ] is retracted,
then what is [ɑ̈]? The literature on these languages suggests that it is possible that the
secondary front vowels are indeed front in terms of the tongue body, but also exhibit
a retracted tongue root. While some of the sources provide acoustic measurements,
none of them appear to have explored the question of whether there might be two
separate anteriority systems operating together.
Taken as a whole, the literature on the phonetics of vowels in Mongolic languages
is highly suggestive that both a tongue root contrast and a tongue body contrast exist
in these languages. In the primary vowels of Eastern Mongolian (including Khalkha,
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Čahar, Baarin, etc.), the tongue root contrast appears to only exist among tongue-body
back vowels, but there are additionally what appear to be secondary tongue-body
front, tongue-root retracted vowels. The presence of primary front vowels is marginal,
and they behave as transparent in the vowel harmony system of the languages, raising
the question of what role the tongue root plays in their production. Overall, Mongolic
languages appear to exhibit two anteriority contrasts (tongue root and tongue body),
much in the way that many West African and Tungusic languages do, though the
details are less straightforward, and the system is more complex, due to interaction
with palatal consonants and diphthongal elements.
1.2.3. Turkic languages
Turkic languages are generally described as exhibiting a vowel system that contrasts
vowels in terms of the three features of height, backness, and rounding. For example,
Lewis (1967, p. 13) and Trubetskóy (1960, pp. 117-118) describe Turkish as having eight
vowels, divided into high [i], [y], [ɯ], and [u] versus low [e], [œ], [ɑ], and [o]; front [i],
[y], [e], and [œ] versus back [u], [ɯ], [ɑ], and [o]; and rounded [y], [œ], [o], [u] versus
unrounded [i], [e], [ɑ], [ɯ].
The backness contrast plays a major role in the morphophonology of Turkic lan-
guages, which nearly all exhibit some form of front/back vowel harmony. For exam-
ple, Lewis (1967, pp. 29-31) provides the examples /ɡeʤe–dA/ [ɡeʤede] ‘night–Loc’
and /tɑɾlɑ–dA/ [taɾlɑdɑ] ‘field–Loc’, where the /A/ vowel is thought of as unspec-
ified for backness, and takes the backness of the previous vowel. In these examples,
/A/ realized as [e] after front vowels, like [e], and [ɑ] after back vowels, like [ɑ].
There is only one known source that proposes tongue root position as a contrasting
feature in the vowel system of a Turkic language: Vajda (1994), based on x-ray tracings
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and formant measurements provided in Jünisbékov (1972), concludes that the front-
back alternation of Kazakh vowels is actually a tongue root alternation. There is
speculation byKo (2012, pp. 164-165) that other Turkic languagesmay also have tongue
root alternations, but Ko et al. (2014)maintain the traditional assumption that all Turkic
languages have a typical front-back system.
Jünisbékov (1972) uses X-ray tracings, palatography, and photographs of the lower
face to examine Kazakh vowels. Concerning the anteriority of vowels, he finds that
there are four main series: front [e], central [i, ü, ä, ö], back [ɑ, o, u], and “mixed”
[ɯ] (ibid., p. 56).14 The analysis is based on the works of Lev Scherba (e.g., Schérba,
1911), who posited that vowels could be produced through the raising of the front part
of the tongue (front vowels), the back part of the tongue (back vowels), the middle
part of the tongue (central vowels), and a combination of some or all of these parts
of the tongue (mixed vowels). Jünisbékov (1972), then, found that all the vowels had
a single clear area of raising, with the exception of [ı]; in this sense, he considers all
four hypothetically possible series of vowels (by anteriority) to be attested in Kazakh.
He also notes that this does not align with the phonology of Kazakh, which only has
two anteriorities. Jünisbékov (ibid., pp. 56-57) considers only the front and back series
to correspond to the phonological categories, which for him are “soft” and “hard”,
respectively.
Vajda (1994, p. 613) cautions that before Jünisbékov (1972), work on Kazakh phonet-
ics and phonology “relied mostly on the subjective similarity of Kazakh vowels to the
vowels of Russian or other Turkic languages, rather than upon actual phonetic analy-
sis.” Vajda’s (1994) analysis of Kazakh vowels is based on X-ray tracings and F1 and
F2 measures taken from Jünisbékov (1972), including those presented in figure 1.10.
14. Jünisbékov (1972) uses ‹y› for [ɯ]; the other symbols correspond to normal philological usage.
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(a) X-ray tracing of the Kazakh vowel
[ü] (Jünisbékov, 1972), or [ʉ] (Vajda,
1994).
(b) X-ray tracing of the Kazakh vowel
[u] (Jünisbékov, 1972), or [ʊ] (Vajda,
1994).
Figure 1.10. Tracings of anterior and posterior vowels of Kazakh,
adapted from Jünisbékov (1972, pp. 54-55).
Based on this data, Vajda (1994) shows that there is considerable tongue-root re-
traction for posterior vowels and mild tongue root advancement for anterior vowels.
Another interpretation of these tracings is that [ʉ] and [ʊ] are contrasted by correlated
adjustments of FR and BR in the same polarity. Vajda (ibid.) also notices that the
“high” vowels are at most “mid-high” or “upper mid”, and quite centralised, and
that three of the vowels (‹e›, ‹ö›, and ‹o›, which he transcribes as [j͡ɪ], [w͡ʉ], and [w͡ʊ],
respectively) are in fact diphthongs.15
15. Vajda (1994) terms the diphthongs of Kazakh “diphthongoids” due to his belief that true diph-
thongs must be divisible into their single components and behave like a combination of two distinct
vowels. I do not share this assumption about the terminology, and will simply refer to this view of
these vowels as diphthongs.
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1.3. INVESTIGATING THE PROBLEM
Map 1.1 overviews the geographic location of the Central Eurasian languages dis-
cussed in this chapter that are thought to have a tongue root contrast. The two
additional languages which will be examined in this study—Kyrgyz and Turkish—are
included as well.
Map 1.1. The Tungusic, Mongolic, and Turkic languages discussed in
this chapter as likely to exhibit a tongue-root contrast,16 as well the two
additional languages whichwill form the basis of this study (in addition
to Kazakh): Kyrgyz and Turkish.
The Tungusic languages, such as Even, exhibit vowel systems with tongue root
contrasts that seem quite similar to those found in languages of West Africa, with a
full set of front and back vowels, and a tongue-root contrast among both sets.
Mongolic languages, such as Khalkha, exhibit a similar system, but without a
clear—or at least fully expressed—set of tongue-root contrasts among the front vowels.
16. The lines dividing the language groups are not meant to be taken literally; instead, they are meant
simply to group the languages on themap into the appropriate families. In reality, areaswhereMongolic
languages are spoken overlap with both Turkic- and Tungusic-speaking areas not just modernly, but
throughout history.
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In fact, according to the analysis of Svantesson (1985) and Svantesson et al. (2005),
Khalkha may have only one phonemic short front vowel [in initial syllables]: [i]. The
status of [e] is not entirely clear: the initial-syllable realisation of the phoneme [e],
while acoustically very close to [i], appears to be considered by Svantesson et al. (2005)
a non-pharyngeal (perhaps tongue-root advanced, or at least non-retracted) version of
[ɑ], which it alternates with phonologically—though only in non-initial syllables. The
result is a back-vowel-heavy system: i.e., there are three back vowels [ʊ], [ɔ], and [ɑ],
which have tongue-root contrasted counterparts [u], [o], and [e], with the addition of
only one other short vowel [i].17
More perplexing is the case of Kazakh. If Vajda’s (1994) model of Kazakh vowels
is correct, then there is no anteriority contrast independent of the tongue-root con-
trast. This proposal is unprecedented in the phonetics literature, and it is not clear
whether authors like Lindau or Ladefoged would even consider it possible. It is also
not clear whether Vajda (ibid.) is proposing that the anteriority contrast in Kazakh
includes both tongue body backness and tongue root retraction, or whether it should
be considered to be just the latter. Ladefoged’s (1980) articulatory model of vowel
production may be general enough to allow for both possibilities: a combined system
would have highly correlated values of Front Raising (tongue body anteriority) and
Pharynx Width (tongue root advancement, and potentially retraction)—though this
is far from the only analysis that might be possible for Kazakh. No typological work
is known that addresses the question of whether the active use of a Pharynx Width
factor is dependent on the active use of a Front Raising factor in a language.
Table 1.1 is expanded here, in table 1.2, to highlight these questions.
17. While the /i/ vowel is “neutral” to vowel harmony (while providing an anterior root for subse-
quent harmonizing vowels when in an initial syllable), it is argued by Svantesson (1985) and Svantesson
et al. (2005) to have a retracted allophone in non-initial syllables. This is similar to the findings of Benusa
and Gafos (2007) regarding so-called neutral vowels in Hungarian.
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Table 1.2. Table of vowel anteriority systems, revised to include Central
Eurasian languages.18
type anteriority examples contrasting factors
BR FR PW
no anteriority none Margi, Eastern Arrernte, Ubykh, Abkhaz yes no no
backness tongue body English, Italian, Yoruba yes yes no
? tongue root? Kazakh? yes no? yes?
tongue-root TB & TR Igbo, Akan, Ateso, Even (etc.), Khalkha (etc.) yes yes yes
The purpose of this study, then, is to investigate what the articulatory properties of
the vowel anteriority contrast of Kazakh are like. Kyrgyz and Turkish data will also
be explored to determine if they reliably contrast with Kazakh in this way, or if not,
whether any or all of them may have a tongue root contrast in their vowel systems.
The next chapter overviews how this study was conducted.
18. BR, FR, and PW are the articulatory factors of Back Raising, Front Raising, and Pharynx Width,
respectively, from Ladefoged (1980).
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CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
The previous chapter reviewed the literature on vowel anteriority as well as claims
about a tongue-root contrast in the vowel systems of Tungusic, Mongolic, and Turkic
languages, and made the case for an articulatory study of vowel anteriority in Central
Eurasian languages, thus establishing the general scope of the present study. This
chapter will describe how the study was conducted. The articulatory imaging of
speech using ultrasound is discussed in §2.1, the experimental design is laid out in
§2.2, the equipment used is presented in §2.3, how data was gathered and processed
is outlined in §2.4, and the analytical methodology is described in §2.5.
2.1. ARTICULATORY IMAGING OF SPEECH USING ULTRASOUND
This study uses ultrasound imaging of the tongue to explore the vowel anteriority con-
trasts of three Turkic languages. Ultrasound imaging presents a number of advantages
over other ways of studying the position of the tongue during speech production, but
there are also a number of disadvantages. Some other methods of imaging the tongue
are presented (§2.1.1), and some of the challenges associated with ultrasound tongue
imaging are discussed (§2.1.2). The results of other investigations of the tongue root
using ultrasound will also be explored (§2.1.3).
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2.1.1. Other methods for imaging the tongue
There are a number of methods that have been used to measure the position of the
tongue during speech production, including Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA),
cinéradiography, x-ray microbeams, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), and ultra-
sound imaging. Each of these methods has its own advantages and disadvantages.
X-ray cinéradiography (cf. Stevens and Öhman, 1963a,b) was the primary method
used to study speech articulation during the middle of the last half of the 20th century.
Before this, x-ray photographs were used to investigate speech articulation, but it was
impossible to record naturalistic speech in this way. X-ray cinéradiography made it
possible to capture x-ray images of the vocal tract at high frame rates during speech
(usually together with audio). Individual frames could then be examined and often
they were traced and analysed in various ways. This method resulted in a major
expansion of the understanding of speech articulation. Unfortunately, x-ray cinéra-
diography has a number of health and safety risks associated with it, as it exposes the
subject of the recording to a high level of radiation. Because of these risks, it is now
“no longer possible” (and certainly not advisible) to obtain data this way (Casali, 2008,
p. 507).
X-ray microbeam systems directly record the motion of articulators during speech
production by “generating a very narrow beam of high-energy x-rays, and rapidly
directing this beam, under high-speed computer control, to track the motions of 2-
3mm diameter gold pellets glued to the tongue, jaw, lips, and soft palate” (Westbury,
1994, p. 4). The need for beads to be glued to the articulators is a limiting factor for
research focusing on the tongue root, and the expense of the system has meant that
there have only been a few systems operational in the world.
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Electromagnetic articulography (EMA), also electromagnetic midsagittal articulo-
metry (EMMA), was developed as a cheaper alternative to x-ray microbeam systems
(Perkell et al., 1992). This technology employs an inductance field established around
a subject’s head to track the motion of sensor coils which are attached to various
articulators (usually parts of the tongue and/or the lips). The speed of sampling is ex-
tremely high, and automatic methods for normalization have been developed to keep
all measurements relative to a reference, like the cranium or hard palate. The nature
of modern EMA systems allows for acquisition of data in a three-dimensional space,
and, also unlike x-ray cinématography, for tracking the movement of specific points
on the tongue, as opposed to just tongue shape over time. A major disadvantage of
EMA for studying tongue root position is that the sensor coils must be attached to
fleshy parts of the tongue, and wires leading out of the mouth must be attached to the
coils, so it is difficult to track any part of the tongue further back than the rear of the
tongue body.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) systems, like ultrasound, are general-purpose
medical instruments used for anatomical inspection. MRI is capable of imaging soft
tissue in three dimensions, but most systems require a sustained articulation in order
to capture a single frame of data; the technology has, however, proven useful in
measuring the articulation of vowels (cf., Tiede, 1996, p. 401).
2.1.2. Imaging of the tongue using ultrasound
In comparison to other methods of articulatory research, such as x-ray cinéradiog-
raphy, ultrasound is relatively safe, easy, convenient, and cheap. There are a number
of other advantages of ultrasound over the other methods described in the previous
section. As contrasted with EMA, ultrasound is relatively non-invasive for articulation
research, since an ultrasound transducer need only be placed under the chin, and no
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wires or coils need to be placed in the mouth. In contrast with other non-invasive tech-
niques, such asMRI, ultrasound can provide relatively high sampling rates: Miller and
Finch (2011) report acquiring ultrasound images at 124 frames per second and Miller
(2016) reports 114 frames per second—both using the CHAUSA method described by
Miller (2008).
On the other hand, ultrasound imaging presents a number of challenges to research
on tongue position (Stone, 2005). The main problems are that ultrasound offers no
direct way to measure where the tongue is in relation to the palate or pharynx wall,
or to guarantee that the tongue has a consistent relation with the ultrasound sensor.
These facts conspire to create a situation in which there appears to be no ideal way
to establish a fixed coordinate system against which measurements of tongue position
can be quantified.
One of themost difficult challenges of using ultrasound imaging for speech research
is thatmost of the vocal tract besides the tongue and its surface is not able to be imaged.
Ultrasound radiation reflects or disperses when it hits an interface between materials
of different acoustic impedances. Hence, very little radiation is able to pass beyond
the tongue-air interface, and even less is able to return to the transducer if it does
pass this interface. Because of this, the palate, back wall of the pharynx, and other
useful reference points are nearly impossible to image reliably using ultrasound. This
is demonstrated in figure 2.1, where an idealized midsagittal diagram, annotated for
the approximate area that would be imaged by an ultrasound system, is compared to
an actual frame of ultrasound data, which does not contain any anatomical landmarks
beyond the surface of the tongue.
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(a) An idealized midsagittal diagram.
The green area shows the approximate
area that would be imaged by an ultra-
sound system.
Adapted from vectorization © User:
BadSeed / CC BY-SA 4.0 of original ©
User:Ish_ishwar / CC BY-SA 2.5.
(b) A frame of ultrasound data, lacking any
anatomical landmarks beyond the tongue sur-
face. The white line in the left subframe is the
imaged surface of the tongue, oriented similarly
as the tongue in the midsagittal diagram.
Figure 2.1. A demonstration of the data that is normally captured by
ultrasound imaging of the tongue.
It can be a challenge to keep the ultrasound transducer stable in relation to the
tongue. Miller and Finch (2011, pp. 472-473) provide a good overview of solutions
that have been applied to the issue of “head position uncertainty”.
Additionally, there is essentially no way to track specific points of the tongue, in
contrast to EMA. This is not necessarily a problem, however, since the aspects of
tongue position most relevant to the acoustic signal are not understood to be where
particular anatomical points of the tongue are in space, but how the tongue fills the
space it occupies (i.e., the vocal tract), regardless of which part of the tongue is in
which particular location (cf. Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996; Stevens, 1998).
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The fact that ultrasound data is spatially rich, especially in comparison to e.g., EMA,
can be considered to be one of the challenges of studying speech articulation using the
technology. Acquired data must also be coded somehow (e.g., by tracing the surface
of the tongue) in order to conduct a quantitative analysis. Tracing presents its own
set of challenges, including “doubled” tongue contours (where there appear to be two
tongue surfaces because e.g., the tongue is in transition or the sides and center of the
tongue interact) and other anomalies associated with the propagation and detection
of ultrasound radiation (cf. Stone, 2005, pp. 468-469).
Other potential challenges of ultrasound data include limitations on the speed of
acquisition,1 and the fact that the mandible and hyoid bones block the ultrasound
signal, and so cast “shadows” that conceal potentially valuable data about the tongue
position. As an example, figure 2.1b exhibits a jaw shadow, preventing the tip of
the tongue from being imaged. The shadows are sometimes used for position nor-
malisation (cf. Miller, 2016, p. 129) or for establishing where measurements of tongue
position should be taken, even from frames with a more peripheral shadow (cf. Hudu,
2014, §3.2).2
Other advantages and challenges of ultrasound imaging of the tongue are described
by Stone (2005).
2.1.3. Examining tongue root contrasts using ultrasound
Only recently have tongue root contrasts in vowel systems begun to be studied us-
ing ultrasound imaging. Only a handful of studies exists, and there is no established
1. While Miller and Finch (2011) were able to acquire ultrasound images at 124 frames per second,
many systems are limited to 30 frames per second. The ultrasound data acquired for this study was
imaged at frame rates ranging from 37 to 73 frames per second.
2. Hudu (2014, §3.2) measures the distance of the tongue surface from the center of the transducer up
to the lowest angle at which the tongue surface was visible for all tokens of each anteriority pair.
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methodology in the literature that has been proven to avoid some of the method-
ological challenges. As such, each study uses a unique methodology and takes into
consideration the potential problems caused by it.
Hudu et al. (2009) and Hudu (2010, 2014) examine the extent to which the tongue
root contrast in the Dagbani (a Gur language of Ghana) vowel system is one of tongue-
root advancement or retraction. The studiesmeasure the distance of the tongue surface
from the ultrasound transducer at the furthest-back position of the tongue that was
imaged across all frames for each speaker. Two classes of vowels generally associated
with a tongue root contrast are compared with each other and with the “inter-speech
posture” (ISP)—or rest position—of the tongue. It is found that the anterior class
of vowels has tongue root measures which are closer to the transducer (i.e., more
anterior) than for the posterior class of vowels and the ISP. The authors conclude that
their measurements are consistent with an advanced tongue-root system, and that
there is a direct articulatory mapping from the phonological feature [±ATR] and the
position of the tongue root.
Allen et al. (2013) investigate the question of whether the two categories of vow-
els in Yoruba generally associated with a tongue root contrast can be distinguished
articulatorily by tongue-root position or tongue height (or both). They measured the
distance from the ultrasound transducer to the imaged surface of the tongue at an
angle of  45° towards the back of the tongue, and 25° to the front of the tongue (with
0° representing a line vertically extending from the transducer). The results were
based on confidence interval spreads of the intersection of sets of tongue traces for
anterior vowels, posterior vowels, and ISP at these angles. The appropriateness of the
specific angles where measurements were compared was grounded in literature that
considers this problem (Gick et al., 2006), and was considered appropriate for each
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of the speakers. The authors find that the contrasting pairs [ɛ]∼[e] and [ɔ]∼[o] differ
significantly in the position of their posterior line, and only have significant differences
for some speakers in the anterior line. This leads to the conclusion that the vowels [e]
and [o] are advanced tongue-root correspondents of [ɛ] and [ɔ], respectively, and that
tongue height is not involved directly in the contrast. They also find that high vowels
are always articulated with an advanced tongue root, while low vowels are always
articulated with a retracted tongue root.
Billington (2014) examined tongue root alternations in Lopit (an Eastern Nilotic
language of South Sudan) as produced by four native speakers. Her analysis relied
on the methodology developed by Davidson (2006); specifically, Smoothing Spline
Analyses of Variance (SSANOVA) was used to generate graphs of the ultrasound
tracings to determine the areas of the tongue which were most different for two sets of
vowels. Tongue tracings for individual pairs of [+ATR] ([i], [e], [o], [u]) and [ ATR]
([ɪ], [ɛ], [ɔ], [ʊ]) vowels were compared in this way, as well as [a] in contexts where
it might be expected to be [+ATR] and contexts where it might be expected to be
[ ATR]. An example is provided in figure 2.2.
The difference in the shape of the average tracing is considered to be significant in
areas where the 95% confidence interval lines do not overlap. It was found that each
individual pair of [±ATR] vowels were identical to one another articulatorily in nearly
all ways besides position of the root of the tongue, where [+ATR] vowels consistently
had more anterior tongue root positions and [ ATR] vowels consistently had more
posterior tongue root positions. Additionally, it was found that all [+ATR] vowels
had significantly lower F1 values than their [ ATR] counterparts. Furthermore, no
evidence for distinct [+ATR] and [ ATR] articulations of [a] were identified, resulting
in the conclusion that Lopit has a nine-vowel inventory.
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Figure 2.2. Smoothing spline with 95% confidence intervals (repre-
sented by thin dotted lines) of Lopit [o] ([+ATR], blue) and [ɔ] ([ ATR],
red) for speaker VH from Billington (2014, p. 121).
Reproduced with permission from the author.
There are a number of other sources that have made use of smoothing spline
analyses of ultrasound data to determine the difference between tongue positions in
vowel production. Dalton (2011) examines the tense-lax vowel contrast in Canadian
French and finds that the two classes are distinguished primarily by the height of
the tongue body, and not by position of the tongue root. Havenhill (2015) uses the
SSANOVA comparison technique to examine differences in tongue position for [ɑ]
and [ɔ] in speakers of English from Detroit. Mielke (2013, 2015) examines the rhotic
vowels of Canadian French ([ø], [œ̃], and [œ]) and used SSANOVA comparisons of
tongue traces to determine that speakers adjust F3 using various combinations of
tongue bunching, tongue root retraction, and lip rounding. Importantly, Mielke (2015)
calculates SSANOVA over polar coordinates of the tongue traces, arguing that it is
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more appropriate than using Cartesian coordinates, as tongue contoursmore resemble
an arc than a line (Mielke, 2015, p. 2861). Heyne and Derrick (2015) concur, and
additionally advocate using the virtual origin of the ultrasound transducer as the
origin for the polar coordinates.
2.2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The conclusions of Vajda (1994) suggest that Kazakh may have a tongue root contrast
where the traditional literature suggests a tongue body contrast. To investigate this
claim, Kazakh speakers were recruited as part of this study. Kyrgyz has a notably
different vowel system, but is in many ways very similar to Kazakh.3 So, in order to
compare the findings for Kazakh to a very closely related language, Kyrgyz speakers
were recruited. Turkish, a more distant relative of Kazakh and Kyrgyz, has received a
certain amount of attention in the linguistics literature, and for quite a while its sound
system has been taken into consideration in the development of models that can be
applied cross-linguistically. Despite this level of attention from linguists and some
suggestion that a related language, Kazakh, may have a tongue root contrast, there
appears to be no mention in the literature of the involvement of the tongue root in the
vowel system of Turkish. For this reason, Turkish speakers were recruited as well.
In order to investigate the vowel anteriority systems ofKazakh, Kyrgyz, andTurkish,
this study acquired data from native speakers of these languages. The data for this
studywas acquired in the IndianaUniversity Speech Production Laboratory from 2014
3. It is the author’s observation, as a learner, non-native speaker, and linguist of both languages,
that Kazakh and Kyrgyz are extremely similar languages, but that they differ in many ways. Having
observed native speakers of the two languages interact with each other without resorting to Russian,
English, or other shared languages, it is possible to say that the languages, despite many obstacles to
mutual intelligibility, are indeed largely mutually intelligible.
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to 2016, through the use of ultrasound imaging equipment, discussed in §2.3. Data
acquisition and processing procedures are described in §2.4.
2.3. EQUIPMENT
The ultrasound images for this study were recorded with a Philips EPIQ 7 Ultra-
sound System, along with an X6-1 xMatrix phased array transducer, which together
are capable of recording volumetric (4D) data in real time. While three-dimensional
information of tongue geometry during vowel articulation could be extremely infor-
mative, the frame rate currently possible in the acquisition of this type of data is much
less than that possible in the recording of single two-dimensional slices. However,
this ultrasound system offers an “xPlane” function, which allows two perpendicular
two-dimensional slices to be acquired simultaneously without much impact on the
framerate. This feature was taken advantage of to get some idea of side-to-side prop-
erties of tongue position. One limitation of the system is that single xPlane recordings
are limited to around 1300 frames in length, so many short recordings needed to be
made.
AnArticulate Instruments Probe StabilisationHeadset (Articulate Instruments Ltd.,
2008), pictured in figure 2.3, was used to keep the ultrasound probe in a relatively
consistent position in relation to the participant’s head, and hence the palate as well.
A computer running LabVIEW was configured to acquire video of the bottom
half of the participant’s face and audio through a high-quality microphone. These
recordings were segmented when a foot pedal that also controlled the ultrasound
image acquisition was pressed. This ensured that the audio, webcam video, and
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(a) As worn by a participant. (b) As modeled by the re-
searcher.
Figure 2.3. Articulate Instruments Probe Stabilisation Headset with
Philips X6-1 transducer. These are shown both worn by a participant
in the study during a recording, with a limited view (due to privacy
concerns), and also modeled by the researcher, to show the full extent
of the headset above the bottom of the face.
ultrasound images all had the same ending time,4 which allows them to be easily
synchronised programmatically later. An LCD display attached to the same computer
presented stimuli to the participant.
2.4. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
This section discusses the procedure used to record participants for this study (§2.4.1),
how the data was acquired (§2.4.3), some general aspects of the stimuli used (§2.4.2),
some challenges presented by the data (§2.4.4), and how data was annotated (§2.4.5).
4. There is a slight, somewhat unpredictable delay on the beginning of ultrasound image acquisi-
tion after a press of the foot pedal, but the end of acquisition has no detectable delay in relation to the
acquisition of audio and video.
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2.4.1. Procedure
When each participant showed up in the laboratory, they were asked to fill out a de-
mographic questionnaire. The questions are related to factors that may have an impact
on the way the participant speaks, such as their age, sex, residence history, clan/tribe
affiliation, and other languages they may speak. The participant was informed that
they did not have to answer any questions that they found too personal.
Next, the participant was seated in a chair and the probe stabilisation headset was
strapped to their head, which held the ultrasound transducer in a particular alignment
under their chin. The ultrasound transducer had water-based hypoallergenic gel on
its surface (which helps the ultrasound waves travel between the transducer and the
participant’s skin), which was placed in direct contact with the participant’s skin
under their chin. The helmet was aligned and the ultrasoundmachine was configured
to capture the imageable portion of the tongue—i.e., from approximately the “jaw
shadow” to the “hyoid shadow”.
To begin the recording session, the participant was asked to swallow some bottled
water through a straw. An ultrasound video of this was recorded for potential use in
future efforts to identify the position of the palate.
The first several content slides that the participant was presented each consisted
of a handful of sentences of encyclopædic text adapted from a Wikipedia article. The
content was about rainbows or forests, depending on the language.5 The purpose
of this content was to capture some running speech and to allow the helmet and
transducer to “settle”, as well as to allow for pauses to make further adjustments if
needed.
5. Text was drawn from the Turkish Wikipedia page on rainbows (http://tr.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Gökkuşağı), the Kyrgyz Wikipedia page on forests (http://ky.wikipedia.org/wiki/Токой), and the
Kazakh Wikipedia page on rainbows (http://kk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Кемпірқосақ).
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All remaining slides consisted of six sentences per slide (carrier phrases containing
stimuli, which will be discussed in §2.4.2 and described separately for each language),
interspersed with waiting slides, which told them they could ask for a break or wait
for the next slide. The foot pedal advanced the slides and started and stopped video,
audio, and ultrasound recordings. When a waiting slide was arrived at, the recordings
had all just been stopped, but the ultrasound recording still needed to be “captured”
(i.e., saved to disk). This waiting slide allowed the researcher a chance to press the
capture button andwait for the ultrasoundmachine to indicate that it was done saving
the data—a process of several seconds.
The entire procedure from beginning to end took up to 2 hours for each participant.
Each participant was compensated $30 as advertised.6
2.4.2. Stimuli
It was decided, for a number of reasons, that vowels should not be presented in
isolation to native speakers in this study. The main reason against presenting vow-
els in isolation to native speakers is that it does not result in data that is analogous
to normal speech. Furthermore, there are complications involved with not present-
ing more linguistic context to the speaker. For example, many Kazakh and Kyrgyz
speakers are bilingual in Russian, and there is no way to ensure that the vowel they
produce when reading a single letter is the Kazakh or Kyrgyz vowel that corresponds
to the character and not the Russian vowel that corresponds to the same character.
However, when reading a sentence in Kazakh or Kyrgyz, it is safe to assume that their
production of any vowel in that sentence fits within normative production consistent
with speaking Kazakh or Kyrgyz and not Russian, especially when the vowel is part of
6. Funds to compensate participants were provided by an Indiana University Graduate School Grant-
in-Aid of Doctoral Research.
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an attested Kazakh or Kyrgyz word. This is assumed to hold true even if the attested
Kazakh or Kyrgyz word is not used in a context where it would normally occur. The
same assumptions may be made of Turkish speakers who know English, as these two
languages also use similar letters for the vowels.
For these reasons, stimuli consisted ofmorphologically valid forms of the languages
in questions, embedded within generalized carrier sentences (with meanings like “I
came home and said .”). Using morphologically valid forms of the language
allowed for a relatively large number of parallel forms to be created with contrasting
vowel types and prosodic shapes. While these forms often were not common forms
of the language, and were not predictable from the carrier phrases, speakers appeared
to be able to pronounce them in a normal way, whether or not they were successfully
accessing the lexicon for the forms.
The specific forms and carrier phrases used to investigate each language will be
discussed in the relevant sections for Turkish (§3.2), Kyrgyz (§4.2), and Kazakh (§5.2).
2.4.3. Data Acquisition
Two ultrasound “views” were recorded: a midsagittal plane and a coronal plane.
The midsagittal plane captured data along a vertical plane from anterior to posterior
position, and the coronal plane captured data along a left-to-right plane intersecting
with the midsagittal plane around the back of the tongue.
Figure 2.4 shows two frames of the captured data: one for participant P03, and
one for participant P01. Comparison of the images illustrates the inconsistency in
capture of the coronal plane. Recording frame rates were limited due to the various
adjustments of the data capture setup, including the depth andwidth of the ultrasound
signal to capture as much of the length of the tongue as possible; e.g., the recording
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(a) A frame of acquired ultrasound data
from participant P03. The jaw shadow ob-
scures part of the imaged tongue surface at
the right of the midsagittal frame (around
the tongue tip). The tongue surface was im-
aged successfully in the coronal frame.
(b)A frameof acquired ultrasounddata from
participant P01. The hyoid shadow and the
jaw shadow obscure the imaged tongue sur-
face at the left and right of the midsagittal
frame, respectively. The coronal plane was
imaged within the hyoid shadow, so does
not provide much information.
Figure 2.4. Two frames of acquired ultrasound data. The midsagittal
frame of each is on the left and the coronal frame of each is on the right.
The arrowhead to the left of each midsagittal frame shows the angle at
which the corresponding coronal view was imaged; a white line was
added to the first image to emphasize this angle.
of participant P01 was limited to approximately 52 frames per second. A full listing of
the frame rates for each set of acquired data is provided in appendix B.
While the ultrasound data was being captured, a computer running LabVIEW
under a Windows environment simultaneously acquired an audio recording as well
as a video recording of the lower part of the subject’s face (so that lip rounding could
be examined). A single foot pedal was used to start and stop the ultrasound data
acquisition, as well as the audio and video recordings.
A Python script was written so that all recordings could be synchronised based on
the fact that their acquisition ended with a single foot pedal press.
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2.4.4. Challenges
There were a number of complications encountered during the measurement of
data presented above.
In Kyrgyz, the boundary between a vowel and a lateral was not always apparent.
This was occasionally the case for back vowels and rounded vowels, andwas especially
true for back rounded vowels. For this reason, a number of potentially usable vowel
tokens had to be excluded from analysis.
In Kazakh, the “high” vowels were often not articulated, and when they were, most
tokens were not voiced. This is related to a process of high-vowel deletion—active
in Kazakh but not consistently applied—which renders a word like /tɘsɘndiɘ/ as
[ts̩.n ̩.diɘ́]. Quite a few recorded tokens containing high vowels had to be excluded
from the study, since it was not clear that a vocalic target would be present “between”
the consonants. In a few cases of this condition, there were periods that appeared to
contain voiceless or breathy vowels, but these tokens were excluded too, since vowels
of these modalities are much harder to get good acoustic measures from. To ensure
that there were sufficient high vowel tokens (or, for some speakers, any high vowel
tokens), simple [CVC] tokens were drawn from the signal. This continued to prove
limiting, since all stems in the first set of Kazakh stimuli were in the form [tVs] and
[KVs], which on their own are still subject to deletion or devoicing of a high vowel.
For one speaker, other stimuli had to be identified for there to be enough tokens for
each high vowel. It should be mentioned that deletion and devoicing of high vowels
also applies in Kyrgyz, but it is much less common—only a few tokens total across all
five Kyrgyz speakers were excluded for this reason.
Another issue with all the Turkic languages examined is that their vowels are
fairly short—especially the high vowels. A relatively fast acquisition rate of 40 to 60
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frames per second is barely fast enough to capture their production. For example,
participant P01’s tongue was imaged at approximately 52 frames per second, at which
rate ultrasound images are separated by approximately 19 milliseconds. This turns
out to be within the range of durations that is possible for high vowel articulation
in Turkic languages, especially in Kazakh and Kyrgyz. Additionally, even for the
much longer diphthongs of Kazakh, the one-third and two-thirds points were often
captured in consecutive frames in the ultrasound data. During the recording of the
first participant, P01, the captured area of the tongue was not limited nearly as much
as it could have been—instead, the entire jaw shadow and other irrelevant areas were
imaged. With adjustments to the capture area, much higher frame rates are possible.
These adjustments were made for participant P02, but the utterances corresponding to
the beginnings of the slides were lost as the number of frames captured exceeded the
machine’s limit of around 1300 frames. As a result, for P03, the quality of the acquired
images was increased to bring the frame rate back down some so that all of the uttered
stimuli could be recorded.
There were also a number of frames which had to be excluded because there was no
measurable tongue contour in the frame due to poor contact between the ultrasound
transducer and the chin. This is a result of the headset loosening and/or gel being
displaced throughout the lengthy data acquisition process. While an effort was made
to keep track of this and adjust as needed throughout data acquisition, this did have a
slight impact on the quantity of measurable tokens available.
The assumption that the stabilisation headset allows the researcher to assume that
the tongue is aligned in a consistent manner relative to the ultrasound sensor may
not be an entirely safe one. There were several points during the data acquisition
sessions when participants adjusted the headset. However, since tokens were more or
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less evenly distributed across each session, any variation in measurements caused by
this should “average out”—i.e., all types should be affected in approximately the same
ways.
Also, the coronal plane image ended up not being ofmuch use—at least not initially.
For the first participant, it was aligned to a slice too far back to capture the tongue
surface duringmost periods of articulation, and often captured only the hyoid shadow.
For other participants it was aligned too far forward to capture any part of the tongue
root. Also, no attempts were made to keep the angle consistent across speakers. The
data could potentially be of use to examine tongue grooving at that position, but the
position is not consistent across speakers.
2.4.5. Data Annotation
Praat text grids were used to delineate the “location” (beginning and ending time
indices) of target vowels in the audio recording, as shown in figure 2.5.
Another Python script was written to extract the ultrasound frames corresponding
to themidpoint for themonophthongs of each language (only Kazakh has diphthongs)
and the one-thirds and two-thirds points for the diphthongs of Kazakh based on their
“locations” in the text grids. Additionally, a Python script was written which called
Praat to measure the formant values7 at the midpoints of monophthongs and the ⅓
and⅔marks for diphthongs. These values were stored for later use.
7. The default settings for Burg-method formant measurement were used: auto time step, maximum
of 5 formants, maximum formant frequency of 5500Hz, window length of 0.025s, pre-emphasis from
50Hz. For a couple speakers, quite a few formants were not measuredwell; for the incorrectly measured
formants, the maximum number of formants was set down to 4 or up to 6, and the results were hand-
checked. In a number of cases, formant values needed to be hand-estimated. In other cases, manual
measurement was extremely difficult, and Praat’s returned values were accepted. See the discussion of
figure 5.8 in §5.3.1 for a more detailed discussion of this type of problem.
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Figure 2.5. Praat text grids provide a facility for a vowel from an audio
recording to be delimited and alignedwith information about the vowel,
such as a transcription symbol. Here, an interval corresponding to the
Kazakh diphthong [yʉ] is delineated.
Frames corresponding to the vowel midpoints (or one-third and two-thirds marks
for diphthongs) were extracted from the ultrasound recordings for annotation. A
script was written which allowed annotation of the tongue, as shown in figure 2.6.
This interactive Python script allowed the surface of the tongue to be traced, and
stored the points for each trace for later use.
2.5. ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY
This study does not make use of the SS ANOVAmethodology presented by Davidson
(2006) and used by Billington (2014) in the investigation of tongue root alternation
in vowels. Instead, more direct (and mathematically simpler) methods are used to
approximate similar types of findings. The acoustic properties of the vowels are
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Figure 2.6. An example of the tracing script in use.
examined, with special focus on F1 (§2.5.1); the tongue positions of all the vowels are
compared (§2.5.2); the furthest point of the tongue from the transducer for each vowel
is examined (§2.5.3); and the areas of greatest differentiation between anterior and
posterior vowels is calculated (§2.5.4).
2.5.1. Acoustic measures
The stored formant measures were loaded into a script which generated a formant
plot from them. Figure 2.7 presents a formant plot of the vowels for participant P09
generated using this script.
In the formant plot, each vowel measurement is plotted (as a transcription of the
type of each token) on a logarithmic scale. An ellipse is also plotted for each vowel
type. The ellipse is centered on the mean formant values for the given vowel type,
and includes 95.4% (or two standard deviations) of all tokens for that type. The
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Figure 2.7. Formant measurements for P09 (Turkish)
measured F2 values were used directly in these plots, instead of subtracting the F1
value from them first. While most of the literature on tongue-root contrasts uses the
latter measure (as seen in §1.1.2), this measure is a better indicator of vowel perception
than articulation. In other words, using F2 directly may provide a better indication of
vowel articulation. In either case, it is not expected that this decision will have a major
impact on interpretation.
The way the ellipses are plotted is to first find a best fit line for the logarithms of
the x and y coordinates (F1 and F2 values) of a given set of vowels, rotate all points by
the difference of the best fit line and a horizontal (0°) line, and determine the standard
deviation of both the x (rotated logarithmic F2) and y (rotated logarithmic F1) axis.
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Once the vowels are plotted in logarithmic space, an ellipse is plotted rotated by the
angle of the best fit line, with a width and length of the radius (i.e., half way across in
either dimension) corresponding to the standard deviation of the logarithmic rotated
F1 or F2, as appropriate.
The plot is colour coded by vowel type. The blue colours are anterior vowels, and
the red colours are posterior vowels. In Kazakh, [æ], which has variable phonological
identity in terms of posteriority, is represented with purple. The darker colours (navy
and dark red) are phonologically high vowels, and the lighter colours (cyan and pink)
are phonologically low vowels. The ellipses represented with solid lines are non-
round vowels, and the ellipses represented with broken lines are round vowels. When
diphthongs are represented, as they are in Kazakh, the ⅓ points of the vowel are
represented with the normal symbology (and the first elements of the diphthongs
are underlined), while the ⅔ points of the vowel are represented with an ellipse of
the same color, but drawn with a finely dotted line (and the second elements of the
diphthongs are underlined). With this symbology, individual pairs can be quickly
compared.
The particular vowel plot in figure 2.7 can be evaluated for differences between
particular vowels. Generally, anterior vowels have a higher F2 than posterior vowels
(i.e., the blue symbols are to the left of the plot as compared to the red symbols), high
vowels have a lower F1 than low vowels (i.e., darker symbols are higher in the plot
than lighter symbols), and rounded vowels have a lower F2 than unrounded vowels
(i.e., symbols associated with the dashed-line circles are to the left of the plot as
compared to symbols associated with solid-line circles). More specifically, the anterior
and posterior vowels appear to differ from one another both in F2 (as expected) and
F1 values (i.e., the red symbols are not just further to the right as compared to the
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blue symbols, but are lower in the graph as well). Individual anterior/posterior pairs
show different levels of difference in each variable, though: [ɯ] appears to differ from
[i] approximately evenly in both formants, while [u] appears to differ from [y] almost
entirely in F2. It is also difficult to determine whether the front rounded vowels ([y]
and [œ]) are rounded versions of the front unrounded vowels ([i] and [e]), or anterior
versions of the back rounded vowels ([u] and [o]), since the reduction in F2 expected
with rounding and the F2 increase expected with fronting are both present, and there
is no major change in F1 associated with either of these contrasts. For this speaker,
then, these two contrasts appear to be symmetrical, as the phonological literature on
Central Eurasian languages would have it. On the other hand, for this speaker, [ɯ],
which occupies an area of the formant chart where one would expect something more
like [ɪ], would appear to bemore like a posterior correspondent of [i] than a non-round
correspondent of [u].
Taken together, these observations could potentially be generalized to a conclusion
that the anterior/posterior contrast for this speaker is related to some combination
of tongue body position (or front raising) and tongue root position (pharynx width).
Hypotheses could also be made about which vowel of given pairs is “primary”, and
which one is an anterior, posterior, rounded, or unrounded “version” of it. For ex-
ample, [i], [e], [ɑ], [o], and [u] are in approximately the positions expected of them in
a five-vowel system (with [u] slightly fronted). If it is assumed that Turkish is like a
five-vowel system with additional vowels, then it would appear that [y] and [œ] are
rounded versions of the front unrounded vowels as opposed to front versions of the
back rounded vowels (since they are much closer to the front vowels in formant space,
and somewhat more similar to them in terms of height). This leaves [ɯ], which is
positioned somewhat like a front schwa-like vowel, as opposed to a posterior version
of [i] or unrounded version of [u]. It might also be possible to understand [ɯ] as
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[ɪ]—either a lax or retracted version of [i]—but either analysis is speculation without
articulatory data to support it.
Another acoustic measure that is examined is vowel duration. While duration
does not get at the question of tongue position, it is an intrinsic part of certain vowel
contrasts in most of the languages. A plot of vowel duration for participant P07 is
provided in figure 2.8 as an example.
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Figure 2.8. Average vowel durations for P07 (Turkish)
In the duration plots, the same symbology is used as in the formant plots: blue
represents anterior vowels, while red represents posterior vowels; lighter colors (cyan
and pink) represent low vowels while darker colors (navy blue and dark red) represent
high vowels; and solid lines represent unrounded vowels while broken lines represent
rounded vowels.
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Each vowel type’s duration is represented by a box plot, arranged fromhigh anterior
to high posterior vowels, going through low anterior and the low posterior, with
rounded vowels following unrounded vowels. The whiskers represent the range of
durations for each vowel, and the upper and lower caps reflect the maximum and
minimum duration measurements, respectively. The box spans the range from the
first to third quartile of the data (i.e., it includes approximately 50% of the data), and
themidline is drawn at themedian value. A diamond in each plot represents themean
value of the durations for that vowel type.
The duration plot in figure 2.8 can be interpreted in the following way. While
only the short vowels for this language (Turkish) are being analysed, there is a clear
distinction between two sets: the high vowels ([i], [y], [ɯ], and [u], which appear on
the two sides of the graph) are overall quite a bit shorter than the low vowels ([e], [œ],
[ɑ], and [o], which appear in the middle of the graph). This could be an important cue
to the distinction between a given pair of vowels if their tongue traces and/or formant
values overlap. For example, if [i] and [e] for this speaker were not distinguished
well by formant values, and had similar tongue shapes, then it could be deduced that
the main phonetic distinction between these vowels is duration; i.e., [i] is consistently
shorter than [e]: the longest [i] tokenmeasured is approximately the same length as the
shortest [e] token measured, and the third quartile of [i] is far below the first quartile
of [e].
2.5.2. Tongue shape comparison
To compare tongue shapes during the production of multiple vowels, a plot was
generated which presents an aggregation of all the tongue tracings of the vowels
produced by a given speaker grouped by vowel category. An example is presented in
figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9. Average tongue traces for P09 (Turkish)
In this figure, the symbology is the same as in the previous figures: blue colors
represent anterior vowels, while red colors represent posterior vowels; lighter colors
(cyan and pink) represent low vowels while darker colors (navy blue and dark red)
represent high vowels; and solid lines represent unrounded vowels while broken lines
represent rounded vowels. The x and y axes simply represent length from back to
front and height from top to bottom, as measured in pixels in the image produced by
the ultrasound system.8
8. There is a direct relation between the number of pixels to physical space, but the physical sizes
were not computed in this study.
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The average of the tongue traces for each vowel type is represented by a solid or
broken line, surrounded by a lighter area that represents the standard deviation in
each direction around the line. To calculate the average and standard deviations, the
intersection of each trace (for a given vowel type) with a series of 1° intervals from
an origin point (the approximate point of the center of the ultrasound transducer, or
the virtual origin, using the terminology of Heyne and Derrick, 2015) was computed.
The mean and standard deviations of these intersections were computed along each
of the 1° intervals and then reassembled into an average trace with a band around it
representing standard deviation.
Comparison of the traces is reasonably simple, and can result in generalizable
observations. For example, in figure 2.9, it is possible to compare all anterior vowels
with all posterior vowels by comparing blue with red areas of the plot. The area of
greatest differentiation between the two groups is somewhere near the back of the
tongue body, or top of the tongue root—i.e., the blue and red areas overlap the least in
this area. It is also possible to compare individual pairs of vowels. For example, [ɯ]
(dark red solid line) and [i] (navy blue solid line) differ in the anteriority of the entire
back of the tongue, as well as in the height of the front of the tongue. In fact, while the
anterior and posterior sets of traces overlap in almost all areas of the tongue except for
the back part of the tongue (i.e., around the place where all the vowels that are anterior
converge and all the vowels that are posterior converge), each anterior-posterior pair
([i]∼[ɯ], [y]∼[u], [e]∼[ɑ], [œ]∼[o]) differs in the same way as [i] and [ɯ]. Vowel height
pairs, such as [i]∼[e] or [u]∼[o] also differ in that the higher member of the pair has a
higher position of the front of the tongue and a more anterior position of the tongue
root, though the back of the tongue body is roughly fixed.
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A factor analysis, such as PARAFAC, or principle component analysis may be the
only sure way to sort out which difference in tongue position is most closely tied
to which vowel contrast, but some preliminary conclusions may be drawn from the
observations above. Specifically, the position of the back of the tongue, including
both tongue root and posterior tongue body, appears to be the primary differentiator
between anterior and posterior vowels, while the difference in the height of the front
of the tongue that accompanies it is a compensatory secondary correlate. For the
same reason, the height difference appears to be primarily controlled by the height
of the front of the tongue, and the associated difference in the posterior areas of the
tongue are secondary. It might be possible to conclude that, for this speaker, the vowel
anteriority contrast is linked to a combination of Ladefoged’s (1980) front raising and
pharynx width.
2.5.3. Furthest point calculations
The simplest articulatory models of vowels make reference to the highest point of
the tongue. In an attempt to apply such a model to the data in this study, a type
of plot was developed that depicts the furthest point from the approximate center
of the ultrasound transducer, which may be understood as an approximation of the
highest tongue position for each vowel. While it displays a very small subset of the
data displayed in the tongue tracing plots, it allows for comparison with some of the
potentially more familiar measures of tongue position, such as those overviewed in
Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996, ch. 9). An example is provided in figure 2.10.
This plot depicts the furthest point from the origin (approximate center of the
ultrasound transducer) of the tongue during the utterance of each vowel token. More
specifically, it is computed by finding the intersection of the tongue tracing for each
vowel token with lines at 1° intervals from the origin point. The intersection of these
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Figure 2.10. Furthest point from origin for P09 (Turkish)
lines is plotted as a point for each vowel token (represented with the transcription
symbol of the vowel type), for the intersection which is the furthest from the center
along one of the 1° vectors. The color symbology is the same as for the previous plots,
but no broken lines were used to distinguish rounded and unrounded vowels.
Examination of the example plot shows that the furthest point from the center for
each vowel is approximately where it would be expected. Posterior vowels (red colors)
are, for the most part, on the left side of the graph (around the back of the tongue) and
anterior vowels (blue colors) are on the right side of the graph (around the front of the
tongue). Furthermore, high vowels (the darker colors) are generally higher than their
low (lighter-colored) counterparts.
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It is worth noting that the posterior vowels are generally lower than the anterior
vowels. This holds true for each posterior-anterior pair, and parallels the highest point
graphs in Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996, ch. 9). However, this may simply be due
to the angle of the ultrasound transducer in relation to the vocal tract; in other words,
no effort was made to situate the ultrasound transducer in a “standing position”
orientation to the vocal tract. Furthermore, no effort was made to angle the transducer
consistently across participants, nor was any effort made to position the transducer in
such a way as to be able to reconstruct the standing position of the imaged vocal tract.
Stray [ɯ] and [u] points in this plot exemplify one reason that this measure may not
be so informative. These pointswere the furthest calculated points from the transducer
for the tongue tracings of ultrasound frames corresponding to the midpoints of vowels
in the context [d ʃlɑɾɯm]. In the ultrasound recording for each word, the [d] appears
to be apical alveolar (produced by touching the tip of the tongue to the alveolar ridge),
while the [ʃ] appears to be laminal post-alveolar (produced by placing the blade of the
tongue behind the alveolar ridge, with the tongue tip pointing down). In both cases
the vowel is fairly short (within a range of 60-80ms), and the front of the tongue did
not appear to lowermuch between the two consonants for the production of the vowel.
Specifically, in both cases, the front of the tongue appears to be in a transition between
positions for the apical alveolar stop and the laminal post-alveolar fricative, while the
back of the tongue appears to be the main correlate of a position for creating the vowel
[u]. For this reason, a point at the front of the tongue was indeed the furthest point
of the imaged tongue from the transducer in each of these frames. In both instances,
however, a second recorded token of the sameword exhibited a furthest point that was
not the front of the tongue (although the tongue was in a fairly similar configuration
for these tokens), and was measured at a point in the vicinity of other vowels of its
type.
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The main weakness of this plot is that there is no guarantee that the point for each
vowel is a point of most constriction. As mentioned, there is also no way to know
how far rotated from standing position the points are—this is determined by the angle
at which the ultrasound transducer was situated in relation to the participant’s vocal
tract, which varied from participant to participant. Hence, it may not be productive to
compare the generalizations of these plots between speakers of a language.
2.5.4. Area of greatest difference calculations
Besides a number of plots from which estimations of statistical significance and
impressionistic generalizations may be made, a measure of the area of greatest tongue
position differentiation was also developed. An example is presented in figure 2.11,
which corresponds to the plot of average tongue tracings in figure 2.9.
This figure provides the mean and standard deviation of the difference between
anterior and posterior tokens at each 1° vector (from the approximate center of the
ultrasound transducer). This was calculated by taking the mean and standard devi-
ation over the difference between the distance of the tongue trace of each posterior
vowel token along each vector with each anterior token. In the graph, the mean is
represented with a blue line and the standard deviation is represented by a blue fringe
in each direction (positive and negative) around the mean line. A positive value of the
mean at a given angle from the origin indicates that the tongue traces of the posterior
vowels at that angle were further from the origin than the anterior vowels; a negative
value indicates that the posterior vowel traces were closer to the origin than the ante-
rior vowel traces. A mean value of 0 means that the traces for anterior and posterior
vowels are indistinguishable at that particular angle. The standard deviation reflects
the dispersion of both the anterior and posterior traces—i.e., the more disperse the
traces of both groups taken together are, the greater the range of differences between
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Figure 2.11. The difference between anterior and posterior traces for
P09. The blue line represents the number of pixels anterior and posterior
traces are distinguished by at each angle, and the blue band represents
one standard deviation on either side. The plotted red line represents
the number of standard deviations by which the anterior and posterior
traces are differentiated, and vertical red lines are at the maximum and
minimum point of the plotted red line.
the two groups will be, and hence the higher the standard deviation of the differences
will be. To avoid inconsistencies at the two ends of the graph, the mean and standard
deviation are not calculated if fewer than 3 traces intersect the radial vector for either
anterior or posterior vowel classes.
In addition to the mean and standard deviation of the differences between the
posterior and anterior traces, the number of standard deviations the mean is from 0
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(indistinguishable from one another) is also presented, as a single red line, termed the
Z-score line. Generally, the value of this measure presents the level of differentiation of
the anterior and posterior traces as a combination of the mean and standard deviation.
Given a constant standard deviation, the Z-score value will increase as the mean
increases, and given a constant mean, the Z-score values will decrease as the standard
deviation increases.
Thin vertical red lines were plotted to intersect the Z-score line at its highest and
lowest peaks, corresponding to the area of posterior greatest differentiation and an-
terior greatest differentiation, respectively. The angles of these intersections can then
be compared with the angle of the zero-crossing. In the example chart, the highest
Z-score is at  17°, the zero-crossing is at  6.5°, and the lowest Z-score (or highest
Z-score of opposite polarity) is at 8°. The difference, then, between the highest Z-score
and 0 is 10.5, and the difference between the lowest Z-score and 0 is 14.5. The ratio
between the difference of highest and lowest difference from 0, then, is approximately
0.72. The fact that this ratio is less than one indicates that the main differentiation of
anterior and posterior vowels is made at a position at the back of the tongue that is not
quite as far back as the point at the front of the tongue where they are differentiated is
forward. Furthermore, the fact that the Z-score remains positive for quite a ways less
than  17° may indicate that the posterior area of differentiation extends beyond the
back of the tongue, along the tongue root. This was seen more clearly for individual
vowel pairs in the average tracings plot, but attention can be paid to this aspect of this
plot as well.
This ratio is considered to be important as a way to distinguish differentiation
attributable to tongue body position and differentiation that involves a difference
in tongue root position. To demonstrate this, figures of hypothetical tongue traces,
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plotted along a polar coordinate system similar to the one used in this study, are
presented in figure 2.12.
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(a) Front Raising
0°-15°-30°
-45°
-60°
-75°
-90°
(b) Front Raising with Pharynx Width
Figure 2.12. Hypothetical tongue traces of an anterior (blue) and pos-
terior (red) vowel, based on tongue positions for the Front Raising and
Pharynx Width factors in Ladefoged (1980), plotted on a polar coordi-
nate system.
An adjustment in position along the axis of Ladefoged’s (1980) Front Raising (a sort
of rotation) will result in the traces in figure 2.12a. For these two vowels, the point
where the traces are not differentiated is at 30°, and the points of most differentiation
(with the 15° resolution of this coordinate system) are 60° in the posterior area and
0° in the anterior area. This means that the ratio of area of difference is 1:1. In
figure 2.12b, the anterior vowel’s trace has had a positive value of Ladefoged’s (ibid.)
Pharynx Width added to it, simulating the effect of advanced tongue root. The 0-
crossing and anterior area of greatest differentiation remain the same, at  30° and
0°, respectively, but the area of greatest differentiation in the posterior area is now at
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 90°, bringing the ratio between posterior and anterior areas of differentiation to 2:1.
The two traces also remain differentiated at a relatively stable level throughout the
posterior region. In this way, the ratio of the most differentiated areas along with an
eye towards the length of the area where the vowel classes are well differentiated can
give a good indication of whether the position of the tongue root is playing a role in
the differentiation of the two vowel classes.9
For participant P09’s data (shown in figure 2.11), then, while the area of differen-
tiation extends a ways down the length of the tongue, it also decreases sharply after
the peak, and is approaching 0 by the end of the imaged portion of the tongue. This
suggests a situation more like that in figure 2.12a—namely, of Front Raising, or tongue
body alternation, with little to no influence from the position of the tongue root.
In sum, this area of difference plot provides a detailed account of where tongue
position is most different between the two classes of vowel, and to what extent. A
peak not far to the rear of the zero-crossing indicates that the differentiation is not
extremely posterior (i.e., it’s likely to be correlated to tongue body position), and the
Z-score’s immediate progression back towards the zero line indicates that the position
of the tongue root is not as important. The fact that the Z-score never reaches the zero-
line again for P09 couldmean that the tongue root differentiates the vowels somewhat,
or that not enough of the posterior parts of the tongue were imaged—though this is
probably just a secondary movement of the tongue associated with the rotation seen
in Ladefoged’s (1980) Front Raising traces. Hence, a conclusion based on this plot
alone for P09 would suggest that the primary area of the tongue used to differentiate
anterior and posterior vowels by this speaker is the rear of the tongue body.
9. There may be some confounding factors, such as the source of the coordinate system and physio-
logical differences, but using the ratio as opposed to the number of degrees directly should minimize
the effect of these variables.
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2.5.5. Summary
The plots for visualizing data and analyses that were discussed in this section
will be used throughout the subsequent chapters to discuss the vowel systems of the
languages examined in this study.
The formant plots (§2.5.1) provide a conventional acoustic representation of the
vowel system for each speaker that is easily compared across speakers, and provides a
baseline idea of what may be happening articulatorily. While the acoustic signal does
not directly indicate the articulatory patterns, certain acoustic differences between
anteriority-contrasted vowels can suggest different articulatory strategies: namely, a
difference in F2 can indicate a difference in tongue body position, and a difference in
F1 can indicate a difference in tongue root position.
The duration plots (§2.5.1) are not directly useful for studying the anteriority of
the vowels, but they provide one more dimension to the ways in which different
vowel types may differ. Another way duration data can be used is to track schwa-like
vowels—in particular, if a vowel type is in an anteriority and height configuration (e.g.,
from acoustic evidence) more resembling a schwa vowel than its expected quality, a
short or long duration would add evidence for or against (respectively) an analysis of
the vowel as schwa.
Plots of average tongue shape (§2.5.2) allow for direct comparison of the articulatory
property of tongue shape between vowel types. A quick visual inspection may be able
to provide information about what aspect of the position of the tongue is most differ-
ent between two categories of vowel—especially anterior and posterior vowels—and
individual vowel types may be compared. This is especially useful when determining
whether all anteriority pairs are different in the same way.
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Plots of furthest point from the origin (§2.5.3) present the articulatory data in a
more conventional way. This representation has several foreseeable shortcomings, but
it provides a way to interpret anteriority that is in line with traditional assumptions
about how it operates.
Plots of the area of greatest difference between anteriority classes (§2.5.4) offer a
way to quantify what area of the imaged tongue is most different between vowels
of different anteriority classes. This is an entirely new type of representation, so
there are no established methods for interpreting it. Some attention will be given to
determining whether there are quantifiable differences between languages using this
type of representation.
The acoustic and articulatory differences between the anteriority classes of vowels
will be investigated using these methods for three Turkic languages—Turkish (ch. 3),
Kyrgyz (ch. 4), and Kazakh (ch. 5) using each of these representations of the data. The
combined analysis will be used to draw conclusion about the vowel anteriority system
of each language, and will allow for comparison across the languages.
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CHAPTER 3
TURKISH
Turkish is spoken by around 72million people in Turkey and surrounding countries,
including Cyrpus, Greece, and into the Balkans (Lewis et al., 2016). This chapter will
examine previous accounts of the Turkish vowel system (§3.1), provide an overview of
the participants and stimuli used in this study (§3.2), present the results of the study
(§3.3), and end with a discussion of the results (§3.4).
3.1. CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF THE TURKISH VOWEL SYSTEM
An overview of literature presenting various interpretations of Turkish vowels is pre-
sented in this section: §3.1.1 overviews phonetic descriptions, §3.1.2 overviews the
patterns seen in Turkish vowel harmony, and §3.1.3 summarises.
3.1.1. Phonetic descriptions
Most sources on Turkish vowels present amodel of how they behave phonologically,
and say little about phonetic aspects of the system. The phonological model adopted
by these sources (cf. Lewis, 1967, p. 13; Kornfilt, 1997, pp. 489-490; Göksel andKerslake,
2005, p. 9) can be summarized in table 3.1.
Phonological accounts of Turkish vowel harmony, including Clements and Sezer
(1982), adopt similar models. Other proposals include those of Goldsmith (1990,
§6.3) and Kirchner (1993). Goldsmith’s (1990) proposal includes a system of un-
marked versus marked vowels. In this account, the vowels /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, and
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Table 3.1. A version of the phonological schematization of Turkish vow-
els that is presented in many sources.
front back
unrounded rounded unrounded rounded
high i y ɯ u
low e œ ɑ o
/u/ are unmarked, with the following featural specifications: /e/, /a/, and /o/ are
specified as [+low]; /o/ and /u/ are specified as [+round]; and /i/ and /e/ are
specified as [ round]. The marked vowels are specified for features as follows: /y/
is [+round, back], /œ/ is [+low,+round, back], and /ɯ/ is [ round,+back]. The
unmarked vowels are not specified for backness, and are assumed by the phonology to
be [ back] if they are not round vowels, and [+back] otherwise. Kirchner (1993) pro-
poses instead a systemwhere the four high vowels /i,y,u,ɯ/ are specified for [+high],
the non-high vowels /e,œ,ɑ,o/ are all specified for [ high] and all vowels but /ɑ/ are
specified for [ low], whereas /ɑ/ is [+low]. Additionally, under Kirchner’s (ibid.)
proposal, the front vowels /i,y,e,œ/ are specified with a privative feature [front] while
the back vowels are not, and the round vowels /o,u,y,œ/ are specified with a priva-
tive feature [round]. For Goldsmith (1990) and Kirchner (1993), these analyses of the
vowel system allow their accounts of the phonological patterning of vowels in Turkish
to work, and may or may not be relatable to the phonetic system of the language.
Kornfilt (1997, §3.1.2.2.1) describes the vowels of Turkish as consisting of [i], [y],
[ɯ], [u], [e], [ø], [a], [o], while Göksel and Kerslake (2005, §1.1.2) differ only in that
they transcribe [ø] as [œ], while Yavuz and Balcı (2011, p. 37), in addition to using [œ],
transcribe [e] as [ɛ]. Kornfilt (1997, p. 490) states that these vowels of Turkish are laxer
and lower than “their counterparts in languages like German,” and Yavuz and Balcı
(2011, p. 41) claim that “Turkish has the tendency to centralize all vowels” and that
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Turkish vowels “are approximated more towards the center” than “at extreme points
in the vowel space.”
A raising or lowering phenomenon (depending on interpretation) is often docu-
mented for Turkish vowels, further complicating (but adding data to) the discussion
of vowel peripherality. Kornfilt (1997, §3.4.1.3) claims that [e] and [ø] are lowered
in closed syllables, e.g. [gɛl̥] ‘come’ alternates with [gelir̥] ‘s/he comes’. Göksel and
Kerslake (2005, §1.1.2.1, §2.5) state that [æ] occurs before nasals and liquids in closed
syllables, e.g. [gʲæl] ‘come’, [ɛ] occurs in word-final position, e.g. [balɛ] ‘ballet’, and
[e] occurs elsewhere, e.g. [senin] ‘your’.1 They also claim that all vowels besides [a]
and [o] lower in word-final position, resulting, for instance, in [ɪ], [ʏ], and [ʊ] as word-
final variants of [i], [y], and [u], respectively. Yavuz and Balcı (2011, pp. 40-41) also
point out some of these “tense” versus “lax” alternations: [i] occurs “before ‘ğ’” and
[ɪ] elsewhere, and the pairs [u] and [ʊ] as well as [e] and [ɛ] pattern similarly. They
also recognize that this last pair further alternates with [æ] (but are unclear about the
context) and that [a] may be realized as [ə] in initial syllables, and as [ʌ] elsewhere,
with some sort of individual-dependent alternation with [a].
Göksel and Kerslake (2005, §1.1.2) add that there are four long vowels in Turkish,
but only in Arabic and Persian loanwords: [aː], [uː], [iː], [eː]. Kornfilt (1997, §3.1.2.2.1)
also states that vowel length can be distinctive in Turkish, “at least auditorily,” and
provides examples of contrastive [a] versus [aː], in pairs such as [sat] ‘sell’ and [saːt]
‘hour, watch’, and [da] ‘also’ and [daː] ‘mountain’ (ibid., §3.3.1.1-2) (where only [saːt] is
an Arabic loan). Kornfilt (ibid., §3.4.1.3) shows that underlying vowel length contrasts
can be neutralized in closed syllables, e.g. [zamaːn-ɯ] ‘time-acc’ exhibits a long
1. Mypersonal analysis of this is usually as two separate phenomena: /ɛ/ raises to [e] in open syllables
before [i], and lowers to [æ] in closed syllables before nasals and liquids. A process parallel to the former,
but with posterior vowels, where /ɑ/ raises to [ʌ] before [ɯ], appears not to be as well documented in
the literature.
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vowel, while [zaman] ‘time’ does not. Göksel and Kerslake (2005, pp. 18-19) discuss
similar examples, and present three long vowels of Turkish that participate in these
alternations: [aː], [uː], and [iː] ([uː] in words like [hukuːken] ‘legally’ and [iː] in words
like [zemiːn-i] ‘the ground-acc’). In terms of the phonetics of long vowels, Lewis
(1967, §21) insists that the difference between long and short vowels is purely one
of quantity and not quality, and that the “positions of the speech organs is [sic.] the
same.” Kirchner (1993, p. 3) provides an example of [oː] aswell, in theword [moːlistɑn]
‘Mongolia’.
Zimmer and Orgun (1999) conducted an instrumental study on one 25-year-old
native speaker of standard Turkish from Istanbul. They report an inventory of eight
short vowels—[i], [y], [e], [œ], [a], [ɯ], [u], [o]—and four long vowels—[iː], [eː], [uː],
[aː]. They provide a vowel quadrilateral of the short vowels based on audio recordings,
which is reproduced here in figure 3.1.
i
e o
ɯ uy
œ
a
high
mid
low
backfront
Figure 3.1. An adaptation of the Turkish vowel chart presented in Zim-
mer and Orgun (1999, p. 155).2
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It is striking that the vowels presented are all plotted towards the center of the
quadrilateral, as compared with the standard position of each character. Specifically,
per IPA convention, unrounded vowels should be displayed to the left of a vertical
line in a vowel quadrilateral, while rounded vowels should be displayed to the right.
However, Zimmer and Orgun (1999, p. 155) place all front vowels to the right of the
vertical line and all back vowels to the left—i.e., all vowels are within the quadrilateral,
suggesting not that all the vowels should be considered round, but presumably that all
of the vowels are less extreme than the idealized cardinal vowels. This is in line with
the somewhat centralized quality of vowels that others report, discussed earlier. The
vowel [a] appears to be presented as a true central and low vowel—the only member
of either class. This finding is in line with Kirchner’s (1993) phonological account of
the Turkish vowel system.
Zimmer and Orgun (1999, p. 155) mention that all vowels in Turkish besides [a]
and [o] (though apparently just the short vowels) have lower variants when in an open
syllable phrase finally, and give the contrasting example [kel] ‘bald’ and [kaˈlɛ] ‘castle’
to show the allophonic variation between [e] and [ɛ]. Presumably their vowel chart
represents only the non-lowered variants.
Yavuz and Balcı (2011, p. 36) state explicitly that vowel backness in Turkish corre-
sponds “to where in the oral tract the tongue has the highest position.” They classify
[i], [y], [ɛ], and presumably [œ] as front, [a] as central, and [ɯ], [u], and [o] as back.
They also state that the pairs [i]∼[y], [ɛ]∼[œ], and [ɯ]∼[u] differ only in rounding,
and that [o] and [a] are not rounded counterparts of one another (ibid., p. 37). This
account appears to be proposing an articulatory model of the vowels of Turkish based
2. Coloring represents phonological backness (red for back, blue for front) and height (dark colors are
high, light colours are low). Adapted from reproduction © User:Moxfyre / CC BY-SA 3.0.
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on auditory perception of their acoustic properties and on their phonological pattern-
ing. Unfortunately, no articulatory studies are known to exist that examine this set of
conjectures or any other aspect of Turkish vowel production.
3.1.2. Vowel harmony
Vowel harmony in Turkish operates as a simple front / back system, as well as a
rounding harmony system that applies to high vowels. These alternations are repre-
sented in the orthography and are exhibited consistently in the spoken language.
Examples demonstrating regular anteriority harmony for harmonising high vowels
are shown in table 3.2, and examples demonstrating regular anteriority harmony for
harmonising “low” vowels are shown in table 3.3.3
Table 3.2. High vowel (/I/) vowel harmony in Turkish, with [ɯ] and [u]
surfacing after posterior vowels, and [i] and [y] surfacing after anterior
vowels.
stem+affix gloss surface form
/kir-(j)I/ ‘dirt–Acc’ [kʰiri]
/kyr-(j)I/ ‘cure–Acc’ [kʰyry]
/ger-DI/ ‘stretch–Past–3’ [gerdi]
/gœr-DI/ ‘see–Past–3’ [gœrdy]
/kɑr-(j)I/ ‘snow–Acc’ [kʰɑɾɯ]
/kor-(j)I/ ‘ember–Acc’ [kʰoɾu]
/kɯr-(j)I/ ‘country–Acc’ [kʰɯɾɯ]
/kur-DI/ ‘establish–Past–3’ [kʰuɾdu]
In these tables, /I/ represents a harmonising high vowel, and /A/ represents a
harmonising low vowel, both of which can be thought of as phonologically specified
only for height, and unspecified for anteriority and rounding.4 After anterior vowels,
3. See Clements and Sezer (1982) for a fairly complete account of apparent “exceptions” to vowel
harmony in Turkish.
4. Note also that /D/ represents a coronal stop that may surface as [t] or [d], agreeing in voicing with
the immediately preceding segment.
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Table 3.3. Low vowel (/A/) vowel harmony in Turkish, with [ɑ] surfac-
ing after posterior vowels and [ɛ] surfacing after anterior vowels.
stem+affix gloss surface form
/kir-DA/ ‘dirt–Loc’ [kʰirdɛ]
/kyr-DA/ ‘cure–Loc’ [kʰyrdɛ]
/ger-mA/ ‘stretch–Neg–Imp’ [germɛ]
/gœr-mA/ ‘see–Neg–Imp’ [gœrmɛ]
/kɑr-DA/ ‘snow–Loc’ [kʰɑɾdɑ]
/kor-DA/ ‘ember–Loc’ [kʰoɾdɑ]
/kɯr-DA/ ‘country–Loc’ [kʰɯɾdɑ]
/kur-mA/ ‘establish–Neg–Imp’ [kʰuɾmɑ]
/I/ surfaces as [i] or [y], depending on the rounding of the previous vowel, and /A/
surfaces as [ɛ],5 whereas after posterior vowels, /I/ surfaces as [ɯ] or [u], depending
on the rounding of the previous vowel, and /A/ surfaces as [ɑ].
3.1.3. Summary
In sum, recent sources on Turkish vowels recognize eight short vowels, and around
four long vowels. Sources differ somewhat as to how they report the quality of these
vowels, but there is general consensus that they are all somewhat non-peripheral (or
centralized), and that [ɑ] is low, while [e], [œ], and [o] are mid. Turkish vowels also
exhibit progressive anteriority and rounding harmony systems, and there is some
evidence that a process of regressive height harmony exists as well. The progressive
anteriority harmony demonstrates that there is a morphophonological reality to vowel
anteriority, including in initial syllables (the focus of the present study) in that they
can “provide” their anteriority specification to subsequent vowels.
Only the short vowels will be examined in this study, and will be transcribed [i],
[y], [e], [œ], [ɑ], [o], [ɯ], and [u]. While these transcriptions do capture the general
5. Note that [ɛ] may alternatively be realised as [æ] in certain closed syllable, or [e] in certain open
syllables, as discussed in §3.1.1.
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characteristics of each vowel, they should not be taken as strict representations of the
acoustic or articulatory properties of the vowels (e.g., [e] may be best transcribed as [ɛ]
or [æ] in some contexts, but will only be transcribed as [e] in this study), as the point
of this study is to clarify some of these properties.
3.2. PARTICIPANTS AND STIMULI
Four native speakers of Turkish were recorded, with participant codes P06, P07, P09,
P11. Their hometowns are shown on map 3.1.
Map 3.1. Hometowns of Turkish-speaking participants
While P06 and P07 are not from Istanbul (they are fromKonya and Iğdır ([ɯ́ːdɯɾ]̥ or
[i ́diɾ]̥), respectively), they both report speaking essentially standard Turkish; they have
also both spent a certain amount of time in Istanbul, and both received university-level
education there. P11, however, reports not being a fully competent speaker of standard
Turkish, and is instead fluent in the dialect of Şanlıurfa (formerly Urfa; known as Riha
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in Kurdish); he received his university-level education in Mersin, in South Central
Turkey, and has not spent much time in Istanbul.
Some of the Turkish speakers grew up knowing other languages. P07 and P11
both report having two native languages: Azerbaijani and Kurdish (Kurmanji), re-
spectively. P09 also reports having spoken German with her father as a child. All four
Turkish-speaking participantswere graduate students at IndianaUniversitywhen they
were recorded, so each of them knows English well. They all report having learned
other languages later in life to varying degrees as well, including fluent Persian and
Mandarin; these are listed in appendix B.
The stimuli analysed for this chapter consisted of the first vowel in words with
the shape /C1VC2-CVCV(C)/, where C1-C2 pairs included /d ş/, /b z/, /k r/,
and /k s/. Each of these contexts has stems with a near full range of vowels, and
provides a fairly decent distribution of consonantal place contrasts. It was noticed
that consonantal place interacted with both acoustic and articulatory measures of
vowels—the range of consonants is expected to level these effects. A closed-syllable
shape was chosen to avoid environments where /e/ might raise. A complete list of
stimuli examined is provided in table 3.4.
Each form was recorded twice: once in a carrier sentence with an anterior vowel
preceding the form (1a) and once in a carrier sentencewith a posterior vowel preceding
the form (1b).
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Table 3.4. The stimuli examined for Turkish-speaking participants, with
glosses.
bazlarım ‘base–Pl–Pos_1sg’
bezlerim ‘woven fabric–Pl–Pos_1sg’
bizdeki ‘we–Loc–Attr’
bozlarım ‘grey–Pl–Pos_1sg’
bozmadım ‘ruin–Neg–Past–1st’
buzlarım ‘ice–Pl–Pos_1sg’
büzlerim ‘pipe–Pl–Pos_1sg’
dışlarım ‘exterior–Pl–Pos_1sg’
dişlerim ‘tooth–Pl–Pos_1sg’
döşlerim ‘chest–Pl–Pos_1sg’
duşlarım ‘shower–Pl–Pos_1sg’
düşlerim ‘dream–Pl–Pos_1sg’
düşmedim ‘fall–Neg–Past–1st’
karlarım ‘snow–Pl–Pos_1sg’
kaslarım ‘muscle–Pl–Pos_1sg’
kasmadım ‘tighten–Neg–Past–1st’
kesmedim ‘cut–Neg–Past–1st’
kırlarım ‘country–Pl–Pos_1sg’
kirlerim ‘dirt–Pl–Pos_1sg’
kırmadım ‘destroy–Neg–Past–1st’
kısmadım ‘reduce–Neg–Past–1st’
korlarım ‘ember–Pl–Pos_1sg’
körlerim ‘blind–Pl–Pos_1sg’
köslerim ‘kettledrum–Pl–Pos_1sg’
kurlarım ‘exchange rate–Pl–Pos_1sg’
kürlerim ‘cure–Pl–Pos_1sg’
kurmadım ‘establish–Neg–Past–1st’
kusmadım ‘vomit–Neg–Past–1st’
küsmedim ‘be offended–Neg–Past–1st’
(1) a. Eve
ɛvɛ
ev–(y)A
house–dat
girip,
ɡiɾip
ɡiɾ–(y)Ip
enter–vAdv
dedim.
dedim
de–DI–m
say–Past_Dir–1sg.
‘I entered the house and said .’
b. Eve
ɛvɛ
ev–(y)A
house–dat
varıp,
vɑɾɯp
vɑɾ–(y)Ip
reach–vAdv
dedim.
dedim
de–DI–m
say–Past_Dir–1sg.
‘I reached the house and said .’
In addition, the carrier sentences were designed to have a bilabial obstruent pre-
ceding the target forms, which was expected to reduce the influence of surrounding
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consonants on the target vowel. Of course, the consonants in the stimuli forms were
still able to have a large effect on the target vowel.
The first vowel of each elicited formwasmeasured. In addition to the stimuli which
were examined, many other potential stimuli were included and treated as fillers for
this study.
3.3. RESULTS
3.3.1. Acoustic measurements
Formant plots, as described in §2.5.1, are presented for the vowels produced by the
Turkish-speaking participants in this study in figure 3.2.
Some cursory observations may be made about the formant space of these Turkish
speakers. First of all, posterior and anterior vowels (the reds and blues, respectively)
are not immediately separable by F2. Additionally, there is only one true “low” vowel
for most of the speakers: [ɑ]; however, individual tokens of [o] may occasionally have
a high F1, and [o] for speaker P11—who speaks an eastern dialect of Turkish—could
probably be considered a low vowel. For all speakers, the posterior vowels exhibit
generally higher F1 values than the anterior vowels. Additionally, the low vowel [ɑ]
has a higher F2 than the rounded posterior vowels, closer to that of the rounded
anterior vowels.
Individual pairs of anterior and posterior vowels are not comparable to one another.
For example, for all speakers, [i] consistently has both a lower F1 and a higher F2 than
its posterior counterpart [ɯ]. The same is true of the pair [e] and [ɑ]. On the other
hand, the pairs [u]∼[y] and [o]∼[œ] are consistently differentiated only by F2.
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(a) Formant measurements for P06
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(b) Formant measurements for P07
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(d) Formant measurements for P11
Figure 3.2. Formant measures of the vowels produced by the Turkish-
speaking participants.
It is clear that the acoustic implementation of these vowels does not straightfor-
wardly match a model of the vowel system consisting of the three binary features
[±back], [±high], [±round]. When all alternations are considered, there are quite a
few asymmetries. The only acoustically symmetrical triplets appear to be [e]∼[œ]∼[o]
and, to a lesser extent, [i]∼[y]∼[u].
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When the formants are thought of as a system corresponding to articulatorily prop-
erties, another generalisation can be made. The formant values of the anterior vowels
occupy an area of the plot that can be thought of roughly as a parallelogram: the
higher vowels are somewhat further forward, and the rounded vowels have lower F2s
and so appear to be pronounced further back. The formant values of the posterior
vowels can also be thought of as a somewhat warped parallelogram that is rotated in
relation to the anterior-vowel parallelogram. These two parallelograms are shown in
figure 3.3.
i
e o
ɯ
uy
œ
a
high
mid
low
backfront
Figure 3.3. The approximate acoustic values of Turkish vowels in this
study, with anterior and posterior vowel classes represented as paral-
lelograms.
Adapted from IPA vowel trapezium © User:Moxfyre / CC BY-SA 3.0.
Best-fit lines through these parallelograms come together to form a sort of “V”
shape, where the anterior best-fit line appears to correspond to the axis of front raising,
and the posterior best-fit line appears to correspond to the axis of back raising. On
the other hand, while the two “sides” of the anterior parallelogram are rounded and
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unrounded vowels, the two “sides” of the posterior parallelogram—from this point of
view—are high and low vowels. This means that a model of this sort would probably
not be able to be implemented concisely.
It should be noted that while the vowel systems of any two speakers are not config-
ured quite the same way, P11’s vowel system stands out as rather different from the
others. This is likely due to the fact that P11 is a native speaker of an Eastern dialect of
Turkish and is not fluent in Standard Turkish, while the remaining participants are all
fluent speakers of Standard Turkish. P11 is also a native speaker of Kurdish (Kurmanji)
in addition to Turkish, which may also have a major impact on his vowel system in
Turkish.
Duration plots like those described in §2.5.1 are presented in figure 3.4 for the
speakers of Turkish who participated in this study.
The main generalization to be drawn from the duration plots is that the low vowels
are generally longer than the high vowels, but that there is a great deal of variation.
Before forms based on /k s/ stems were added to the analysis, the generalisation
about the length difference between high and non-high vowels was much more strik-
ing. It is likely that this is due to the fact that before this, the stimuli were somewhat
unbalanced, in that more high vowels occurred in syllables with voiceless codas, and
more non-high vowels occurred in syllables with voiced codas.
Even with the full, more balanced stimuli set, [ɯ] is one of the shortest vowels
for most speakers, and [o] is one of the longest. Further investigation is needed to
determine the extent to which duration is an important property of the short vowels
of Turkish, and whether there are similar patterns among the long vowels.
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(d) Vowel durations for P11
Figure 3.4. Duration measures of the vowels produced by the Turkish-
speaking participants.
3.3.2. Tongue traces
The average tracings of the ultrasound-imaged tongue shapes, as described in
§2.5.2, are presented for the vowels produced by the Turkish-speaking participants in
this study in figure 3.5.
A quick comparison of anterior vowels (blue colors) with posterior vowels (red
colors) reveals several main differences:
 The anterior vowels have a consistently higher front of the tongue than the
posterior vowels;
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(d) Average tongue traces for P11
Figure 3.5. Average tongue traces for the Turkish-speaking participants.
 The posterior vowels consistently have a much more posterior back of the
tongue body than the posterior vowels; and
 For the most part, the body of the tongue is more posterior for the posterior
vowels.
The effect of the position of the front of the tongue is a correlate of Ladefoged’s
(1980) front raising parameter, as discussed in §1.1.2, and so is expected to appear in
an anteriority contrast associated with this parameter. While height of the front of the
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tongue body is not presented as an expected correlate of the pharynxwidth parameter,
x-ray tracings of e.g., Ateso vowels from Lindau (1975), as presented in §1.1.4, would
suggest that this can also be correlated with the pharynx width parameter.
When individual vowel pairs are compared, the regions of difference in tongue
position are more striking. While there is some overlap of anterior and posterior
vowels in the most posterior regions (presumably, lower tongue root), individual pairs
of vowels for the most part do not overlap. For example, the vowel [ɯ], particularly for
P06 and P09, is pronounced with a lower front of the tongue body and more posterior
tongue root than its anterior counterpart [i]. The back of the tongue body may not be
involved in the [ɯ]∼[i] alternation at all, particularly for P06. This is consistent with
the formant measurements, where [ɯ] did not seem like a traditional back vowel, or
like a back version of [i] or an unrounded version of [u]. A back version of [i] would be
expected to have a raised back of the tongue body, but for P06 and P09 this is not the
case. Instead, for these two Turkish speakers, [ɯ] seems like a tongue-root-retracted
version of [i], as it differs from [i] in ways expected for a tongue root contrast.
For speakers P07 and P11, [ɯ] has a raised back portion of the tongue body, creating
what appears to be a back-vowel-like constriction. When contrasted with the point of
constriction for these participants’ other back vowels, however, andwhen their position
in the formant plots is considered, it appears that this vowel may be more of a central
vowel, and in many ways like one would expect of a schwa-like vowel.
The rounded vowels (solid lines) versus unrounded vowels (broken lines) for most
speakers appear not to correspond to one another well, except in a few cases. A
striking example is with [ɯ] and [u] (dark red solid versus broken lines). For most
of the participants, these vowels are articulated in entirely different ways, with [u]
much posterior of [ɯ]. For P11, they are much more similar, creating what appears
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to be a round/non-round pair. On the other hand, despite their rather different first
and second formant frequencies on the formant plots for most participants, [ɑ] and
[o] (which should only be differentiated by their second formants if they are true
round/non-round versions of one another) have rather similar tongue positions for
P09 and P11. For P07, [o] may be articulated with the entire tongue shifted slightly
posteriorly and perhaps slightly higher than [ɑ], but the standard deviations of the
traces still overlap almost entirely, so this is within the margin of error. For P06, on
the other hand, there is a large difference between [ɑ] and [o], in that [o] has a more
extreme position for the back of the tongue body, or something similar to a higher
degree of back raising. While the formant plots make it appear that [ɑ] is a low mid
vowel and that [o] is a back central vowel, [o] in fact appears to be a true rounded
version of [ɑ] for most participants.
3.3.3. Furthest-point measures
Measures of the furthest point of the tongue’s surface from the ultrasound trans-
ducer, as described in §2.5.3, are provided in figure 3.6.
For the most part, the position of individual vowel tokens in this plot relative to
others is consistent with what would normally be expected. The point of furthest
distance of the tongue from the ultrasound sensor for back vowels mostly occurs
posteriorly for posterior vowels (red) and anteriorly for anterior vowels (blue)—in
other words, anteriority is fairly well distinguished. While vowel height (symbol
shading) is not well differentiated by this representation, there is a generalization to
be made: to some extent, the low vowels (lighter shading) have lower points than the
high vowels (darker shading); i.e., while the points for low anterior vowels (light blue)
are generally lower than the points for high anterior vowels (dark blue), they may be
as high as or higher than the the high posterior vowels (dark red). This “rotation”
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(d) Furthest point from origin for P11
Figure 3.6. Furthest point measure for the Turkish-speaking participants.
likely means nothing, since no attempt was made to keep the position (specifically, the
rotation) of the ultrasound sensor consistent across participants.
Another shortcoming of these plots is that they appear to be more sensitive to
consonant coarticulation. For example, for most speakers, two [e] tokens are much
higher than the remaining two [e] tokens. These higher [e] tokens correspond to
the tongue traces of the midpoint of the vowel [e] in two repetitions of the word
[kesmedim] ‘I didn’t cut’. The Turkish [k] in the context of front vowels (as well as [kʲ],
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which always occurs in the context of back vowels) is often described as [c] (cf. Göksel
and Kerslake, 2005, §1.1.1), though it seems to have both velar and palatal closure, so
may best be characterized in IPA transcription as [k ͡c]. The reason for these two tokens
of [e] being consistently higher in the plots appears to be directly related to this palatal
closure of the previous consonant.
A few stray tokens show another weakness of this representation. Some tokens are
well into—or beyond—the area associated with vowels of the other anteriority (e.g.,
[ɯ] and [u] for P09). This is hypothesized to be an artefact of the fact that not all
frames showed all parts of the tongue, and may also be related to the fact that overall
tongue shape is more important to the articulation of a vowel than individual “high”
and “low” points.
So while anterior and posterior vowels are probabilistically distinguishable by de-
termining what the furthest point of the tongue is from a point below the vocal tract
(the approximate center of the ultrasound transducer, in this case), they cannot be
entirely distinguished in this way. In many ways, this type of plot provides a much
simplified version of the information in the tongue trace average plots presented in
§3.3.2.
3.3.4. Area of difference plots
Measures of the region of greatest difference in tongue position, as described in
§2.5.4, are provided in figure 3.7.
These plots quantify how differentiatable tongue position is at any given point
in the imaged vocal tract for the anterior and posterior classes of vowels. For each
speaker, there is an area (expressed as an angle from the origin, i.e., the approximate
center of the ultrasound transducer) posterior to the point where the tongue traces are
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(a) P06 anterior/posterior trace differentiation
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(b) P07 anterior/posterior trace differentiation
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(c) P09 anterior/posterior trace differentiation
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(d) P11 anterior/posterior trace differentiation
Figure 3.7. Anterior / posterior differentiation for the Turkish-speaking
participants.
not differentiatable (the zero-crossing of both the mean difference and Z-score lines)
where the Z-score is above 2. At points where the standard deviation of the mean (the
Z-score) is above 2, the traces for anterior and posterior vowels are differentiated by at
least two standard deviations, which means that around 95.45% percent of the traces
are predicted not to overlap at that point.
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There is also an area around the front of the tongue where the difference between
anterior and posterior vowels is negative, and around one standard deviation. This
difference in the front of the tongue is not as great, and some difference in the position
of the front of the tongue is expected in addition to the posterior position differences
in the case of anteriority contrasts, as discussed in chapter 1.
The main difficulty of this representation for determining whether the anteriority
contrast is one of tongue root or tongue body is that it is not clear where in the
vocal tract, or along the tongue, a given difference is identified. However, the ratio
between the distance of posterior extreme from the zero crossing to that of the anterior
extreme provides some context. The ratios and the numbers used to compute them
are presented in table 3.5.
Table 3.5. The angle of highest posterior differentiation (high) and an-
terior differentiation (low), and the ratio of their differences from the
zero-crossing (or angle of no difference) for Turkish-speaking partici-
pants.
participant high 0-crossing low ratio
P06  31°  13.5° 1° 1.2069
P07  15°  5.5° 6° 0.8261
P09  17°  6.5° 8° 0.7241
P11  20°  2.5° 13° 1.1290
This table shows that the ratios hover around 1:1 for all of the Turkish-speaking
participants in this study. The female participants have relatively lower ratios (<1:1),
and the male participants have relatively higher ratios (>1:1). These ratios will be
compared to those found in other languages in chapter 6.
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3.4. DISCUSSION
The main finding of this study regarding the difference in articulation of anterior and
posterior vowels in Turkish is that the position of the tongue body is the main way
that they are contrasted. For one speaker of Turkish that participated in this study,
P06, this differentiation between the classes of vowels appears to include a fairly large
difference in tongue root position as well. For this speaker in particular, the vowel [ɯ]
is seen to have a much more anterior-like (and fairly low) tongue position. The high
F2 (and F1) values corresponding to this articulation are exhibited for other speakers
as well, though not with as extreme an articulatory difference.
Considering the basic phonological patterning of vowels in Turkish, any given
vowel contrasts in only one way with exactly three other vowels. A vowel (e.g., [i]) can
contrast in backness with another vowel (for [i], this would be [ɯ]), in rounding ([y]),
and in height ([e]). These phonological pairings suggest a very symmetrical vowel
system, to the point that many researchers who concern themselves with Turkish
vowels assume that the phonetics fall out exactly in thisway. In otherwords, traditional
accounts of Turkish vowels assume that [i] is both a front version of [ɯ], an unrounded
version of [y], and a high version of [e]—both in terms of their phonological behaviour
and in terms of their acoustics and articulation.
While the results of the analyses presented in this chapter show that these assump-
tions about the symmetry of the vowel system in Turkish do not hold phonetically, it is
worth noting that the acoustic and articulatory data may lead to different conclusions.
One example of this is the difference between [ɑ] and [o]. In the acoustic data, [ɑ]
would appear to be both a fronter and lower vowel than [o] for all participants except
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perhaps for P11,6 for whom a difference in F2 is maintained but the two vowels have
overlapping F1 values. However, in the articulatory data, the tongue position for [ɑ]
and [o] overlap significantly for all participants, except for P06, suggesting that the two
vowels may differ primarily in rounding, supporting the view of these less nuanced
accounts of the vowel system of Turkish.
While some accounts of the vowel phonology of Turkish treat both /ɑ/ and /o/ as
low back vowels that contrast only in rounding, more nuanced accounts, e.g., those
of Goldsmith (1990) and Kirchner (1993), try to implement a difference other than
rounding between them—e.g., where /ɑ/ is specified as [+low] and /o/ is specified
as [ low]. It is interesting to consider how phonetic data, like the acoustic and artic-
ulatory data examined in this chapter, could support different phonological models.
The phonology may be modeled in certain ways—some arguably more explanatorily
powerful than others—and a phonetic model of Turkish vowels will not necessarily
parallel any existing phonological models. As seen above, even the acoustic and ar-
ticulatory data can lead to different conclusions about the vowel system. As more
specific conclusions about the articulation of Turkish vowels become available, phono-
logical models may be able to take into account certain aspects of these articulatory
models. However, it is not clear that phonology is necessarily limited by articulatory
phenomena—phonology may be thought of as an abstract cognitive/psychological
system that operates in many ways independently from the cognitive and physical
systems that implement articulation. In other words, one way to conceptualize sound
systems is that during speech production, a phonology system feeds abstract infor-
mation to a phonetics system to implement concretely. Perhaps it is the case that
phonetic aspects of speech—like acoustics, articulation, and perception—may act as
6. It should be mentioned that P11’s native dialect has a somewhat different phonological system
from standard Turkish—importantly here, it does not exhibit rounding harmony.
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factors pushing the phonology in certain directions (e.g., historically), but not deter-
mining any specific model.
The various representations used in this study to examine vowel anteriority in
Turkish all point to a typical tongue-body system. That is, the formant values of the
vowels and the position of the tongue for the vowels suggest that the position of the
tongue body is the main articulatory correlate of vowel anteriority. Participant P06
showed a somewhat different pattern articulatorily—namely posterior vowels were
distinguished from anterior vowels by an entire area from the tongue body through
the tongue root, though the level of differentiation was seen in figure 3.7a to peak
and decrease after the area around the rear of the tongue body. It is possible that
there are different articulatory strategies used for vowel anteriority among Turkish
speakers, but it is also possible that the differences seen for P06 represent differences
in how the data was acquired, or his specific physiology. One weakness of the present
account is the lownumber of speakers, and to an only somewhat lesser extent, thewide
range of backgrounds. With more speakers, it may become clear that the differences
seen between speakers are variations on a theme, or, alternatively, represent multiple
groups of patterning. For now, it is only known that the Turkish speakers examined
in this study have some fairly specific differences in the articulation of Turkish short
vowels in CVC stems. However, it is still evident that the main strategy used by the
participants examined for realizing the anteriority distinction is a front/back position
of the tongue body, very much resembling Ladefoged’s (1980) front raising.
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CHAPTER 4
KYRGYZ
Kyrgyz is spoken by around 4½ million people, mostly in Kyrgyzstan, but also
with communities in China, Tajikistan, and Afghanistan (Lewis et al., 2016). This
chapter will examine previous accounts of the Kyrgyz vowel system (§4.1), provide an
overview of the participants and stimuli used in this study (§4.2), present the results
of the study (§4.3), and end with a discussion of the results (§4.4).
4.1. CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF THE KYRGYZ VOWEL SYSTEM
An overview of literature presenting various interpretations of Kyrgyz vowels is pre-
sented in this section: §4.1.1 overviews phonetic descriptions, §4.1.2 overviews the
patterns seen in Kyrgyz vowel harmony, and §4.1.3 summarises.
4.1.1. Phonetic descriptions
Batmánov (1946, pp. 24-26) classifies the vowels of Kyrgyz using the International
Phonetic Alphabet as presented by Schérba (1911, p. 171), as well as the Turkological
system used by Radloff (1901, p. 428), apparently based on a Russian Linguistic Al-
phabet (Русская лингвистическая азбука), which also happens to be presented by
Schérba (1911, p. 179). These two classifications of Kyrgyz vowels are presented in
figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
Both schemas show a system of eight vowels that could be symmetrical, but is
not: the vowels classified as back unrounded are lower than their rounded and front
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(a) A vowel categorization scheme presented
by Schérba (1911, p. 171).
(b) The vowels from Schérba’s (1911) classifi-
cation scheme that Batmánov (1946) considers
to be used in Kyrgyz.
Figure 4.1. The vowels of Kyrgyz according to Batmánov (1946, pp. 24-
26) using the IPA vowel classification scheme presented by Schérba
(1911, p. 171). Note that front vowels are on the right and back vowels
are on the left, flipped from current standard usage.
(a) A vowel categorization
scheme presented by Radloff
(1901, p. 428) for classifica-
tion of Turkic languages.
(b) The same vowel catego-
rization scheme, presented
by Schérba (1911, p. 179) as
part of a Russian Linguistic
Alphabet
(c) The vowels from Radloff’s
(1901) classification scheme
that Batmánov (1946) consid-
ers to be used in Kyrgyz.
Figure 4.2. The vowels of Kyrgyz according to Batmánov (1946, pp. 24-
26) using the vowel classification scheme presented by Radloff (1901,
p. 428).
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counterparts. Additionally, in the classification presented in figure 4.1, the front
vowels are clustered rather close to one another, while the back vowels are much
more dispersed.
One of the few existing instrumental studies of Kyrgyz vowels is that of Orus-
báyev (1976). Orusbáyev (ibid.) used the early 1960s Soviet computer system БЭСМ-
3М (“Большая/Быстродействующая электронно-счётная машина”, or “large/fast-
operating electronically computing machine”, abbreviated “BESM”) to measure the
formants of Kyrgyz vowels using both real and nonsense words covering a range of
consonantal and prosodic contexts. The system computed measurements over 20ms
windows in real time, which Orusbáyev (ibid., pp. 15-117) assembled into over one
hundred pages of raw formant values over each 20ms window of each word. It is
unclear who read the words, whether any of the stimuli were repeated, and whether
the fact that some of the stimuli (including nonsense words) were orthographically
identical to existing words of Russian had any influence on how they were read. With
time, it would be possible to learn about the Kyrgyz vowel system on the basis of the
figures presented, but no attempt to do this appears to have been carried out by the
author.
Interestingly, Sıdı ́qov (1990, p. 119) presents “profiles of short vowels” (“профили
кратких гласных”), which he implies may be articulatory analyses of Kyrgyz vowels
(ibid., p. 54). These “profiles”, which roughly appear similar to x-ray tracings of
articulated vowels, are reproduced in figure 4.3 for reference. The meaning of the
multiple sets of lines in this figure is unclear, and it is also never explained how these
illustrations were acquired. It is not even clear which vowels each “profile” is meant
to represent, given that half of them have some sort of transcription suggesting that
they are [i].
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Figure 4.3. Purported traces of Kyrgyz vowel articulation, adapted from
Sıdı́qov (1990, p. 119). Guesses at the quality of some of the vowels have
been provided.
Sıdı ́qov (1990, p. 48) presents a formant plot of the vowels of Kyrgyz, reproduced in
figure 4.4, claiming that it represents “formant regions of the vowels of the Kyrgyz lit-
erary language and southern dialects” (“формантные области гласных киргизского
литературного языка и южных говоров”). The fact that 9 vowels are represented is
in line with the fact that southern dialects of Kyrgyz have an /æ/ phoneme (repre-
sented by ibid., using the standard Turkological Cyrillic [ә]). However, the identity
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Figure 4.4. Formant plot of Kyrgyz vowels, as presented by Sıdı ́qov
(1990, p. 48). Likely errors in the plot are mentioned in the text.
of several vowels appears to be inconsistent with formant measurements that Sıdı ́qov
(1990, pp. 47-48, 58-63) provides in the text and in tables, and is generally inconsistent
with Kyrgyz phonetics. The areas represented by [ö], [е], [ә], [y] (i.e., [ɯ]), and the
left-most [u] ([ü]) should probably be [e], [ә] (i.e., [æ]), [y], [ü] and [ö], respectively.
English-language sources documenting the Kyrgyz vowel system, such as Hebert
and Poppe (1963, p. 7) and Comrie (1981, pp. 60-61), assume a fully symmetrical vowel
system. The vowel system of Hebert and Poppe (1963, p. 7) is reproduced in table 4.1
Unfortunately, the authors of these sources were apparently not familiar with the
spoken languages, so the interpretations of these sources likely represent a regurgita-
tion of the “fully symmetrical vowel system” notion found in sources like Trubetskóy
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Table 4.1. The vowel system of Kyrgyz as described by Hebert and
Poppe (1963, p. 7).
rounded unrounded
front back front back
high ү у и ы
low ө о е а
(1960, pp. 117-118). There is no attempt by these authors to suggest any form of asym-
metry in the system (such as [ɯ] beingmid or central), and like all other sources on the
language, there is no mention of any contrasts related to tongue root position. How-
ever, later phonological literature interpreting these descriptions (e.g., Kaun, 1995)
are able to successfully employ only three contrastive features (e.g., [±back], [±high],
[±round]) to account for the vowel harmony patterns.
4.1.2. Vowel harmony
Vowel harmony in Kyrgyz operates orthographically and phonologically as simple
front / back system, along with an overlaid rounding harmony system.1
Examples demonstrating anteriority harmony for harmonizing high vowels are
shown in table 4.2, and examples demonstrating anteriority harmony for harmonizing
“low” vowels are shown in table 4.3.
In these tables, /I/ represents a harmonizing high vowel, and /A/ represents a
harmonizing low vowel, both of which can be thought of as phonologically specified
1. There has been some debate in the phonology literature regarding the details of the rounding
harmony system of Kyrgyz; see e.g., Kaun (1995, p. 7, §2.5.2) and Kaun (2004), who interprets there to
be two “dialects” with regard to rounding harmony. The issue appears to stem from themisreporting of
Kyrgyz vowel harmony by Comrie (1981, pp. 60-61), which may in turn be due to a green pen mark in a
crucial example of vowel harmony (turning an a into an o) in the copy of Batmánov (1939, p. 48) held by
Indiana University’s library. Years of investigation have turned up no other sources for Comrie’s (1981)
incorrect characterization of Kyrgyz vowel harmony, including no speaker of Kyrgyz from any region
of Kyrgyzstan who uses such a system.
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Table 4.2. High vowel (/I/) vowel harmony in Kyrgyz, with [ɯ] or
[u] surfacing after posterior vowels, depending on the rounding of the
previous vowel, and [i] or [y] surfacing after anterior vowels, depending
on the rounding of the previous vowel.
stem+affix gloss surface form
/Kir-NI/ ‘dirt–Acc’ [kirdi]
/Kyl-NI/ ‘ash–Acc’ [kyldy]
/Kel-DI/ ‘come–RcntPast–3’ [keldi]
/Kœr-DI/ ‘see–RcntPast–3’ [kœɾdy]
/Kɑl-NI/ ‘birthmark-Acc’ [qʰɑldɯ]
/Kol-NI/ ‘hand–Acc’ [qʰoldu]
/Kɯl-NI/ ‘string–Acc’ [qʰɯldɯ]
/Kul-NI/ ‘slave–Acc’ [qʰuldu]
Table 4.3. Low vowel (/A/) vowel harmony in Kyrgyz, with [ɑ] or [o]
surfacing after posterior vowels, depending on the rounding of the pre-
vious vowel (except for after [u]), and [e] or [œ] surfacing after anterior
vowels, depending on the rounding of the previous vowel.
stem+affix gloss surface form
/Kir-GA/ ‘dirt–Dat’ [kirɣe]
/Kyl-GA/ ‘ash–Dat’ [kylɣœ]
/Kel-GAn/ ‘come–DistPast–3’ [kelɣen]
/Kœr-GAn/ ‘see–DistPast–3’ [kœɾɣœn]
/Kɑl-GA/ ‘birthmark-Dat’ [qʰɑlʁɑ]
/Kol-GA/ ‘hand–Dat’ [qʰolʁo]
/Kɯl-GA/ ‘string–Dat’ [qʰɯlʁɑ]
/Kul-GA/ ‘slave–Dat’ [qʰulʁɑ]
only for height, and unspecified for anteriority and rounding.2 After anterior vowels,
/I/ surfaces as [i] or [y] and /A/ surfaces as [e] or [œ], whereas after posterior vowels,
/I/ surfaces as [ɯ] or [u] and /A/ surfaces as [ɑ] or [o].
2. Note also that /K/ represents a voiceless dorsal stop that surfaces as [k], [kʰ], or [qʰ] depending on
vowel posteriority and other aspects of context; /G/ represents a dorsal stop that may surface similarly
to /K/ after a voiceless stop, and as [ɣ], [ʁ], [ɡ], or [ɢ] in other contexts; /D/ represents a coronal stop
that may surface as [t] or [d], agreeing in voicing with the immediately preceding segment; and /N/
is an underlying /n/ that may desonorize and surface as [d] after consonants, and subsequently also
devoice after voiceless consonants and surface as [t].
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4.1.3. Summary
In summary, Kyrgyz is generally understood to have 8 short vowels—[i], [y], [e],
[œ], [ɑ], [o], [ɯ], [u] (with the addition of [æ] and [ɔ] in some dialects)—and 6 long
vowels—[yː], [eː], [œː], [ɑː], [oː], [uː], assumed to be simply long versions of the short
vowels. The posterior unrounded vowels are generally assumed to be phonetically
(acoustically) lower than their anterior as well as rounded counterparts, although
no systematic investigation of the phonetic properties of Kyrgyz vowels is known.
The vowels participate in an anteriority harmony system, demonstrating the mor-
phophonological importance of the anteriority contrast. This study examines the
articulatory implementation of this contrast, taking into consideration only the short
vowels of Kyrgyz (though some stimuli with long vowels were recorded for future
examination).
4.2. PARTICIPANTS AND STIMULI
Five native speakers of Kyrgyz were recorded, with participant codes P03, P04, P05,
P08, and P12. Their hometowns are shown on map 4.1.
There are three speakers of the “northern” dialect of Kyrgyz (P03, P05, P12), and
two speakers from regions where the southern dialect of Kyrgyz is spoken (P04, P08).
Participant P08 self-reported speaking the southern dialect, while P04 did not.3 All
participants report knowing Russian well from a young age, and all speak English
to varying degrees. Participants P04 and P08 also speak Turkish very well, as both
have lived in, worked in, and received post-secondary degrees in Turkey. This should
3. Objectively, the recordings of P08 exhibit some features of southernKyrgyz, such as aspiratedword-
initial /k/, whereas the recordings of P04 do not exhibit such features. It seems that P04 may have a
northern-like “standard Kyrgyz” phonology.
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Map 4.1. Hometowns of Kyrgyz-speaking participants
be kept in mind, as any way in which these participants differ from others may be
due either to the fact they are both from southern dialect regions, or to the fact that
they both know Turkish well. Other languages the speakers know are presented in
appendix B. There was a wide range of ages of the Kyrgyz-speaking participants, and
they were on average older than the Turkish-speaking participants.
The stimlui usedwere all in the form/C1VC2-ICCV(C)/.4 The syllable structure and
following vowel were in this way controlled. The values of C1 and C2 were selected
from /K l/,5 /K ʃ/, /K ɾ/, /tʰ ʃ/, with a range of vowels in each context. A
complete list of stimuli examined is provided in table 4.4.
Each form was recorded twice: once in a carrier sentence with an anterior vowel
preceding the form (2a) and once in a carrier sentencewith a posterior vowel preceding
the form (2b).
4. /I/ represents a harmonizing high vowel—i.e., it takes the anteriority and roundness of the pre-
ceding vowel.
5. /K/ is realised as [kʰ] or [qʰ] depending on whether it occurs in the context of anterior or posterior
vowels, respectively.
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Table 4.4. The stimuli examined for Kyrgyz-speaking participants, with
glosses.
калында ‘birthmark–Poss_3rd–Loc’
калыптыр ‘stay–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
карында ‘snow–Poss_3rd–Loc’
келиптир ‘come–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
кериптир ‘stretch–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
киринде ‘dirt–Poss_3rd–Loc’
кириптир ‘enter–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
колунда ‘hand/arm–Poss_3rd–Loc’
коруптур ‘protect–Poss_3rd–Loc’
көлүндө ‘lake–Poss_3rd–Loc’
көрүндө ‘grave–Poss_3rd–Loc’
көрүптүр ‘see–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
кулунда ‘slave–Poss_3rd–Loc’
курунда ‘belt–Poss_3rd–Loc’
куруптур ‘build–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
күлүндө ‘ash–Poss_3rd–Loc’
күлүптүр ‘laugh–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
кылында ‘hair/string–Poss_3rd–Loc’
кылыптыр ‘do–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
кырында ‘edge–Poss_3rd–Loc’
кырыптыр ‘scrape–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
ташында ‘stone–Poss_3rd–Loc’
тешиптир ‘bore a hole–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
тишинде ‘tooth–Poss_3rd–Loc’
төшүндө ‘chest–Poss_3rd–Loc’
тушунда ‘opposite end–Poss_3rd–Loc’
түшүндө ‘dream/midday/color
–Poss_3rd–Loc’
түшүптүр ‘fall–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
тышында ‘exterior–Poss_3rd–Loc’
(2) a. Үйгө
yjɣœ
yj–GA
house–dat
кирип,
ɣiɾíp
kiɾ–(I)p
enter–vAdv
деп
deβ
de–(I)p
quot–vAdv
айттым.
ɑ́jttʰɯm
ɑjt–DI–m
say–RcntPst_Dir–1sg.
‘I entered the house and said .’
b. Үйгө
yjɣœ
yj–GA
house–dat
барып,
βɑɾɯ́p
bɑɾ–(I)p
go–vAdv
деп
deβ
de–(I)p
quot–vAdv
айттым.
ɑ́jttʰɯm
ɑjt–DI–m
say–RcntPst_Dir–1sg.
‘I went home and said .’
In addition, the carrier sentences were designed to have a bilabial obstruent pre-
ceding the target forms, which was expected to reduce the influence of surrounding
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consonants on the target vowel. Of course, the consonants in the stimuli forms were
still able to have a large effect on the target vowel.
The first vowel of each elicited formwasmeasured. In addition to the stimuli which
were examined, many other potential stimuli were included and treated as fillers for
this study.
There were a few problems encountered with the recordings of Kyrgyz speakers.
Several participants took breaks during the recording session, meaning that the ultra-
sound headset was removed and replaced—potentially in a slightly different configu-
ration. The most extreme case of this is P03’s recording, which was completed across
two different days. Additionally, for some participants, high vowels—especially be-
tween voiceless sounds, such as in [tʰ ʃ] contexts—were deleted, and formany tokens,
the transition between vowels such as [o] and [u] and the consonant [l] was not easily
detected. These issues reduced the number of tokens that were analysed for many
speakers. One further complication was that the front of the tongue was not imaged
properly for P05—hence her articulatory data may not be easily compared to the data
presented for other Kyrgyz speakers.
4.3. RESULTS
4.3.1. Acoustic measurements
Formant plots, as described in §2.5.1, are presented for the vowels produced by the
Kyrgyz-speaking participants in this study in figure 4.5.
Some cursory observations may be made about the formant space of these Kyrgyz
speakers. First of all, the formant space for most of the speakers is fairly messy—i.e.,
the vowels have a fairly wide range of formant frequencies. Like Turkish, however, [ɯ]
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(c) Formant measurements for P05
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(e) Formant measurements for P12
Figure 4.5. Formant measures of the vowels produced by the Kyrgyz-
speaking participants.
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tends to be lower than [u] and [i], consistent with Batmánov (1946), and so not very
much like simply an unrounded version of [u] or a posterior version of [i]. Also of
interest is the fact that [œ] has a fairly low F2 for most speakers, bringing it closer to
[o] than to [e]—this is especially clear for P12.
The vowel [ɯ] is especially sensitive to consonant context. For example, the two
[ɯ] tokens for P04 with F1 values around 250Hz and F2 values around 2000Hz both
come immediately before [ʃ]. Note that the same can be said for the two highest and
frontest [u] tokens, with F2 values of around 1400Hz. There is also a bifurcation of [ɯ]
tokens for P04 between those with high F2 values and those with low F2 values—the
ones with low F2 values mostly occurring before [l].
Some other generalizations that can be made include the fact that [ɑ] appears to be
the only low vowel, [ɑ] and [ɯ] both appear to be central, and [u] not just higher but
slightly more anterior than [o] (for most participants).
Generally, posterior vowels not only have a lower F2 than anterior vowels, but a
higher F1. While a slightly higher F1 is normal for back vowels, the extent to which
the unrounded posterior vowels have a higher F1 is not expected. Instead of being
posterior counterparts to [i] and [e], or unrounded counterparts to [u] and [o], [ɑ] and
[ɯ], respectively, are established as central vowels.
Duration plots like those described in §2.5.1 are presented in figure 4.6 for the
speakers of Kyrgyz who participated in this study.
As can be seen in the graphs, for all Kyrgyz speakers recorded, the low vowels
are much longer than the high vowels. This effect is seen least strongly for P04, and
most strongly for P05, whose high and low vowels are almost entirely distinguishable
based solely on duration. As mentioned previously, some speakers variably deleted
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Figure 4.6. Duration measures of the vowels produced by the Kyrgyz-
speaking participants.
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high vowels in some contexts; this can perhaps be understood as part of the same
phenomenon whereby high vowels are shorter than low vowels.
4.3.2. Tongue traces
The average tracings of the ultrasound-imaged tongue shapes, as described in
§2.5.2, are presented for the vowels produced by the Kyrgyz-speaking participants in
this study in figure 4.7.
One generalisation that can be made about these plots is that there is a certain
amount of variation between speakers in their patterns of vowel production. In par-
ticular, P08, the one male participant, appears to differ from the other participants
greatly.
The female participants, with the potential exception of P05 (whose imaged tongue
surface did not include much of the tongue body), appear to produce anterior and
posterior vowels with a raised tongue body of similar height, but raised at different
points: the anterior vowels are produced with the front of the tongue body raised,
whereas the posterior vowels are produced with the back of the tongue body raised.
Interestingly, there is not much distinction between the tongue positions of vowels
of different heights, though generally the tongue position is lower for low vowels.
Slight effects of rounding are also noticeable in the graphs for many speakers. Gen-
erally, it appears that for anterior vowels, the rounded vowels have a slightly further
back tongue body position than their unrounded counterparts, whereas for rounded
posterior vowels, the front of the tongue body is lowered somewhat as compared to
the unrounded posterior vowels.
For all speakers, [œ] appears to be produced with a further back back-of-tongue-
body and tongue root position than other anterior vowels. This may simply be the
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Figure 4.7. Average tongue traces for the Kyrgyz-speaking participants.
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combined effect of the vowel being rounded and low—both factors that contribute to
a more posterior position of the back of the tongue body and the tongue root.
The main difference in the production of anterior and posterior vowels is a raised
front or back of the tongue body. In addition to the differently raised parts of the
tongue body, the tongue root is significantly retracted for all speakers. This may be
expected for negative values of front raising, which may be what is contrasting vowel
posteriority for these speakers. For P08, the male subject, the posterior constrictions
are not as high as the anterior constrictions. For most participants, the back vowels all
overlap with one another most significantly in the most posterior part of the tongue
that was imaged. Of note for the Kyrgyz speakers, the posterior vowels are contrasted
from the anterior vowels by the entire rear portion of the tongue (the back of the body
and the root) being much further back from its position during the production of front
vowels.
4.3.3. Furthest-point measures
Measures of the furthest point of the imaged tongue’s traced surface from the
ultrasound transducer, as described in §2.5.3, are provided in figure 4.8 for the Kyrgyz-
speaking participants in this study.
These plots easily distinguish anterior and posterior vowels, though there are some
interesting places where the two classes overlap. For P03, [œ] and [ɯ] occupy similar
spaces, while for P12, some tokens of [ɑ] can be found among anterior vowels.
There are many other shortcomings of this representation. No vowel category
seems to occupy a single region in any of these plots, making it a poor representation
for determining targets of a given vowel category. It is also not terribly useful for
comparing between subjects.
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(a) Furthest point from origin for P03
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Figure 4.8. Furthest point measure for the Kyrgyz-speaking participants.
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This representation is also very sensitive to nuances of how the tongue was imaged,
such as the rotation of the ultrasound transducer and the length of the tongue surface
that was imaged. Since the front part of P05’s tongue was not imaged sufficiently,
the front of the tongue, which would normally be raised, was not traced, and so the
furthest points from the origin for anterior vowels are below those of the posterior
vowels.
4.3.4. Area of difference plots
Measures of the region of greatest difference in tongue position, as described in
§2.5.4, are provided in figure 4.9.
As mentioned previously, the front part of the tongue for participant P05 was not
imagedwell. For this reason, the graph for P05 is incomplete: there is no zero-crossing
of the Z-score line after the maximum, as there is for each of the other participants.
For all Kyrgyz-speaking participants except P05, there is a maximum Z-score of
at least two standard deviations in the posterior region, meaning that anterior and
posterior vowels are articulatorily differentiated by at least two standard deviations at
that point. For P08, the Z-score slope rises quickly posterior of the zero-crossing, hits
the maximum peak, and begins to fall immediately after the peak. This suggests that
anterior and posterior vowels are contrasted maximally at that position ( 32° from
center of the ultrasound transducer).
For participants P03, P04, and P12, however, a peak is reached, but the Z-score
remains relatively stable for the remainder of its extent. In other words, for these
participants, the area where the anterior and posterior vowels are best differentiated
posterior to the point where they overlap entirely extends to the most posterior part,
with little to no additional overlap. It would appear that the entirety of the imaged
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(a) P03 anterior/posterior trace differentiation
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(b) P04 anterior/posterior trace differentiation
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(c) P05 anterior/posterior trace differentiation
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(d) P08 anterior/posterior trace differentiation
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(e) P12 anterior/posterior trace differentiation
Figure 4.9. Anterior / posterior differentiation for the Kyrgyz-speaking
participants.
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parts of the posterior of the tongue differentiates the anterior and posterior vowel
categories.
Table 4.5 presents the ratios of the distance from the zero-crossing of the highest
Z-score [posterior to the zero-crossing] to that of the lowest Z-score [anterior of the
zero-crossing].
Table 4.5. The angle of highest posterior differentiation (high) and an-
terior differentiation (low), and the ratio of their differences from the
zero-crossing (or angle of no difference) for Kyrgyz-speaking partici-
pants.
participant high 0-crossing low ratio
P03  42°  7.5° 8° 2.2258
P04  33°  4.5° 7° 2.4783
P05  13° — — —
P08  32°  16.5°  2° 1.0689
P12  40°  2.5° 9° 3.2609
The table shows that, for three participants (P03, P04, P12), the area of maximum
differentiation between anterior and posterior vowels in the posterior region is two
to three times as far from the zero-crossing as the area of maximum differentiation
in the anterior region. This contrasts with P08, for whom the ratio is close to one-
to-one. However, for the three participants with a higher ratio, the area posterior
to the zero-crossing with a high level of differentiation is fairly long, and there is
something resembling an initial peak in this area before this levelling out that is much
closer (spatially) to the zero-crossing than the mathematical peak. For this reason,
these higher numbers should be seen more as reflecting the longer posterior area over
which anterior and posterior vowels are contrasted than anything inherently useful
about the area of the vocal tract inwhich these vowels are best differentiated. However,
as mentioned before, the longer area of the vocal tract over which these vowels are
differentiated is itself an interesting observation.
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4.4. DISCUSSION
The primary findings regarding the articulatory correlates of vowel anteriority suggest
that for many speakers (three of the four participants in this study with fully inter-
pretable data), posterior vowels are pronounced with a further posterior tongue body
and tongue root as compared to anterior vowels. For other speakers (as exemplified
by the remaining participant, P08), the position of the tongue root is not used to con-
trast the vowels, and the difference between anterior and posterior vowels involves
a different position of the raised body of the tongue. As P08 appears to be the only
participant who speaks a southern dialect of Kyrgyz, further work is necessary to
determine whether the two patterns found correspond to the different dialects.
Considering the phonological patterning of vowels inKyrgyz, any given short vowel
contrasts in only one way with exactly three other short vowels. A vowel (e.g., [i]) can
contrast in backness with another vowel (for [i], this would be [ɯ]), in rounding ([y]),
and in height ([e]). These phonological pairings suggest a very symmetrical vowel
system, and English-language sources on Kyrgyz vowels assume that the phonetics
fall out exactly in this way. That is, these accounts of Kyrgyz vowels assume that
[i] is both a front version of [ɯ], an unrounded version of [y], and a high version of
[e]—both in terms of their phonological behaviour and in terms of their acoustics and
articulation.
However, the results of the analyses presented in this chapter show that this as-
sumption does not hold. Instead, there appears to be much more validity in the pho-
netic accounts that suggest that [e], [œ], and [o] are mid vowels, while [ɯ] is mid (and
not high) and [ɑ] is low. It is also clear in many instances that rounded/unrounded
vowel pairs do not differ in just the configuration of the lips. For example, for all
speakers, it is seen that for [œ], the tongue is somewhat lower andmore posterior than
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for [e]. It is possible that this indicates that [œ] is implemented more as an anterior
pair of [o] than as a rounded pair of [e], but it is also possible that this is simply done
for a larger acoustic effect that will be perceived as rounding (e.g., lowering of F2).
The various representations used to examine vowel anteriority in Kyrgyz all point
to a system where the positions of both the tongue body and the tongue root are
used to contrast anteriority. That is, the formant values of the vowels show not just
a difference in F2, but a difference in F1 as well; and, more importantly, the average
tongue trace plots together with the differentiation plots suggest that the position of
the tongue body and the tongue root are working together as the main articulatory
correlate of vowel anteriority. Participant P08 showed a somewhat different pattern
articulatorily. Specifically, it appears that for him, the position of the tongue body
is the main correlate of vowel anteriority. This could be associated with his dialect
of Kyrgyz, but it may also have to do with the fact that he is male (there were no
other male Kyrgyz speakers in the study), or the fact that he has spent a significant
portion of his life in Turkey (e.g., his Kyrgyz vowel system may have become more
Turkish-like). However, it is still evident that—at least for participants P03, P04, and
P12—the main strategy used for realizing the anteriority distinction is the front/back
position of the tongue body combined with the retraction and/or advancement of the
tongue too. This resembles a strict correlation of Ladefoged’s (1980) front raising and
pharynx width factors, a pattern not mentioned in the literature.
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CHAPTER 5
KAZAKH
Kazakh is spoken by around 13 million people, primarily in Kazakhstan, as well
as in longstanding communities in China, Mongolia, and Uzbekistan (Lewis et al.,
2016). This chapter will examine previous accounts of the Kazakh vowel system (§5.1),
provide an overview of the participants and stimuli used in this study (§5.2), present
the results of the study (§5.3), and end with a discussion of the results (§5.4).
5.1. CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF THE KAZAKH VOWEL SYSTEM
An overview of literature presenting various interpretations of Kazakh vowels is pre-
sented in this section: §5.1.1 overviews phonetic descriptions, §5.1.2 overviews the
patterns seen in Kazakh vowel harmony, and §5.1.3 summarises.
5.1.1. Phonetic descriptions
Trubetskóy (1960, pp. 117-118) and Comrie (1981, §2.2) note a supposedly featurally
symmetric system of eight vowel qualities in many Turkic languages. Kazakh is one
of the Turkic languages that does not exhibit this pattern, with instead nine phonemic
vowel qualities. This fact, and the unusual phonetic implementation of some of these
vowels (i.e., they are perceptually fairly different from the vowels of other Turkic lan-
guages), have led to awide range of analyses of the vowel system of Kazakh. It has also
forced those not familiar with the spoken language to consider more carefully what
the phonetic implementation might be like, resulting in more nuanced approaches in
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the non-Soviet literature of the 20th century than for some other Turkic languages of
the former Soviet Union.
The original Kazakh Academy of Sciences grammar, Balaqáyev and İysqáqov (1954,
part II), presents two phonetic models of Kazakh vowels, reproduced in figures 5.1
and 5.2.
Figure 5.1. Turkological vowel grid representation of Kazakh vowels
from Balaqáyev and İysqáqov (1954, p. 116).
There are a few challenges in interpreting these representations. In the Turkological
vowel grid (figure 5.1), it is not clear whether the character ‹ä› is supposed to represent
[iɘ] (adapted IPA chart [e]) or [æ]. In both figures (figure 5.2), the position of [a] would
suggest that it could be rounded, but it is suspected that this was not the author’s
intent.
Despite these deficiencies, there are a number of things that can be learned about
how Balaqáyev and İysqáqov (ibid.) understood the vowel system of Kazakh. Notably,
in the IPA-based chart, the back vowels [u], [ɔ], [a], and [ъ] are a whole row lower than
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Figure 5.2. Adapted IPA representation of Kazakh vowels from Bal-
aqáyev and İysqáqov (1954, p. 117). The back vowels are within the
triangle and the rounded vowels are on the left half. The characters и
and іwith angle diacritics below them are allophones of the high vowels
that occur before glides (and agree in roundness with them)—i.e., [j],
[w]∼[ɥ].
their front counter parts [y], [œ], [e]/[æ] [ɪ]. On the other hand, in the Turkological
vowel grid, [і] is lower than its back and rounded counterparts [ү] and [ы], respectively,
while [ы] is mysteriously one row towards the rounded vowels. In fact, it is not known
why rounding is gradient in this grid, with the degree of rounding and unrounding
correlated rather closely with vowel height. In any case, there is some suggestion in
these figures that at least some of the high vowels of Kazakh are somewhat centralised,
while the posterior vowels may be somewhat lower than the front vowels—two trends
that have been noted for the other Turkic languages examined, including Turkish and
Kyrgyz. Additionally, a lower quality to the posterior vowels suggests a higher first
formant—a measure associated with retracted or non-advanced tongue root vowels.
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The revised Russian-language Kazakh Academy of Sciences grammar (Balaqáyev
et al., 1962) adds little to the presentation of Kazakh’s vowel system in the Kazakh
version (Balaqáyev and İysqáqov, 1954). However, they do show [ы] one grid cell
further forward (to the left) in the Turkological vowel grid, and mention it explicitly
as a central vowel (that is also high and unrounded). While their Turkological vowel
grid is no clearer regarding the difference between [ә]1 and [е], they treat them both
as “wide” (low) “soft” (anterior) unrounded vowels in one representation (Balaqáyev
et al., 1962, p. 22), but distinguish them by representing [ә] as a low front vowel and
[е] as a mid front on the very next page (ibid., p. 23).
Keŋesbáyev et al. (1969) present one of the earliest instrumental studies of Kazakh
vowels. They measure the formants of the nine vowels of Kazakh across three-to-five
speakers per vowel, and take various ratios of the averaged formant values to deter-
mine various perceptual features per Jakobson et al. (1962). For example, they take the
ratio of F3/F2 to F2/F1 to determine the degree of “high tonality”, or “lowness”. Two
of the plots they present are reproduced in figure 5.3
Keŋesbáyev et al.’s (1969) main conclusions regarding vowel posteriority is based
on the computed measures associated with perceptual features, as opposed to the raw
F2 measures. Namely, it is stated that there are five front vowels: [і], [е], [ә], [ү], and
[ө]; one mid vowel: [ы]; and three back vowels: [а], [о], and [ұ].
Aralbáyev (1970) appears to largely repeat the representations and findings of
Keŋesbáyev et al. (1969). However, he also makes note of some length distinctions
(Aralbáyev, 1970, p. 38). Specifically, he notes that the “fully formed” vowels can be
divided into two classes—long [а], [ә], [о], [е], and [и], and short [ү], [ө], and [у]2—and
1. In Kazakh orthography, [ә] represents what might be transcribed using IPA conventions as [æ].
2. Aralbáyev (1970) considers ‹и› and ‹у› to be distinct vowel phonemes, whereas most other sources
consider them to be “high” vowels followed by and glides ([j] and [w], respectively) and assimilated to
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(a) The vowels of Kazakh plotted in an
F1-by-F2 space. Due to the coordinate
system, low vowels are on the right, and
posterior vowels are on the bottom. The
vowel [і] appears to be missing.
(b) The vowels of Kazakh plotted in a space
where the x axis represents high/low tonality
as computed by the ratio of F3/F2:F2/F1, the y
axis represents flat/basic tonality, as computed
by F1+F2, and the z axis represents compact-
ness/diffuseness, computed by F3/F1. Due to the
coordinate system, low vowels are on the bottom,
posterior vowels are in the back, and rounded
vowels are on the right.
Figure 5.3. Formantmeasures of Kazakh vowels and amodel computed
from them, as presented by Keŋesbáyev et al. (1969, p. 55)
that there are three “not fully formed” vowels: [і], [ы], and [ұ]. Aralbáyev (1970, p. 82)
finalizes the analysis presented in Keŋesbáyev et al. (1969) by categorizing the vowels
of Kazakh using three of the perceptual features presenteded by Jakobson et al. (1962).
This model is reproduced in table 5.1.
them in terms of rounding. The present study does not investigate the nature of ‹и› and ‹у›, but data
was collected for the eventual analysis of these sounds.
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Table 5.1. The perceptual features of Jakobson et al. (1962) as applied to
Kazakh vowels, adapted from Aralbáyev (1970, p. 82).
feature ұ ү і ы о ө а ә е и у
compactness         + + + + +    
low tonality +     + +   +       +
flatness + +     + +         +
In this classificatory scheme, a positive value of “low tonality” appears to corre-
spond to the posterior set of vowels, and a negative value appears to correspond to
the anterior set of vowels.
On the basis of the similar results of Keŋesbáyev et al. (1969) and Aralbáyev (1970),3
Becker-Kristal (2010, p. 38) notes that Kazakh does not appear to have a high front
vowel like [i]. Instead, the vowel that is called ‹і› is lower and more central than ‹е›.
This was the only language with more than three vowels that did not have [i], out of
304 languages that Becker-Kristal (ibid.) examined.4
Jünisbékov (1972, 1969) represents an early comprehensive instrumental study of
Kazakh vowel articulation. His findings are based on analysis of formant measure-
ments, X-ray tracings, palatography, and photographs of the lower face. The results of
his formant analysis are summarised in the graph presented in figure 5.4.
3. These sources do not only appear to have similar results, but appear to represent pieces of the same
research program. Кеңесбаевwas the main editor of Aralbáyev (1970), and whole blocks of text in this
source appear to be copied verbatim from Keŋesbáyev et al. (1969). While Aralbáyev (1970) displays at
least one fresh formant plot, the plotted values appear to be the same—it is simply rotated to a more
standard format. Interestingly, while Aralbáyev (ibid.) cites a number of works by Кеңесбаев, Keŋes-
báyev et al. (1969) is not mentioned in the bibliography. Becker-Kristal (2010) considers it important
that similar results are obtained in what he apparently assumes wrongly were different studies—on the
other hand, Jünisbékov (1969), in the same volume as Keŋesbáyev et al. (1969), does appear to represent
an independent investigation with similar results.
4. Curiously, for this part of his study, Aralbáyev (1970) did not consider ‹и› and ‹у› to be separate
vowels. If he had, Becker-Kristal (2010) may have come to different conclusions about the phonetics of
Kazakh.
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Figure 5.4. Formant plot of vowels in Kazakh from Jünisbékov (1972, p. 70).
Based on the formant measurements represented in this plot, a few expected facts
are encountered: [ɑ] is low and back (i.e., high F1, low F2); [ä] is similar but just more
front (much higher F2, slightly lower F1); [i], [ü], and [u] are high vowels; and [ü] and
[ö] have lower F2 values than the unrounded front vowels and higher F2 values than
the rounded back vowels. However, potentially unexpected is that [e] is a high front
vowel (and not mid), and [y] (IPA [ɯ]) is not where it would be expected as simply an
unrounded version of [u].
The x-ray tracings in Jünisbékov (1972, 1969) are especially useful. Švárʦman (1969)
also presents x-ray tracings, but only for the anterior vowels of Kazakh—with many
measurements, but little substantive interpretation. Figure 5.5, repeated from fig-
ure 1.10 with the addition of a tracing from Švárʦman (ibid.) for comparison, presents
x-ray tracings from Jünisbékov (1972, 1969).
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(a) X-ray tracing of
the Kazakh vowel [ʉ]
(Švárʦman, 1969).
(b) X-ray tracing of the
Kazakh vowel [ʉ] (Jünis-
békov, 1972).
(c) X-ray tracing of the
Kazakh vowel [ʊ] (Jünis-
békov, 1972).
Figure 5.5. Tracings of anterior andposterior vowels of Kazakh, adapted
from Jünisbékov (1972, pp. 54-55) and Švárʦman (1969, p. 158).
Based on the articulatory findings, Jünisbékov (1972, 1969) reports four main series
of vowels regarding anteriority: front [e], central [i, ü, ä, ö], back [ɑ, o, u], and “mixed”
[y] (Jünisbékov, 1972, p. 56).5 Jünisbékov (1972, 1969) found that all the vowels had a
single clear area of raising—comprising front, central, and back categories—with the
exception of [y] (“mixed”may be thought of as referring to neutral raising / backness).
Insightfully, he notes that this four-way anteriority contrast does not align with the
phonology of Kazakh, which only has two anteriorities.
Krueger (1980, pp. 13-15) considers there to be nine vowels in Kazakh, organized
as in table 5.2. Krueger (ibid.), who claims familiarity with Soviet sources on Kazakh,
may be following Balaqáyev and İysqáqov (1954) in considering [ə] (the grapheme ‹ы›)
a mid vowel. However, Krueger (1980) does not consider [ʊ] (the grapheme ‹ұ›) to also
be a mid vowel as they do. Interestingly, in his additional notes about the phonetic
5. Jünisbékov (1972) uses [y] to represented orthographic ‹ы›, or the phonological high back un-
rounded vowel of Kazakh. The other symbols correspond to normal philological usage.
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quality of the vowels, Krueger (1980, p. 14) mentions that ‹о› has “the acoustic quality
of [ɔ], but lower than ı, of medium height” (‹ı› represents [ə]). It is not clear if he
assumes two levels of mid vowels (not represented in his table), in which case [ə]
would in fact be best transcribed as [ɤ].
Table 5.2. The model of Kazakh vowels presented by Krueger (1980, p. 15).
front back
unrounded rounded unrounded rounded
high і ү ұ
mid е ө ы о
low ә а
Krueger (ibid., p. 14) additionally assumes that [ɑ] “hasmore of a back quality” due
to the presence of the vowel [æ], and notes that ‹е› “has the value of ye” in “absolute
initial position”.
Kirchner (1992, 2006) also recognizes nine vowels of Kazakh, and categorizes [æ]
with the front vowels. In addition, it is stated that a “prothetic” glide is often exhibited
before word-initial ‹е›, ‹ө›, and ‹о›. Kirchner (2006, p. 319) also states that the vowel
represented by ‹е› is pronounced higher in the first syllable of a word than in later
syllables.
Kirchner (1992), a transcribed corpus study of Kazakh as spoken by an ex-pat
community in Istanbul, provides fairly nuanced perceptual details about the vowels
of Kazakh, some of which are based on Balaqáyev et al. (1962). A summary of the
phonological descriptions is provided in table 5.3
The vowel [a] is described as being lower than German [a], and having long [aː],
slightly palatalized [ȧ], and rounded [å] allophones, depending on the environment.
The vowel [ä] is considered lower than its correspondent in Uyghur, and has length-
ened [äː] and raised [ɛ] allophones. The vowel [e] has lengthened [eː], lowered [ɛ], and
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Table 5.3. The apparent model of Kazakh vowels presented by Kirchner
(1992, ch. 3).
 velar +velar
 labial +labial  labial +labial
+high,  low i ü ï u
 high,  low e
 high, +low ä ö a o
rounded [ɵ]/[e]̊ allophones, and is sometimes realised with a prothetic glide [yĕ]. The
vowel [o] has a lengthened allophone [oː] and is sometimes realised with a prothetic
glide [w̆o]. The vowel [ö] has lengthened [öː], raised [ɵ̈], and velarized [ȯ] allophones,
and is sometimes realised with a prothetic glide [w̆ö]. The high vowels are reported
as being short, and having reduced (i.e., [ŭ], [ü̆], [ï]̆, [ĭ]) and lengthened ([uː], [üː], [ïː],
[ī]) allophones; the front vowels have a velarised allophone as well ([u̇], [ị]); and the
unrounded vowels have rounded allophones ([ï]̊, [ı]̊).
Table 5.4. The model of Kazakh vowels presented by Abuov (1994).
front back
unrounded rounded unrounded rounded
high i/ɨ ʏ ʊ
mid e ɵ ɤ ɔ
low æ a
Abuov (1994) presents the model of Kazakh vowels shown here in table 5.4. This
model is arranged exactly like that of Krueger (1980), but is explicit about how the
author believes the vowels should be represented in the IPA (though [ɨ] and [i] are
both used for the high front unrounded vowel). Abuov (1994) performed spectral
analysis on the vowels of Kazakh. In isolation, the positions of the vowels in a formant
plot corresponded fairly well to their position in the model presented above. Two
additional sets of generalizations become clearer in the formant plot: the rounded
vowels all have somewhat lower F1 values than the unrounded vowels, and the back
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vowels all have higher F1 values (not just lower F2 values) than the front vowels.
Abuov (1994) also finds that the consonantal context greatly affects the values of the
formants, though these generalizations hold across contexts. In all contexts except in
isolation, [e] has a higher F2 value than [ɨ], and only in some contexts has a higher F1
value, suggesting that it could be a more front vowel than [ɨ]. Abuov (ibid., p. 40) also
explicitly asserts that all nine vowels of Kazakh have equal length. The context of this
assertion makes it appear to be a statement about the phonology of Kazakh (i.e., that
there is no length contrast), but it is possible he had the phonetics in mind as well,
given the extent of the phonetic data he presents.
Table 5.5. The model of Kazakh vowels presented by Krippes (1996, §2.1).
front back
rounded ө ү о ұ
middle ә
unrounded е і а ы
Krippes (1996, §2.1) presents the model of the vowels of Kazakh shown in table 5.5.
While Krippes does not separate the vowels by height, it is curious that he considers
‹ә› [æ] a mid central vowel. It is possible that Krippes (ibid.) documented Kazakh
as he knew it as a written language, and had assumed that the Cyrillic letter ‹ә› in
fact represented the sound transcribed by the nearly identical IPA character [ə]. Aside
from these nuances, this description of Kazakh has four front vowels and four back
vowels, half of each of which are rounded, and half of which are unrounded.
Somfai Kara (2002, §1.1) describes Kazakh vowels using a table like table 5.6. As
with previous models, this model has four back vowels, but [æ] (‹ä› in Somfai Kara’s
(ibid.) transcription) is included as a marginal fifth front vowel. Somfai Kara (ibid.)
also treats [ɑ] and [æ] as low vowels, distinct from the so-called mid vowels, despite
the fact that [ɑ] patterns with them in vowel harmony.
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Table 5.6. Themodel of Kazakh vowels presented by Somfai Kara (2002,
§1.1).
Illabial Labial
low mid high mid high
back a y o u
front (ä) e i ö ü
Somfai Kara (2002, p. 9) additionally observes that the high vowels of Kazakh “are
pronounced very shortly and reduced,” and that ”they shift towards mid and low
vowels.” Also of note is his mention of high vowel + glide combinations that “sound
like long vowels”, and other vowel + glide combinations that he calls diphthongs, but
points out actually behave as vowel + consonant sequences. Additionally, Somfai Kara
(ibid., p. 10) mentions that /e/, /ö/, and /o/ are pronounced with glides at the
beginning of words, which he transcribes as [je], [wö], and [wo].
Yessenbayev et al. (2012) performed a spectral analysis on Kazakh vowels, and
considered how the results relate to some previous models of the Kazakh vowel sys-
tem. Several interesting generalizations were made. The vowels typically classified as
rounded were differentiated from the unrounded vowels in that they had significantly
lower F1 values, leading the authors to conclude that this distinction is best as one
of vowel height. The one unrounded vowel with a low F1 value was [е], which they
concluded was a high vowel as well. In terms of anteriority, they were able to separate
the front vowels [ү], [ө], [і], [ә], and [е] from the back vowels [ұ], [о], [ы], and [а] by
their F2 values: the back vowels had lower F2 values. Based on these and other gener-
alizations, they propose a new classification scheme for Kazakh vowels, presented in
table 5.7.
While the analysis is based only on acoustic measurements, the authors are very
explicit about how their model maps to articulatory features. It is also not clear what
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Table 5.7. The model of Kazakh vowels proposed by Yessenbayev et al.
(2012, p. 430). Opposing binary features (e.g., [±low] and [±high] are
collapsed into a single column.
tongue lip jawheight backness
[а] low back unrounded open
[ә] low front unrounded open
[ы] low back unrounded close
[і] low front unrounded close
[ұ] high back rounded close
[ү] high front rounded close
[о] high back rounded open
[ө] high front rounded open
[е] high front unrounded open
the acoustic correlate of jaw position is. The feature as they use it corresponds exactly
to the traditional category of vowel height in Kazakh, but the measurements do not
support such a distinction—as demonstrated by their conclusions concerning F1 and
vowel height. The fact that the vowels were recorded in isolation and treated as
monophthongs probably had an impact on this aspect of their analysis.
Table 5.8. The model of Kazakh vowels presented by Muhamedowa
(2016, p. 274).
front back
unrounded rounded unrounded rounded
high i ü ï u
mid e
low æ ö a o
Muhamedowa (2016, §3.1) appears to follow Kirchner (1992) in her model of the
vowels (and cites him in several places), which is summarized in table 5.8. Instead
of assuming that [ö] and [o] are mid vowels, as most other sources do, both Kirchner
(ibid.) and Muhamedowa (2016) treat them as low vowels. She also recognizes no
lower or central quality to any of the high vowels (in particular, the “back” ones,
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which other sources note may be lower), though she does mention that they are fairly
short and may be reduced or deleted in some contexts. She additionally makes note of
the prothetic glides mentioned by others with the vowels [e], [ö], and [o]. Beyond this,
she revises a few details of Kirchner’s (1992) analysis—e.g., the contexts where certain
allophones occur—but mostly appears to provide a condensed version of his analysis.
Vajda (1994) departs from other analyses of Kazakh vowels inmajor ways. His anal-
ysis is based on the instrumental findings—mostly the x-ray tracings and raw formant
values—presented by Jünisbékov (1972). A summary of his findings is presented in
table 5.9
Table 5.9. The model of Kazakh vowels presented by Vajda (1994).
front central back
unrounded rounded unrounded rounded unrounded rounded
diphthongoid j͡ɪ w͡ʉ w͡ʊ
upper mid ɪ ə ʉ  ʊ
low æ ɑ
Inmanyways, this is similar to Jünisbékov’s (ibid.) findings, except that Vajda (1994)
considers [ɪ] and [æ] front, whereas Jünisbékov considers them central. Additionally,
Vajda (ibid.) makes no note of a neutral or “mixed” category, where Jünisbékov (1972)
considers [ə] to belong.
While Vajda (1994) bases almost all of his conclusions on Jünisbékov (1972), and
praises the work for its detail, he problematizes certain aspects of it too. For example,
he cites evidence in Jünisbékov (ibid.) for considering the diphthongs [j͡ɪ], [w͡ʉ], and
[w͡ʊ] diphthongal, while Jünisbékov simply considers themmidmonophthongs. While
the formant plot from Jünisbékov (ibid., p. 70), presented earlier (figure 5.4), suggests
that [ö] and [o] should be mid vowels, Vajda (1994) claims that the raw formant values
presented and the x-ray tracings suggest otherwise.
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Vajda (1994) is explicit that there are major differences in how the various Kazakh
vowels are produced and how vowels which might be transcribed similarly in other
languages are produced. The most important example of this is that the following
vowels to all be produced with a retracted tongue root, or narrowed pharyngeal res-
onator: [ɑ], [ə], [ʊ], and [w͡ʊ]. He bases this conclusion on the fact that these posterior
vowels all show low values for F2 in comparison to the anterior vowels. While this
may be expected to some extent of any low vowels in any language, Vajda’s (ibid.)
replotting of Jünisbékov’s (1972) raw formant values, shown in figure 5.6, convinces
him that this is extreme enough to constitue a tongue root system.
Figure 5.6. Formant plot with overlaid articulatory model, from Vajda
(1994, p. 638).
It is interesting that the height (or “jaw position”) dimension of this plot separates
the diphthongs from their monophthongal components, making them in turn look
like mid vowels—in conflict with the prose of what Vajda (1994) argues, reflected in
the model in table 5.9.
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5.1.2. Vowel harmony
Vowel harmony in Kazakh operates orthographically as a simple front / back sys-
tem, though rounding harmony has also been documented as variably present in the
spoken language by many of the previously cited sources.
Examples demonstrating anteriority harmony for harmonising high vowels are
shown in table 5.10, and examples demonstrating anteriority harmony for harmonising
“low” vowels are shown in table 5.11.
Table 5.10. High vowel (/I/) vowel harmony in Kazakh, with [ə] sur-
facing after posterior vowels and [ɘ] surfacing after anterior vowels.
stem+affix gloss surface form
/Kɘs-NI/ ‘stoat–Acc’ [kʰɘstɘ]
/Kʉs-NI/ ‘callus–Acc’ [kʰʉstɘ]
/Kiɘs-DI/ ‘cut–RcntPast–3’ [kʰiɘstɘ]
/Kyʉs-DI/ ‘scoop–RcntPast–3’ [kʰyʉstɘ]
/Kæs-NI/ ‘turf–Acc’ [kʰæstɘ]
/Kɑs-NI/ ‘eyebrow–Acc’ [qʰɑstə]
/Kuʊs-DI/ ‘add–RcntPast–3’ [qʰuʊstə]
/Kəs-NI/ ‘winter–Acc’ [qʰəstə]
/Kʊs-NI/ ‘bird–Acc’ [qʰʊstə]
Table 5.11. Low vowel (/A/) vowel harmony in Kazakh, with [ɑ] sur-
facing after posterior vowels and [iɘ] surfacing after anterior vowels.
stem+affix gloss surface form
/Kɘs-GA/ ‘stoat–Dat’ [kʰɘskiɘ]
/Kʉs-GA/ ‘callus–Dat’ [kʰʉskiɘ]
/Kiɘs-GAn/ ‘cut–DistPast–3’ [kʰiɘskiɘn]
/Kyʉs-GAn/ ‘scoop–DistPast–3’ [kʰyʉskiɘn]
/Kæs-GA/ ‘turf–Dat’ [kʰæskiɘ]
/Kɑs-GA/ ‘eyebrow–Dat’ [qʰɑsqɑ]
/Kuʊs-GAn/ ‘add–DistPast–3’ [qʰuʊsqɑn]
/Kəs-GA/ ‘winter–Dat’ [qʰəsqɑ]
/Kʊs-GA/ ‘bird–Dat’ [qʰʊsqɑ]
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In these tables, /I/ represents a harmonising high vowel, and /A/ represents a
harmonising low vowel, both of which can be thought of as phonologically specified
only for height, and unspecified for anteriority and rounding.6 After anterior vowels,
/I/ surfaces as [ɘ] and /A/ surfaces as [iɘ],7 whereas after posterior vowels, /I/
surfaces as [ə] and /A/ surfaces as [ɑ]. It is interesting to note that the vowel-harmony
alternation between [ɑ] and [iɘ] for “low” harmony is reminiscent of the RTR/non-RTR
distinction between [æ] and [ie] reported by Li (1996, p. 111) for Ola Even.
According to the patterns of rounding harmony documented inmany of the sources
on Kazakh vowels, /I/ surfaces as [ʉ] after anterior rounded vowels and as [ʊ] after
posterior rounded vowels, and /A/ surfaces as [yʉ] after anterior rounded vowels. In
other words, the following forms would surface instead of their equivalents in the ta-
bles, while all other forms would stay the same: [kʰʉstʉ], [kʰyʉstʉ], [qʰuʊstʊ], [qʰʊstʊ],
[kʰʉskyʉ], [kʰyʉskyʉn]. In Kazakh, however, rounding harmony is not consistently
attested, is less likely later in a word, and is not represented orthographically. See
McCollum (2015a,b) for a detailed study of Kazakh rounding harmony.
While apparently not mentioned in any sources, the vowel [æ] exhibits unexpected
behavior in Kazakh’s vowel harmony system. When [æ] is not the final segment of a
stem (e.g., /æn/ ‘song’), all harmonizing vowels are realised as anterior vowels (e.g.,
/æn-NI/ [ændɘ] ‘song–Acc’, /æn-GA/ [æŋɡiɘ] ‘song–Dat’). However, when [æ] is the
final segment of a stem (which appears to only occur when it is in the second syllable
6. Note also that /K/ represents a voiceless dorsal stop that surfaces as [kʰ] or [qʰ] depending on vowel
posteriority context; /G/ represents a dorsal stop thatmay surface similarly to /K/ after a voiceless stop,
and as [ɣ], [ʁ], [ɡ], or [ɢ] in other contexts; /D/ represents a coronal stop that may surface as [t] or [d],
agreeing in voicing with the immediately preceding segment; and /N/ is an underlying /n/ that may
desonorize and surface as [d] after consonants, and subsequently also devoice after voiceless consonants
and surface as [t].
7. There is some suggestion in sources, and per the author’s own intuition, that a diphthongal analysis
for harmonised “mid” vowels may be incorrect, but since harmonized vowels were not examined in this
study, there is no strong evidence pointing in either direction.
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of a word—which in turn only occurs in words borrowed from Arabic or Persian, such
as /kʰɘnæ/ ‘fault’), harmonizing high vowels are realized as anterior (e.g., /kʰɘnæ-
NI/ [kʰɘnænɘ] ‘fault–Acc’), but harmonizing low vowels are realized as posterior (e.g.,
/kʰɘnæ-GA/ [kʰɘnæʁɑ] ‘fault–Dat’).
5.1.3. Summary
In summary, Kazakh has nine phonemic vowels. Since Vajda (1994) appears to
provide themost thoughtful and thorough account of Kazakh vowels to date, a version
of his transcription more in line with IPA convention is used for the remainder of this
chapter. The mapping between this and various other sets of symbols is provided in
table 5.12.
Table 5.12. The IPA-like transcription system used for Kazakh in this
study, its mapping to the Cyrillic orthography used in Kazakhstan, and
the transcriptions used by other studies.
IPA-like Cyrillic Vajda (1994) Jünisbékov (1972) Kirchner (1992)
ɘ і ɪ i i
ʉ ү ʉ ü ü
iɘ е j͡ɪ e e, y̆e
yʉ ө w͡ʉ ö ö, w̆ö
æ ә æ ä ä
ɑ а ɑ a a
uʊ о w͡ʊ o o, w̆o
ə ы ə y ï
ʊ ұ ʊ u u
Based on the phonology of Kazakh, there are four anterior ([ɘ], [ʉ], [iɘ], [yʉ]) and
four posterior ([ɑ], [uʊ], [ə], [ʊ]) vowels, and one vowel that can behave like both, but
is more commonly treated as anterior ([æ]).
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5.2. PARTICIPANTS AND STIMULI
Three native speakers of Kazakh were recorded, with participant codes P01, P02, and
P10. Their hometowns are shown on map 5.1.
Map 5.1. Hometowns of Kazakh-speaking participants
Participants P01 and P10 come from southeastern Kazakhstan, and both speak the
standard dialect of Kazakhstan, which is prevalent in the region. They have both
received significant amounts of their education in the language, and speak native
or native-like Russian as well. P10 comes from Ürümchi, in China, and her parents
are from Tarbaghatay, also in China. She reports speaking the standard dialect of
Kazakh in China, as well as native Chinese, and has received very little education
in Kazakh. All three participants speak English very well, and are either language
teachers or graduate students. The age range for the participants was from mid 20s to
early 30s. For other languages that the participants have studied and other details, see
appendix B.
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A number of technical problems were encountered during the recording of these
speakers. The framerate of ultrasound sampling during P02’s recordingwas extremely
high, so the end of the buffer was almost always reached by the time P02 finished
reading each slide. Since the recording buffer is a first-in/last-out buffer, this meant
that stimuli at the beginning of the recording were lost. To make matters worse, the
recording session was slow and exhausting for P02, and she decided to end the session
around the 2 hour mark (since it was only supposed to take two hours anyway), at
which point only about two-thirds of the stimuli had been recorded. Because of these
problems, the data for P02 was somewhat sparse.
It was planned to analyse just stimlui in the form /C1VC2-ICCV(C)/8 in order to
control syllable structure, following vowel, and prosodic condition. However, high
vowels in Kazakh are fairly consistently deleted in the first syllable of multisyllable
words, apparently regardless of the consonantal context. For participants P01 and
P02, forms where values of C1 and C2 alternated between /K s/9 and /tʰ s/ were
recorded, with a range of vowels in each context. Later the stimuli set was expanded
to include /K ɾ/ as well, to parallel the Turkish and Kyrgyz corpora. A complete list
of stimuli examined is provided in table 5.13.
Additionally, since many tokens were missing from P01’s recording, the tokens
in table 5.14 were also analysed to provide additional instances of a number of the
vowels—or in one case ([ə]), the sole instance.
Each form was recorded twice: once in a carrier sentence with an anterior vowel
preceding the form (3a) and once in a carrier sentencewith a posterior vowel preceding
the form (3b).
8. /I/ represents a harmonising high vowel—i.e., it takes the anteriority and roundness of the pre-
ceding vowel.
9. /K/ is realised as [kʰ] or [qʰ] depending on whether it occurs in the context of anterior or posterior
vowels, respectively.
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Table 5.13. The stimuli examined for Kazakh-speaking participants,
with glosses.
қасында ‘eyebrow/enemy–Poss_3rd–Loc’
қасыпты ‘itch–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
қосыпты ‘add–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
құс ‘bird’, ‘vomit–Imper’
құсында ‘bird–Poss_3rd–Loc’
құсыпты ‘vomit–Poss_3rd–Loc’
қыс ‘winter’, ‘squeeze
–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
қысында ‘winter–Poss_3rd–Loc’
қысыпты ‘squeeze–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
кәсінде ‘sod–Poss_3rd–Loc’
кесіпті ‘cut–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
көсіпті ‘scoop–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
күс ‘callus’
күсінде ‘callus–Poss_3rd–Loc’
кіс ‘stoat’
кісінде ‘stoat–Poss_3rd–Loc’
тасында ‘stone–Poss_3rd–Loc’
тәсілде ‘method–Loc’
тәсілді ‘method–Acc’
тесіпті ‘bore a hole–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
төсінде ‘chest–Poss_3rd–Loc’
тосыпты ‘meet–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
тұс ‘moment’
тұсында ‘moment–Poss_3rd–Loc’
түс ‘dream/midday/color’, ‘fall–Imper’
түсінде ‘dream/midday/color–Poss_3rd–Loc’
түсіпті ‘fall–RcntPast_Evid–3rd’
тыс ‘exterior’
тысында ‘exterior–Poss_3rd–Loc’
тіс ‘tooth’
тісінде ‘tooth–Poss_3rd–Loc’
Table 5.14. The additional stimuli examined for P02, with glosses.
ەدرۇنساد ‘tradition–Loc’
سەك ‘cut–Imper’
سوك ‘scoop–Imper’
ساق ‘eyebrow/enemy’, ‘itch–Imper’
سوق ‘add–Imper’
نىناقسىق ‘squeeze–VbNoun–Poss_3rd–Acc’
سات ‘stone’
سەت ‘bore a hole–Imper’
سوتٴ ‘chest’
سوت ‘meet–Imper’
(3) a. Үйге
ʉjɣiɘ
ʉj–GA
house–dat
кіріп,
kʰɘɾɘ́p
kʰɘɾ–(I)p
enter–vAdv
деп
diɘβ
diɘ–(I)p
quot–vAdv
айттым.
ɑ́jttʰəm
ɑjt–DI–m
say–RcntPst_Dir–1sg.
‘I entered the house and said .’
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b. Үйге
ʉjɣiɘ
ʉj–GA
house–dat
барып,
bɑɾə́p
bɑɾ–(I)p
go–vAdv
деп
diɘβ
diɘ–(I)p
quot–vAdv
айттым.
ɑ́jttʰəm
ɑjt–DI–m
say–RcntPst_Dir–1sg.
‘I went home and said .’
In addition, the carrier sentences were designed to have a bilabial obstruent pre-
ceding the target forms, which was expected to reduce the influence of surrounding
consonants on the target vowel. Of course, the consonants in the stimuli forms were
still able to have a large effect.
The first vowel of each elicited formwasmeasured. In addition to the stimuli which
were examined, many other potential stimuli were included and treated as fillers for
this study.
5.3. RESULTS
5.3.1. Acoustic measurements
Formant plots, as described in §2.5.1, are presented for the vowels produced by the
Kazakh-speaking participants in this study in figure 5.7.
For all speakers, [iɘ] appears to be the most anterior vowel (have the highest F2),
and [uʊ] apperas to be the most posterior vowel (with the lowest F2). However, they
do overlap the formant space for the monophthongal [ɘ] and [ʊ], as first noticed by
Vajda (1994), and appear to more or less have the same height as the monophthongs.
In other words, “high” and “mid” vowels of Kazakh are not distinguished well by F1.
Both sets of vowels span the same range of F1 values.
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(c) Formant measurements for P10
Figure 5.7. Formant measures of the vowels produced by the Kazakh-
speaking participants.
The vowel [ə] appears to be well described as mid central, though data for P02 is
inconclusive. While [ʉ] is often assumed to just be a rounded version of [ə], it exhibits
a lower F1 than [ɘ] for all participants. This suggests that [ʉ] is in fact a higher vowel
than [ɘ], and is not in line with the expectation that the only difference between them
is lip rounding. On the other hand, it does support the assumption that [ɘ] is an
anterior version of [ə]. The [ə] vowel tends to have not just a lower F2 than [ɘ], though,
but a higher [F1], bringing into question whether the anteriority contrast is not simply
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a further back constriction of the tongue body. While not as clear, the pair [ʊ]∼[ʉ]
appears to pattern similarly.
The diphthongs of Kazakh, understood by many sources to be mid vowels, all
appear to be articulated exclusively in the area of high vowels, or with a low first
formant. The diphthong [iɘ] appears to be a high-front centralising diphthong. That
is, the beginning of the diphthong is high-front and the end is more central. The
diphthong [uʊ] appears to be a high-back centralising diphthong. For P01, this is not
as clear, in part because the formant values of the diphthong after [t] and after [K]
appear as bimodally grouped sets. The generalization for the diphthong [yʉ] is not
as clear, likely because it already appears to be quite central. The dynamics of lip
rounding in these diphthongs—especially for rounded [yʉ] and [uʊ]—has not been
investigated in this study, but is likely important to understanding the diphthongal
nature of these vowels.
It is clear from the formant plots that Kazakh has two low vowels: [ɑ] and [æ]. As
with the pair [ə]∼[ɘ], the posterior vowel has not just a lower F2, but a higher F1 than
the anterior vowel. Interestingly, for vowel harmony, [iɘ] is assumed to be the anterior
version of [ɑ], and not [æ]. A study of harmonized vowels has not yet been conducted,
so it is only speculation at this point as to the ways in which these vowels might be
similar (or not) to their harmonised counterparts.
The vowels [ɑ] and [æ] are not as well differentiated for participant P02. This could
be due to an orthography effect. In theKazakh orthography used inChina, both vowels
are represented by the grapheme ‹ا›, and are only differentiated by the surrounding
context or the use of ‹ٴ ›, or “dayekshe.” In short, if a grapheme unambiguously
representing a front vowel (such as ‹ە› [iɘ]) or consonant (such as ‹ك› [k]) occurs no
further than in an adjacent syllable, then ‹ا› is understood to represent [æ] (likewise
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for unambiguously back consonants (such as ‹ق› [q]) leading to an interpretation
of [ɑ]); otherwise, a dayekshe is placed at the beginning of the word to indicate
that ‹ا› represents [æ]. However, since this anterior-posterior contrast is true for all
orthographic vowels except for ‹ە› [iɘ], it may not be that it is best explained as an
effect of the orthography, as this problem does not appear to exist for other pairs of
vowels. It is possible that these vowels have either merged, or were never fully distinct
in this variety of Kazakh. While [æ] only occurs in borrowings and a handful of
native words in Kazakh, it does form a number of minimal pairs with [ɑ] (e.g., /sɑn/
‘number’, /sæn/ ‘fashion’), and it also behaves differently phonologically (e.g., as a
root for harmonizing vowels). In any case, for participant P02, [æ] and [ɑ] are still
fairly distinct in their distribution, despite their partial overlap.
Measurements of some of the vowels of Kazakh were particularly difficult. As
mentioned before, “high” vowels were deleted or produced as voiceless in a number
of contexts, and were generally rather short in duration when they did surface. In
addition, the automatic formant tracking algorithms of Praat had difficulty estimating
the formants of fully pronounced high vowels. Spectra for these vowels are shown in
figure 5.8
The spectrum of [ə] shows a fairly high-amplitude first harmonic (H1), somewhat
lower amplitude H2 and H3, fairly depressed H4, and higher H5, after which there is
a more linear dropoff in amplitude of each successive harmonic. Praat estimates F0 at
exactly 250Hz, which is in line with what would be estimated by an experienced pho-
netician examining the spectrum—evidenced by e.g., the fact that H4 lands squarely
at 1kHz. Estimation of the filter shape caused by the vocal tract shape during the
production of the vowel is more difficult, however. Given the higher H2 and H3, it
seems likely that there would be a formant—or lack of damping in the filter—around
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Figure 5.8. FFT spectra of two “high” vowels of Kazakh, as measured
across each vowel’s entire duration (indicated in captions), both taken
from recordings of P10.
these harmonics, perhaps around 625Hz. Additionally, the non-damped H5 and H6
suggest another formant at around 1350Hz. However, Praat estimates F1 much lower:
at 504Hz (near the peak ofH2). Praat estimates F2 slightly lower, but within a plausible
range, around 1313Hz.
In the spectrum of [ʊ], the first three odd harmonics (H1, H3, H5) are all very close
to one another in relative amplitude, wile the first three even harmonics all appear
to be damped. Specifically, the spectrum is suggestive of a first formant very near
the third harmonic (around 640Hz), and a second formant near the fifth harmonic
(around 1100Hz). However, the first harmonic appears to be somewhat damped, as
is evident by the similarity of its amplitude to that of H3 and H5, suggesting that the
filter is somewhat strong at this point. Furthermore, H2 and H4 are not significantly
damped, suggesting that the first two formants are not so pronounced. Praat estimated
F1 to be 583Hz and F2 to be 1099Hz. Essentially what the spectrum shows for [ʊ] is a
high concentration of low-frequency energy without significant damping between the
formants.
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The main findings of the formant measurements are the following: the anterior
vowels all have a low F1, and their posterior vowel pairs differ in F1, F2, or both. For
P01, all posterior vowel types have a higher average F1 than the anterior vowels, though
for P02 and P10, the posterior vowels [ʊ] and [uʊ] have a similar F1 to the anterior
vowels, but have a lower F2. Lower posterior vowels ([ə] and [ɑ]) are differentiated
from the anterior vowels less in F2 and more in F1, though this could be due to their
additional status as central vowels. The vowel [æ] appears between [ɑ] and [iɘ] in
both F1 and F2 measures (especially for P10), paralleling its phonological ambiguity
between anterior and posterior classes. More specifically, [æ] has a high F1, like a
posterior vowel in Kazakh, but a high F2, like an anterior vowel.
The differentiation of anterior and posterior vowels by F1 could also be understood
as the result of a difference in tongue height. The articulatory results will need to be
examined to determine which analysis is more fruitful.
Duration plots like those described in §2.5.1 are presented in figure 5.9 for the
speakers of Kazakh who participated in this study.
The plots show that, for the most part, the “high” vowels of Kazakh ([ɘ], [ʉ], [ə], [ʊ])
are much shorter than the low vowels. The generalization is not as clear for P02, for
whom vowels had to be drawn from prosodically less consistently equivalent forms;
however, the shortest high vowels are much shorter than the shortest non-high vowels,
and the longest non-high vowels are much longer than the longest high vowels, with
the exception of a single instance of [ʊ] which was fairly long. All speakers had many
deleted high vowels, as well, but not a single deleted non-high vowel.
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Figure 5.9. Duration measures of the vowels produced by the Kazakh-
speaking participants.
5.3.2. Tongue traces
The average tracings of the ultrasound-imaged tongue shapes, as described in
§2.5.2, are presented for the vowels produced by the Kazakh-speaking participants in
this study in figure 5.10.
These plots appear to confirm the findings of the formant analysis, in that [iɘ]
appears to be the most anterior vowel in Kazakh, and [uʊ] appears to be the most
posterior. However, while tongue traces for [uʊ] do overlap quite a bit with [ʊ] (al-
most indistinguishably), [iɘ] does not appear to overlap much with [ɘ], except for in
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(c) Average tongue traces for P10
Figure 5.10. Average tongue traces for the Kazakh-speaking participants.
P02’s data. In many ways, Jünisbékov’s (1972) insight that [iɘ] is the only true front
(“palatal”) vowel of Kazakh appears to be correct.
For participants P02 and P10, [æ] and [ɑ] are fairly similar, except that the front
of the body of the tongue is raised significantly for [æ]. For P01, the main difference
between [æ] and [ɑ] is that [æ] has a further forward tongue root and rear portion of the
tongue body. For all participants, the [æ] vowel is more like the posterior vowels in its
tongue root position, and more like anterior vowels in some aspects of its tongue body
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position. This is consistent with the phonological behavior of [æ], where it appears to
alternate between anterior and posterior status.
For ease of presentation, the traces of the ⅓ and ⅔ points in the diphthongs were
plotted together. It is interesting how “tight” these traces are, given what might be
expected of diphthongs—e.g., [iɘ] for P01 is one of the narrowest standard deviations
of any of the imaged vowels. As seen in the formant measures, these diphthongs do
not span awide range of the vowel space; whatever is making themdiphthongal is also
not very evident in the articulatory space. Of course, a closer look at these diphthongs,
with the traces of their elements separated, would be needed for any further analysis
of their diphthongal quality.
While somewhat messy for participants other than P01, individual pairs of anterior
and posterior vowels appear to be differentiated by a further back rear-of-tongue-body
position in addition to a further back tongue root position.
Another interesting point is that these ultrasound tracings line up well with much
of what Jünisbékov (1972) documented for Kazakh on the basis of x-ray tracings. As
already mentioned, [iɘ] is by far the most anterior of the vowels, and [ɑ], [uʊ], and [ʊ]
group together as the most posterior. Additionally, [ə] appears to have a lower and
more central tongue position. However, tongue body position—especially height—is
not as consistent across speakers for the various vowels as tongue root position, and
does not differentiate phonological pairs as well.
Based on all of this, it would appear that both tongue body anteriority and tongue
root anteriority differentiate the vowels. However, the exact implementation of each
vowel has yet to be worked out—a task that will require additional (and preferably
cleaner) data.
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5.3.3. Furthest-point measures
Measures of the furthest point of the tongue’s surface from the ultrasound trans-
ducer, as described in §2.5.3, are provided in figure 5.11 for the Kazakh-speaking
participants in this study.
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(c) Furthest point from origin for P10
Figure 5.11. Furthest point measure for the Kazakh-speaking participants.
The points for P10 are not easily grouped based on category membership. The
anterior and posterior vowels overlap quite a bit, and [iɘ]—one of the most distinctly
“groupable” vowel types in the plot—has the lowest points (apparently due to the fact
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that part of the front of the tongue was not imaged well for these vowels), contrary
to what might be expected (since it is among the highest vowels acoustically). P01
and P02, however, exhibit an interesting pattern. Specifically, the posterior vowels
have their highest points in the lower left of the graph (corresponding roughly to the
pharyngeal region), and the anterior vowels have their highest point in the upper right
of the graph (corresponding roughly to the palatal region). However, the rotation
of the ultrasound transducer for each speaker could be affecting this interpretation.
There appear to be some effects of vowel height as well, but they are not consistent
between the two speakers.
In the end, this measure allows for only a rough distinction between anterior and
posterior vowels, and does not group individual vowel types together, separate from
other vowel types.
5.3.4. Area of difference plots
Measures of the region of greatest difference in tongue position, as described in
§2.5.4, are provided in figure 5.12.
The plots show an area of maximum differentiation quite anterior of the zero cross-
ing. For P01 it is a little over two standard deviations, but for P02 and P10 it is between
1 and 2 standard deviations. After this area of maximum differentiation, the differen-
tiation starts at around or above 1 standard deviation for the entire imaged length of
the tongue. This suggests that the entire length of the rear portion of the tongue—from
the back of the tongue body down the length of the tongue root—is used to distinguish
anterior and posterior vowels in Kazakh.
As was seen in the tongue traces, though, the anterior and posterior vowels of
Kazakh are implemented in a much more complex way than a simple contrast of the
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Figure 5.12. Anterior / posterior differentiation for the Kazakh-
speaking participants.
position of the tongue root, and even that is gradient. It may prove fruitful in the
future to compare individual vowel pairs using this sort of methodology instead of
comparing the classes of vowels.
Table 5.15 provides the ratios between the distances of the high maximum (rear of
tongue) and low maximum (front of tongue) from the zero crossing.
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Table 5.15. The angle of highest posterior differentiation (high) and an-
terior differentiation (low), and the ratio of their differences from the
zero-crossing (or angle of no difference) for Kazakh-speaking partici-
pants.
participant high 0-crossing low ratio
P01  27°  11.5°  2° 1.6316
P02  30°  9.5° 1° 1.9524
P10  26°  4.5° 5° 2.2632
It is of note that this ratio is around 2:1 for all of the participants, meaning that the
rear of the tongue was used to differentiate posterior vowels from anterior vowels the
most at a point about twice as far back as the front of the tongue was, in relation to the
area where the two classes of vowels were not differentiated at all.
5.4. DISCUSSION
Kazakh appears to have a system of vowel articulation where anterior and posterior
vowels are differentiated by position of both the tongue body and the tongue root.
This is seen in plots of tongue traces, plots of highest point measurement, and a
quantification of the area thatmost differentiates the two classes of vowel. The formant
measures support this analysis as well, in that the anterior vowels all have a low F1
and the posterior vowels differ from them in both F1 and F2 (or one or the other,
depending on the posterior vowel). The ambiguous phonological status of [æ] in
terms of anteriority is reflected in its formant measures and its tongue traces, where it
has properties of both classes of vowels.
The diphthongs of Kazakh were not seen to have elements which differ strongly
in acoustic or articulatory space. They did, however, overlap in acoustic space with
their expected monophthongal elements. It is not clear whether an analysis of them as
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diphthongs is correct, and further work will be needed to sort out the role of tongue
movement and lip rounding in their production, as well as their effect on the previous
consonant.
There is some indication that the observations regarding anterior and posterior
vowels may not apply to all participants in the study. Unfortunately, the data for
Kazakhwas verymessy. Themain reason for this messiness was related to the fact that
all of the participants deleted high vowels or made them voiceless in initial syllables
(to differing extents), meaning a wider range of prosodic structures needed to be
examined. More specifically, while articulatory measures of voiceless vowels could
probably be compared effectively to those of voiced vowels (i.e., no differences due to
voicing are expected), the acoustic measures, such as duration and formant measures,
would be affected quite a bit by voicelessness. Because of the difficulties involved
in examining the acoustic properties of voiceless vowels, tokens where vowels were
voiceless or deleted were excluded entirely. The exclusion of voiceless- and deleted-
vowel tokens and inclusion of additional tokens in an attempt to have tokens for all
vowel types renders the data less interpretable. Hence, further examination of Kazakh
is necessary before the findings of this study can be understood to apply to any larger
population of Kazakh speakers.
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CHAPTER 6
COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION
The findings for Turkish, Kyrgyz, and Kazakh can be taken together to learn more
about each language’s vowel system, and about the nature of vowel systems more
generally. This chapter will discuss the findings relating to each type of data: acoustic
measures (§6.1), tongue traces (§6.2), furthest point measures (§6.3), and area of dif-
ference measures (§6.4). A discussion of the shortcomings of this work and areas of
investigation for future work follows (§6.5).
6.1. FORMANT SPACE
Turkic languages appear to have somewhat messy formant spaces. That is, tokens
of a single vowel type exhibit a wide range of first and second formant frequencies,
and the F1-by-F2 spaces for various vowels overlap with one another. Turkish has by
far the “neatest” vowel space: vowels are fairly well “contained” and there is very
little overlap between them. In Kyrgyz, [ɯ] is problematic, in that it has quite a wide
range and overlaps with a number of vowels. The Kazakh formant space is especially
messy in that the dipthongs overlap with their monophthongal components, but this
is predicted by Vajda’s (1994) characterization of the diphthongs.
In general, the vowel systems of the three languages are implemented very dif-
ferently in terms of the acoustics of the vowels. Kyrgyz and Turkish are much more
similar to one another than either is to Kazakh. In both Kyrgyz and Turkish, the vowels
are laid out in more or less similar configurations. For example, [o] has a significantly
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lower F2 than both [ɑ] and [u] in both languages—i.e., it appears to be somewhat more
posterior. However, [ɯ] in Turkish is much less sensitive to surrounding context, and
overlaps in formant frequencies with other vowels much less than in Kyrgyz. Also, [o]
and [u] in Kyrgyz tend to be much lower than the corresponding anterior vowels—a
generalization seen in Turkish only for the speaker of an Eastern Turkish dialect, P11.
Kyrgyz and Turkish also both have one low vowel, [ɑ], and in both languages it appears
to be a central vowel in terms of formant values.
In Kazakh, there is a ninth vowel quality, [ɑ], which constitutes a second low vowel.
In addition, the “mid” vowels of Kazakh and Kyrgyz appear to be implemented in
Kazakh as high centering diphthongs. Additionally, in Kazakh, [ʉ] is consistently
higher (lower F1) than [ɘ], whereas in Kyrgyz and Turkish, the corresponding vowels
[y] and [i] differ not in F1 but in F2. The Kazakh [ɑ] also generally has higher F1 and F2
values than the [ɑ] vowels of Turkish and Kyrgyz. Kazakh’s “high” vowels seem to also
have higher F1 values than Turkish and Kyrgyz values, and are inseparable from the
“mid” vowels in this dimension (with the exception of [ə], which is somewhat lower
than the mid vowels in Kazakh). This puts [ɑ] and [æ] quite a bit more separated from
the other vowels than [ɑ] is in Turkish and Kyrgyz.
Something that is similar about all three languages is that the [ɯ]/[ə] vowel is
generally schwa-like. Kyrgyz [ɯ] is more posterior (has a lower F2) than Turkish [ɯ],
which has an F2 somewhat like that of a front vowel (and in some ways resembles [ɪ]).
Kazakh [ə] is also anterior to Kyrgyz [ɯ], but has an F2 more suggestive of a central
vowel. In none of the languages did [ɯ] appear to be a high back vowel as much of
the literature on these languages seems to suggest it should be.
In addition, in all three languages, high vowels were seen to be shorter than low
vowels. This was most prominent in Kazakh and Kyrgyz, but also could be seen in the
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Turkish data. In Kazakh, where F1 does not differentiate the “mid” and “high” vowels
well, this length distinction appears to take that role instead. However, it is interesting
that this difference should be found at all in Kyrgyz and Turkish, since they also have
contrastive long vowels (which were not examined in this study). Overall, Turkish had
the longest vowels of the three languages and Kazakh had the shortest vowels.
The formant space of the vowels in these languages leads to some conclusions about
vowel anteriority.
Acoustically, Turkish anterior vowels can be differentiated from posterior vowels
by their higher F2. The rounded anterior vowels have significantly lower F2 val-
ues than their unrounded counterparts—and higher F2 values than their posterior
counterparts—which is to be expected. The two exceptions to how well F2 differenti-
ates anterior and posterior vowels are [ɯ] and [ɑ]. Turkish [ɯ] is not, as expected, an
unrounded version of [u] (it has a much higher F1 for most speakers), nor is it a poste-
rior version of [i] (again, it has a much higher F1). As stated above, it is hypothesized
that Turkish [ɯ] is implemented phonetically as a “neutral”, schwa-like vowel, giving
it a mid-central quality in terms of F1-by-F2 space. Turkish [ɑ] is exceptional as the
only true low vowel (for speakers of the standard dialect). In many ways, the Turkish
vowel system resembles a typical five-vowel system (i.e., [i], [e], [a], [o], [u]), with the
addition of front rounded vowels ([y] and [œ]), and a mid-central vowel ([ɯ]). This is
very different from how the system behaves phonologically, where the central vowels
behave like posterior vowels, and generally pattern with their higher counterparts ([ɯ]
with [u] and [ɑ] with [o]).
Similar generalizations can be made regarding Kyrgyz—namely, that anterior and
posterior vowels are well distinguished by F2, with some overlap of anterior rounded
vowels and posterior unrounded vowels. However, they are also well distinguished by
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F1 values as well—specifically, the posterior vowels have higher F1 values overall than
the anterior vowels. Each particular anterior-posterior pair, as determined by the vowel
harmony system, also shows this distinction for most speakers. Because F2 correlates
with tongue body anteriority, while F1 can correlate with tongue root position, the
conclusion could be made that both are interacting to produce the anteriority contrast
in Kyrgyz. The view of Turkish as exhibiting an expanded five-vowel system does not
apply nicely to Kyrgyz because of the higher F1 values of the posterior vowels. The
acoustic vowel system for Kyrgyz does seem to align with the phonological system,
if it is assumed that anteriority correlates to both higher F2 and lower F1 (which in
turn does not apply to Turkish). One nuance to all this is that [ɑ] still appears to be
somewhat lower than the other vowels in Kyrgyz (i.e., it has a higher F1). One could
speculate that this phonetic detail may have something to do with why it does not
round after [u] in the rounding harmony phonology of the language.
In Kazakh, all of the anterior vowels have relative low F1 values, while the posterior
vowels either have a lower F2 or a higher F1. As a whole, the anterior vowels have
higher F2 values and lower F1 values than the posterior vowels. This is similar to the
case in Kyrgyz, and suggests that both tongue root position and tongue body position
are at play in the differentiation of these anteriority classes.
Im sum, while Kyrgyz and Turkish superficially have fairly similar vowel systems
that differ significantly from that of Kazakh, Kyrgyz and Kazakh pattern together in
that both F2 and F1 distinguish the anteriority categories of the language.
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6.2. TONGUE TRACES
This section will discuss general results of the tongue trace data (§6.2.1), as well as
two more specific topics that are elucidated by the tongue trace data: central and low
vowels (§6.2.2), and rounded vowels (§6.2.3).
6.2.1. General results
Amajor difference between the Turkish speakers and the Kazakh andKyrgyz speak-
ers concerning the average tongue root traces is the amount of the rear portion of the
tongue that is in an anterior or posterior position. For the Turkish speakers (with the
possible exception of P06), the posterior vowels have amuchmore posterior back of the
tongue body than the anterior vowels, whereas for the Kazakh and Kyrgyz speakers,
the posterior vowels are contrasted from the anterior vowels along the entire length of
the back of the tongue—from the back of the tongue body to the tongue root (again,
with the possible exception of a single participant, P08).
In Turkish, the tongue traces show that anterior vowels have an anteriorly raised
tongue body, and the posterior vowels have a posteriorly raised tongue body. The
result of this is that the difference in tongue position between anterior and posterior
vowels corresponds to the position of the tongue body. In most cases, the tongue root
is only different between anterior and posterior vowels to the extent that the differing
tongue body position has some effect on the position of the tongue root.
In Kyrgyz and Kazakh, a similar generalization cannot be made. For these lan-
guages, it is not just a different position of a raised tongue body that contrasts anterior
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and posterior vowels, but the position of the entire tongue is either anterior or poste-
rior. That is, the position of the tongue body contrasts anterior and posterior vowels
in Kazakh and Kyrgyz, but so does the position of the tongue root.
So for Turkish vowels, the primary distinction between anterior and posterior vow-
els can be described as the location of a point of constriction made with the tongue
body. For Kazakh and Kyrgyz vowels, the distinction appears not to come down to
whether a constriction was made more anteriorly or posteriorly, but is instead the
difference between an anterior constriction made with the tongue body together with
a wider pharyngeal cavity, and a posterior constriction made with the tongue body
together with a narrower pharyngeal cavity.
In Kazakh, there is a great range of anteriority for the anterior vowels. The vowel
[iɘ] is pronounced with an extremely advanced tongue root and tongue body posi-
tion, whereas the remaining “front” vowels are not. There is also a range of tongue
body positions in Kazakh, based on which Jünisbékov (1972) and Vajda (1994) both
conclude that there are front, central, and back vowels in Kazakh. However, Vajda
(ibid.) additionally groups all the vowels with posterior tongue root position together,
independently of how he describes them based on their tongue body position. Tongue
root position maps much better onto the phonological behavior of vowels in Kazakh
than tongue body position—i.e., the vowels’ participation in anteriority harmony—so
is probably the best articulatory correspondent of phonological anteriority. It was also
observed that the tongue body position was not differentiated as consistently across
speakers, which supports this idea. However, tongue body and tongue root posi-
tion both appear to be important aspects of the articulatory implementation of vowel
anteriority in Kazakh.
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6.2.2. Central vowels and low vowels
Turkish, Kyrgyz, and Kazakh all have what appear acoustically to be two central
vowels: mid central [ɯ]/[ə], and low central [ɑ]. Additionally, [ɑ] in all the languages
was seen to be the only consistently low vowel in each language, with the addition of
[æ] in Kazakh. The articulatory properties of these vowels will be discussed here.
It was observed that [ɯ] in Turkish has a schwa-like (central vowel) articulation.
Not only did it have a high F2 for most speakers, but the positions of both the front
and the back of the tongue body were far anterior as compared to the articulation of
other posterior vowels. So, Turkish [ɯ], in addition to being central acoustically, may
be described articulatorily as a central vowel as well.
In Kyrgyz, while there was some acoustic tendency for [ɯ] to be more like a mid
central vowel, the position of all parts of the tongue establish it squarely as a posterior
vowel for the Kyrgyz-speaking participants. The same is true of Kazakh [ə]. In Kazakh
and Kyrgyz, then, the schwa-like vowel patterns with the posterior vowels.
In Turkish, based on the average tongue traces, [ɑ] appears to be articulatorily
lower than other vowels, supporting the idea that it is the only low vowel in Turkish. It
should be noted, though, that [o] also appears to be articulatorily low for some of the
Turkish-speaking participants in this study. In Kyrgyz, [ɑ] appears to be only a little bit
lower articulatorily than other vowels, but not significantly so—in fact, vowel height
is generally difficult to discern among the posterior vowels in the average tongue trace
plots for Kyrgyz. It is possible that nuances in tongue shape that are inconsistent from
speaker to speaker are how the height difference is implemented, but regardless, it
is clear that [ɑ] is not articulatorily as distinctly low in Kyrgyz as it is in Turkish. In
Kazakh, [ɑ] can have a lower tongue body than the other vowels (P01, P10) or a more
retracted tongue root than the other vowels (P02). Both alternations have the effect of
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raising F1. The differencemay be linked to dialect, given that P02 is the only speaker of
a Kazakh dialect of China, and is the only Kazakh-speaking participant who exhibited
amore posterior tongue root during the production of [ɑ] as opposed to a lower tongue
body.
The behavior of Kazakh [æ] in the vowel harmony system of the language is mostly
like an anterior vowel, but when [æ] is the last vowel of a word and the following
harmonizing vowel is low, [æ] behaves as a posterior vowel. For P01, whose data is
the clearest, the tongue root position of [æ] is like that of posterior vowels, while the
tongue body position is more like that of anterior vowels. It would appear, based
on this observation, that [æ] is a front retracted vowel, whereas all other vowels are
either front advanced or back retracted. This conclusion is supported by the acoustics:
for all speakers, [æ] has a high F1 (correlated with being retracted), but has a high
F2 (correlated with being front). However, this sort of conclusion could not be made
based on the acoustics alone.
6.2.3. Rounded vowels
One potentially important finding is that the rounded vowels in all three lan-
guages, for at least some speakers, did not have the same or similar tongue position to
their phonologically unrounded counterparts, as the phonological literature on these
languages imagines. In Turkish, rounded vowels—especially back vowels—have a
significantly more posterior tongue position (i.e., the standard deviation lines for the
average traces don’t overlap) for three of the four participants. For the four Kyrgyz
speakers whose tongues were clearly imaged, the front vowels in particular had much
further back tongue positions for articulation of the rounded vowels. The scenario
in Kazakh is complicated by the presence of diphthongs, but the generalisations for
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Turkish and Kyrgyz of rounded vowels being articulated further back appear to hold
for Kazakh as well.
There are a number of possible reasons forwhy rounded vowelswould be produced
with a further posterior tongue position. One reason might be that lip rounding and
tongue-backing both lower F2, resulting in the rounded vowels being more distinct
from the unrounded vowels. It is also possible that in order to maintain parallels
with other vowels, some adjustments are needed. For example, the vowel [y] is not
just a rounded version of [i] per the phonology of e.g., Turkish, but a front version
of [u] and a high version of [œ]—so perhaps [y] is articulated with a slightly further
back tongue body to seem more like it contrasts with [œ] and [u] (which otherwise
both have more posterior tongue positions) in simple ways as well as with [i]. In any
case, the phonetic implementation of these vowels is simply not as symmetrical as the
phonological patterning of the vowels might suggest—though it could be this way to
effect a more symmetrical system in the acoustics.
This finding reënforces the idea that the phonology of a language, while certainly
interacting with the phonetics, operates independently. In other words, these vowel
distinctions which play out in the phonology as contrastive rounding, are in fact
implemented in articulation using another mechanism (presumably in addition to a
contrast in lip rounding). While a lot can be guessed about the phonetics of a language
based on its phonology, there are major limitations to what can be known. Another
problem with basing assumptions about a language’s phonetics on its phonology is
that phonological descriptions of most languages comprise—or at least began as—
interpretations of the system based on knowledge of another language.
For example, the modern Cyrillic orthography used for Kazakh in Kazakhstan and
Mongolia appears to have been based very heavily on the Perso-Arabic orthography
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for Kazakh developed by the Jadids and still in use in China, which was amodification
of Turkī orthography, which was based on Chaghatay orthography and influenced by
Ottoman orthography, both of which were adapted from early modern Persian orthog-
raphy, which was based on Arabic orthography. In this transmission of orthographies
to arrive at modern Kazakh Cyrillic orthography are a number of other languages, in-
cluding some other Turkic languages—such as Turkī, Ottoman, and Chaghatay—and
a number of non-Turkic languages—such as Russian, Persian, and Arabic. Whether it
was a community of language speakers of the recipient language adapting an orthog-
raphy to fit their needs, or an imperialist regime ensuring that all subject peoples were
using variants of the same writing system, the symbols representing the sounds of
one language were adapted to represent the sounds of another language. The result-
ing Cyrillic orthography (as well as some of the literature that went into its creation,
including other proposals of the time) has been the basis for most grammarian and lin-
guist documentation of the language, which has in turn fed the phonology literature’s
understanding of Kazakh’s vowel system.
In this way, Kazakh’s vowel system is understood through a series of interpreta-
tions of how to apply foreign writing systems to the sounds of the language. This is
the case in all but the most careful phonetic studies, and even then is likely influenced
some by knowledge of the orthography and of correspondences to other Turkic lan-
guages’ vowel systems.1 This has all resulted in a catastrophic misinterpretation of the
phonetics of Kazakh vowels, perhaps under additional influence of existing literature
on related languages, especially Turkish—as Vajda (1994, pp. 613-614) summarizes the
state of affairs, “previous studies relied mostly on the subjective similarity of Kazakh
vowels to the vowels of Russian or other Turkic languages, rather than upon actual
1. Here I have in mind not just the apparent correspondences of vowels in cognates, but how the
vowels correspond in terms of each vowel’s role in the vowel harmony system of Kazakh, which is very
similar to that of other Turkic languages, despite major phonetic differences.
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phonetic analysis. The only detailed description of Kazakh to appear in English pre-
viously (Krueger 1980) represents a condensed version of the Academy Grammar and
older Soviet materials, and reproduces the inaccuracies of these earlier descriptions.”
The best that phonological documentation can do without instrumental investiga-
tion is the perception of a well-trained field linguist, though there is still a chance of
misperceptions—e.g., from assumptions based on knowledge of related languages or
how the orthography is used in other languages—having catastrophic consequences
on how the language’s phonetics and phonology are understood.
6.3. FURTHEST-POINTMEASURES
For the most part, the plots of the furthest point from the origin of each vowel token
did not add a lot to the discussion. While there is an overall distinction between ante-
rior and posterior vowels in these plots, they considerably simplify the data available
in the average trace data, erasing some important details of the traces. For example,
it was seen that [æ] in Kazakh appears to have a retracted tongue root but a front
tongue body—a generalization that cannot be gleaned from the furthest-point mea-
sures (where [æ] nevertheless sits on the line between anterior and posterior vowels).
An effect was observed in Kazakh and Kyrgyz where the points for the posterior
vowels were not just more rear, but lower than the points for the anterior vowels—
whereas in Turkish, they were more or less the same height. This may be what
is expected of the difference between a simple tongue body system and a combined
tongue-body and tongue-root system, but there is noway to be sure that this difference
between the languages was not just due to the specific rotation of the ultrasound trans-
ducer for the various participants. It was also seen for at least one Kyrgyz-speaking
participant and one Kazakh-speaking participant that lack of sufficient imaging of
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the front of the tongue threw this measure off entirely. While this deficiency in the
imaging rendered the anterior / posterior differentiation plots for the Kyrgyz speaker
useless as well, it did not have this effect for the Kazakh speaker. In both cases, the
average tongue trace plots are still informative, even if less so than for other partici-
pants. In these ways, the furthest-point plots were seen to be very sensitive to nuances
of imaging and tracing.
An additional reason that this representational model proved insufficient is that
generally, vowels should probably not be modeled articulatorily as points in a two-
dimensional space, but as more complex dynamics in a three-dimensional system. As
seen in the average traces plots, the tongue shape for each vowel is fairly nuanced
for each speaker of each language, and attempting to compare the articulation be-
tween speakers and languages by boiling this shape down to a single point seems
unsatisfactory.
A three-tube model2 that maps vowel articulation to vowel acoustics, such as that
discussed by Stevens (1998, ch. 6), represents the area of tongue constriction for a vowel
by a narrower middle tube. The furthest point measure can be thought of as filling
in for the approximate location of this middle tube. The three-tube model requires
either that the tongue body forms the only constriction in the vocal tract (operating as
the middle tube), or that the position of the tongue body and the tongue root show a
similar amount of constriction (in order to operate together as the middle tube). The
data in this study show that Turkish uses only the position of the tongue body in the
anteriority contrast, and that Kazakh and Kyrgyz use the position of the tongue body
and root together in the anteriority contrast. Taken together with previous literature
that shows that in some languages, tongue root and tongue body position operate
2. These models optionally use a fourth tube for lip rounding, but only use one tube to represent the
tongue.
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separately for different anteriority constrasts, this points to the need for a four-tube
model, where there are separate middle tubes for the tongue root and tongue body.
This demonstrates part of the inadequacy of the furthest-point measure.
There is in fact no way to guarantee that a given point in this type of plot represents
the point of most contrictrion or degree of constriction for that vowel token—what
Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996, p. 283) claim is most important for understanding
that vowel’s quality. The fact that the plots often showed reasonable separation of
anterior and posterior vowels is perhaps even surprising given the problems inherent
to the premise that the furthest point of the tongue from the ultrasound transducer is
equivalent to the point of most constriction.
In the end, this measure provides little of use beyond what the other methods
provide—i.e., the ability to quantify any property of the vowels consistently using a
furthest point measure is quite limited. These plots represent a single point of data
from the much more detailed average tongue trace plots, and with the simplification
of the data comes a loss of quite a bit of important information.
6.4. AREA OF DIFFERENCE
Determining the areas of the vocal tract where the position of the tongue most differ-
entiates anterior and posterior vowels has proven to be quite revealing.
There is one major generalization that distinguishes the Turkish-speaking partici-
pants from most of the Kyrgyz- and Kazakh-speaking participants: the amount of the
length of the rear part of the tongue that distinguishes the articulation of anterior and
posterior vowels.
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All the Turkish-speaking participants, andKyrgyz-speaking participant P08, appear
to have a typical tongue-body contrast between anterior and posterior vowels. I.e.,
the area of most difference comes to a peak posterior to where the tongue position
does not differentiate the vowels, and after the peak immediately begins to reduce in
differentiation, towards the tongue root. On the other hand, the remaining Kyrgyz-
speaking participants, as well as all of the Kazakh-speaking participants, appear to
employ both a raised rear of tongue body and a retracted tongue root to contrast
anterior and posterior vowels. That is, for these speakers, the area of most difference
comes to a peak posterior to where the tongue position does not differentiate the
vowels, but after that does not begin an immediate decline, and instead continues on
at about the same level of differentiation for the remainder of the posterior length of
the traces—and in fact, often came to a second slightly highermaximumdifferentiation
point near the very end of the traces. The difference between the Turkish speakers and
the Kazakh and Kyrgyz speakers is illustrated in figure 6.1.
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rior traces for P07 (Turkish)
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Figure 6.1. Comparison of anterior / posterior differentiation for a
Turkish-speaking participant and a Kyrgyz-speaking participant.
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Determining the ratio of where the distance from the point of maximum differenti-
ation is for the anterior of the tongue and the posterior of the tongue, while potentially
telling, is not as informative as examining the graphs themselves. Especially for several
of the Kyrgyz-speaking participants, it was seen that the maximum Z-score measure
was taken at a point near the most anterior part of where the tongue position was
quantifiable, even though the Z-score at this point was only a little higher than a much
“earlier” peak, or point where the sharp rise from the zero-crossing ended and the
Z-score levelled out. A box plot of the ratios by language is presented in figure 6.2
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Figure 6.2. The ratios between anterior and posterior areas of greatest
differentiation for all participants by language.
The ranges for Turkish-speaking participants were 0.72 to 1.21, the ranges for
Kyrgyz-speaking participants were 1.1 to 3.3 (excluding the more Turkish-like P08,
2.2 to 3.3), and the ranges for the Kazakh-speaking participants were 1.6 to 2.3. If P08
is excluded from the Kyrgyz-speaking group—since his vowel system seemed more
like Turkish in many ways, including in this ratio—then Turkish, Kyrgyz, and Kazakh
are well differentiated, with no overlapping ratios. This strengthens the conclusions
from other measures that Kazakh and Kyrgyz use a combination of tongue root and
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tongue body position to contrast anterior and posterior vowels, whereas Turkish uses
only tongue body position.
6.5. FUTURE WORK
While the conclusions of this study point to the particular articulatory basis of the
vowel anteriority contrast in each language, there are a number of shortcomings of the
study, and quite a few questions that remain.
6.5.1. More speakers and languages
This study drew conclusions about three languages based on a total of a dozen
speakers. It is perhaps an ambitious number of speakers for an articulatory study of
this nature, but more data is needed in order to be able to generalize the claims made
here to the languages in question.
In particular, recording more speakers of each of these languages should yield
more generalizable results and a better idea of how individual variation fits into the
picture. Additionally, recording speakers of more Turkic languages should lead to
a better perspective of the language family, both historically and socio-linguistically.
It may be that there are clear typological boundaries, perhaps even between closely
related Turkic languages, or it may be that some languages allow formultiple strategies
of vowel production, perhaps based on some socio-linguistic criteria, or perhaps as
wildly variable as English /r/ (cf. Boyce et al., 2015). It was seen, for example, that
the articulatory implementation of anteriority in Kyrgyz may vary dialectally—this
hypothesis could be tested with data from more speakers.
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One major gap in the literature is an articulatory investigation of vowel anteriority
in Mongolic languages. The acoustic work and interpretation of older single-frame
x-ray images (such as those in Buráyev, 1959) are very suggestive of a tongue-root
contrast in the vowel system, but many questions remain. Cheif among these, for me,
is the nature of the secondary front vowels (resulting from monophthongization and
adjacent palatal consonants, themselves the result of apocope of /i/). Specifically,
these secondary vowels maintain their status as posterior in terms of forming a root
for vowel harmony, so it must be asked whether they are articulatorily front vowels
with tongue root retraction (or lack of advancement).
Another question needing investigation regardingMongolic languages is the nature
of the vowels inKalmyk and otherOirat varieties. Asmentioned in §1.2.2, the literature
maintains that these Mongolic varieties use tongue body position to contrast their
vowels, but these conclusions appear to be based solely on the perceptual difference
of the Kalmyk vowels from those of other Mongolic languages. The x-ray tracings of
Kalmyk vowels published by Pávlov (1983, pp. 35-40 & 65-83) suggest that the position
of the tongue root plays a similar role in the vowel system of Kalmyk as it does in other
Mongolic languages. An articulatory study to address this question is clearly needed.
It would also be worthwhile to examine the vowel systems of a number of Tungusic
languages. Quite a bit of ink has been spilled regarding the articulatory nature of
the vowel systems of these languages—Optimality Theory accounts of the systems
exist, and even acoustic and perceptual work has been conducted. However, the entire
literature is built around an articulatory understanding based on at most a dozen x-ray
images of a single language, which Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996, p. 306) “do not
know what to make of”. Given the low number of speakers of all Tungusic languages,
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expanding our knowledge of this typologically important language family can be seen
as a time-sensitive priority.
6.5.2. Issues to examine in more depth
Several aspects of this study warrant much more in-depth investigation.
One of these aspects is the diphthongs of Kazakh. There are better ways to measure
the two distinct vocalic elements in a diphthong than ⅓ and ⅔ points. One such
method is to find turning points (or “elbows”) in the formant traces for the vowels.
However, this may prove difficult for these diphthongs, as they do not seem to vary
much in the F1 dimension. Articulatorily, higher frame rates would be needed to
examine the dynamics of tongue movement at the same level of detail as is possible
for formant dynamics. Another way to consider the diphthongs in more depth is to
measure the role of lip rounding in the rounded ones, [uʊ] and [yʉ].
It is, of course, possible that the analysis of these vowels as diphthongs may not be
correct. Another potential analysis is that they are slightly diphthongal long vowels
(similar to the behavior of the “tense” vowels in some dialects of English), that then
“break” into two elements syllable-initially. Alternatively, they may be vowels that
require pre-palatalization or pre-labialization of the previous consonant. The vowel
[iɘ] does appear to have the effect of causing affrication during the release of a preced-
ing coronal stop for some Kazakh speakers, which would support the idea that it is a
pre-palatalizing vowel. In any case, more careful acoustic and articulatory attention is
needed to understand these vowels better.
An additional aspect of the current study that needs to be considered in more
depth is the nature of the difference in tongue root position for the different anteriority
classes. The terms “advanced” and “retracted” have been used loosely in this study,
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referring simply to anterior tongue root position and posterior tongue root position,
respectively. However, as was discussed in §1.1.3, a third position, that of “neutral”,
can be considered. For example, it may be that one of the languages found to have
a tongue root alternation has a neutral/retracted alternation, while another has a
neutral/advanced alternation, or even retracted/advanced. The specific analysis for
Kazakh and Kyrgyz will have implications for phonetic typology and phonological
theory.
6.5.3. Additional analytical methods
There were a number of analytical methods that were discussed, but were not
employed in this study, such as PARAFACor SSANOVA. PARAFAChas the potential to
computationally extract the features needed to differentiate vowels in these languages.
SS ANOVA, while similar to the methodology used in the average trace plots, may
yield more precise findings. Specifically, it may be worth comparing individual vowel
pairs more directly, both in the average trace plots, and in the more quantifiable area
of differentiation plots—especially given the wide range of articulations within each
vowel anteriority class in the languages examined.
Additionally, the origin of the polar coordinate system, which was set at the ap-
proximate center of the ultrasound transducer, could be adjusted to other areas to see
if there is indeed any advantage to this perspective as Heyne and Derrick (2015) argue.
It is also thought that some of these different methodological approaches could
help shed light on why the rounded vowels are not articulated in a manner similar to
their unrounded counterparts, as was observed in §6.2.3.
There are also a number of other ways that more data could be extracted from the
current recordings. For example, the participants were recorded drinking water at the
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beginning of the recording session, and periodically throughout the recording session.
Such “wet swallows” have been used to extract data on the location of the palate
(Miller, 2016, §3.2.2), which would in turn provide information about the location
of constriction. It is not clear whether the posterior pharyngeal wall would also be
imaged in this data, but it seems that it could be possible.3
In futurework, full volumetric (i.e., three-dimensional) imaging of the tongue could
yield interesting findings, since it is not just the configuration of a midsagittal slice of
the tongue that affects vowel acoustics, but the entire shape of the tongue. Along with
three-dimensional palate data, much richer models of vowel articulation are possible.
6.5.4. Other issues for which data was collected but not examined
The most interesting aspect of the data that was collected that was not analyzed is
harmonized vowels. It is possible that the harmonized vowels of Turkic languages do
not pattern as the orthography suggests—or as previous sources have concluded, ap-
parently based largely on the orthography. Kirchner (1992) notes different qualities in
non-initial ‹е› in Kazakh. A pattern like “non-initial” may mean that the vowel always
harmonized to a previous vowel, even when within the same morpheme—unless, of
course, the vowel forms a new root for vowel harmony (e.g., when following a posterior
vowel). It seems correct4 that the diphthongal quality does indeed “go away” in some
contexts, perhaps including some harmonized contexts. This question of whether
harmonized vowels are phonetically similar to root vowels can also be investigated
for Turkish and Kyrgyz, which appear to have three distinct phonetic vowel heights,
while the phonology (and orthography) behave as if there are only two. Examination
of harmonized vowels could shed light on whether the phonology really does behave
3. There is likely a lower limit to this, defined by the division between the trachea and the esophagus,
but the details are not known without further testing and examination.
4. Based solely on my own intuitions about Kazakh.
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as it appears to, or whether this is all one big illusion based on orthographies and
non-native interpretation. Whether harmonized vowels are anything like root vowels
phonetically—either acoustically or articulatorily—appears to be a largely unexplored
question in the literature, and warrants investigation.
Data was additionally collected for the examination of the long vowels of Kyrgyz,
and to some extent in Turkish. Comparison with the short vowels of these languages
would be interesting, to see if they are indeed implemented articulatorily simply as
longer versions of the short vowels. A methodology where different frames of their
articulations are examined could be used, similar to that of diphthongs, but this
methodology has not yet been developed.
6.5.5. Other linguistic phenomena in these languages
Other areas of interest for future investigation are secondary “fronting” phenomena
in these languages and the articulatory implementation of exceptional vowel harmony
patterns.
As mentioned in §1.2.2, EasternMongolic varieties have secondary anterior vowels,
derived from posterior vowels in diphthongs with [i] or in a syllable preceding [i],
but that behave as posterior roots for vowel harmony. One question that can be asked
of this data, then, is whether these vowels can be represented as tongue-body front
and tongue-root retracted vowels. It is interesting to note that Kalmyk treats these
vowels the same as primary anterior vowels—i.e., they act as a “front” root for vowel
harmony.
Similar to this, Kazakh appears to have secondary fronting of [ɑ] (to [æ]) between
two palatal consonants, e.g. /ʃɑʃ/ [ʃæʃ] ‘hair’. These vowels continue to be represented
as [ɑ] orthographically, and continue to serve as a posterior root for vowel harmony. It
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would be interesting to probe how this [æ] relates to the Kazakh low vowels examined
in this study, where it was concluded that [æ] is tongue-root retracted but tongue-
body advanced. A similar parallel to Mongolic languages exists in Turkic languages—
specifically, Tatar has phonologized this secondary fronting much in the same way
as Kalmyk has for the secondary fronting phenomena in Mongolic. So, in Tatar,
after a stem like /ɕæɕ/ [ɕæɕ] ‘hair’ (historically ← */ʧɑʧ/ ← */sɑʧ/), subsequent
harmonized vowels are anterior, not posterior as in Kazakh. Related to this, it would
be interesting to investigate whether anterior-harmonizing and posterior-harmonizing
[æ] in Kazakh (as discussed in §5.1.2) are articulated in different ways.
In Kyrgyz, harmonized vowels can be perceptually fronter after Russian stems
ending in certain consonants—at least for bilingual speakers. For example, the [u]
vowels in /toːq-I/ [toːʁu] ‘chicken–Poss.3’ and /tok-I/ [toɣʉ] ‘electricity–Poss.3’ are
rather different, as are the [u] vowels in /soq-DI/ [soqtu] ‘punch–Past_Dir’ and /sok-
NI/ [soktʉ] ‘juice–Acc’—the latter of each pair containing a stem from Russian. The
somewhat fronted vowel [ʉ] in these examples is not the same as the [y] vowel of
Kyrgyz (that would follow stems containing anterior vowels), but it is also not quite the
same as theKyrgyz [u] that is found in native stems, or the Russian [u]. This is probably
related to the anteriority of the intervening consonant, supported by examples like
/rulʲ-I/ [rulʲʉ] ‘steering wheel–Poss.3’ with a Russian palatal consonant:5 in native
Kyrgyz words, [k] and [ɣ] almost never occur in the context of posterior vowels, while
[q] and [ʁ] almost never occur in the context of anterior vowels (but cf. exceptions like
[bɑʁelek] ‘pants cuff’ and [beɣɑjɯm] ‘female name’—both of which appear to be [or
derive from] compounds with an original morpheme division immediately following
5. Also compare /aʋˈtobus-I/ [afˈtobusu], ‘bus–Poss.3’ where a normal posterior Kyrgyz vowel ap-
pears to surface, presumably because [s] is neutral and not anterior.
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the dorsal consonant). The same is true of [l] and [ɫ] in Kyrgyz, respectively, to the
point that the phonemic status of the members of pairs like these is debatable.6
In Kazakh, somewhat similarly, palatalized and velar consonants at the end of
stems (from Russian) with posterior vowels force anterior vowel harmony, e.g., /bank-
DA/ [banktiɘ] ‘bank–Loc’. Sources like Vajda (1994) and Abuov (1994) make cases
for the phonetic coarticulation of vocalic anteriority and rounding features during the
production of the consonants in Kazakh, which would explain this phenomenon. In
Turkish, also, certain anteriorly specified consonants force anterior vowel harmony—
all apparently in loanwords from Persian and Arabic, e.g. /sɑːt-DA/ [sɑːtte] ‘clock–
Loc’, /hɑːlʲ-DA/ [hɑːlʲde] ‘condition–Loc’ (cf. Clements and Sezer, 1982). Sources like
Nevins and Vaux (2007) are even surprised to find that the glide [j] in Kyrgyz does
not appear to be affected by or affect the surrounding vowels (though they did not
consider whether similar acoustics might be hiding articulations of the glide with
different tongue root positions or something similar).
It is possible, then, that harmonized vowels inKyrgyz following anterior consonants
in Russian stems, like those described above, may represent tongue-body posterior,
tongue-root advanced (or neutral) vowels, or some other configuration corresponding
to some aspect of native Russian vowel (or consonant) articulation overlaid onto the
Kyrgyz vowel that would otherwise be expected. This would be different from the
similar processes described above for Kazakh and Turkish, since in those cases, the
anteriority difference is fully phonologized, and the resulting harmonized vowels are
perceived as native anterior vowels of the languages—not as something perceived
as simultaneous anterior and posterior as in the case of Kyrgyz. Exploration of the
differences in how these languages deal with the articulation of harmonized vowels
6. The status of e.g., Russian [lʲ] and [lˠ] in addition and contrast to the Kyrgyz pairs is also not well
understood, and may differ from speaker to speaker depending on their knowledge of Russian.
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following non-native stems stands to add quite a bit to the understanding of the vowels
(and consonants) of these languages, and vowel harmony in general.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
This study sought to investigate the articulatory nature of the vowel anteriority
contrast in three Turkic languages—Kazakh, Kyrgyz, and Turkish. Through analysis
of audio recordings and ultrasound imaging of the tongue, it was found that Turkish
differentiates anterior andposterior vowels by the position of the tongue body,whereas
Kazakh and Kyrgyz differentiate anterior and posterior vowels by the positions of the
tongue body and the position of the tongue root, combined. These findings may be
surprising given the general perceptual similarity of the Kyrgyz and Turkish vowel
systems, and the perceptual departure of the Kazakh vowel system from them.
In the 1980s, a number of studies came to the conclusion that a tongue root contrast
existed in the vowel systems of a number of Central Eurasian languages (e.g., Ard,
1983, for Tungusic languages, and Rialland and Djamouri, 1984, and Svantesson, 1985,
for Mongolic languages). Vajda (1994) made a similar proposal for Kazakh—the only
such claim known to exist for a Turkic language. However, Vajda (ibid.) seemed to
also assert that there was no tongue body anteriority contrast in Kazakh—a claim
that is unprecedented in the phonetics literature. It is not clear whether authors like
Lindau (1975, 1978), Ladefoged (1980), or Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) would
even consider the existence of a tongue root contrast possible without the existence of a
tongue body contrast in the same language. Articulatory models of vowel production,
such as that of Ladefoged (1980), should be general enough to allow for a language to
choose which feature it would use. However, there appears to be a tacit implicational
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universal in the literature to the effect that a language must contrast tongue body
position in order to contrast tongue root position.
The main finding of this study, then, is that the vowel anteriority contrast of Turk-
ish can be modeled as a typical tongue-body front-back system, while that of Kyrgyz
and Kazakh can be modeled as a system where tongue-root anteriority is correlated
with tongue-body anteriority. In other words, in these languages, a posterior vowel
has a posterior position of both the tongue body and the tongue root. Kazakh has the
additional nuance that this correlation may be separated, as seen with the vowel [æ],
which appears to be tongue-root posterior but tongue-body anterior. Vajda’s (1994) as-
sertion that Kazakh’s anteriority contrast involves the tongue root, then, appears to be
correct, but it was also found that the tongue body is involved too. The vowel systems
of Kazakh and Kyrgyz, where the anteriority contrast is implemented as a combined
tongue body and tongue root contrast, could be implemented in Ladefoged’s (1980) ar-
ticulatory model by specifying highly correlated values of Front Raising (tongue body
anteriority) and PharynxWidth (tongue root advancement, and potentially retraction).
No other documentation of languages with vowel systems like those described in this
study for Kazakh and Kyrgyz are known to exist.
Table 7.1. Table of vowel anteriority systems, revised to include Central
Eurasian languages.1
type anteriority examples contrasting factors
BR FR PW
no anteriority none Margi, Eastern Arrernte, Ubykh, Abkhaz yes no no
backness tongue body English, Italian, Yoruba, Turkish yes yes no
combined anteriority TB+TR Kazakh, Kyrgyz yes correlated
tongue-root TB, TR Igbo, Akan, Ateso, Even (etc.), Khalkha (etc.) yes yes yes
1. BR, FR, and PW are the articulatory factors of Back Raising, Front Raising, and Pharynx Width,
respectively, from Ladefoged (1980).
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Tables 1.1 and 1.2 are expanded here in table 7.1 to highlight these conclusions.
This table shows the newly identified language type with regards to vowel anterior-
ity, labelled as “combined anteriority.” However, with the vowel [æ] breaking the
correlation between tongue root and tongue body position, it may be appropriate to
move Kazakh into the classic tongue-root category. The same might be true of Kyrgyz,
given the behavior of harmonizing Kyrgyz vowels following Russian stems ending in
anterior consonants (as discussed in §6.5.5).
These findings highlight the similarly implemented anteriority contrast in Kazakh
and Kyrgyz, but it should be noted that the two languages were seen to have very
different vowel systems in general. In fact, in many ways, the vowel systems of Kyrgyz
and Turkish are much more similar to one another than either is to Kazakh, despite
the fact that they appear to have differently implemented anteriority contrasts.
In terms of terminology, calling the anterior and posterior vowels in Turkish “front”
and “back,” respectively, should be considered safe. Anteriority in Turkish vowels, for
the most part, follows the standard assumption that “front” and “back” categories
are distinguished by the tongue body raised to different regions of the vocal tract.
However, the Kazakh and Kyrgyz posterior and anterior vowels are not differentiated
in this same way. In addition to raising the tongue body to different regions of the
vocal tract, the tongue root is also positioned posteriorly or anteriorly for a given vowel.
As discussed in chapter 1, this is not expected of a typical “front/back” distribution of
vowels. However, by the same token, it is not how vowels are distributed in a typical
“tongue root” system (like those of African languages) either. For this reason, it is
proposed that a previously unknown type of vowel system has been documented:
one in which the anteriority of both the tongue body and the tongue root is used to
contrast vowel anteriority. It is not clearwhether labels like “front” and “back”—which
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carry the baggage in the articulatory literature of referring specifically to tongue body
position—should apply to the vowels of such a system, given the additional element
of tongue root position in their articulation. Likewise, since tongue root position is not
the sole contrasting element of their articulation, terms like “advanced [tongue root]”
and “retracted [tongue root]” are probably not appropriate either. For this reason,
general terms like “anterior” and “posterior” (which can be used to refer to both
elements of their production separately as well) are probably the most fitting to refer
to the vowel anteriority contrast in this newly documented type of language. These
terms may also constitute an appropriate neutral way to refer to vowel anteriority
contrasts whose articulatory basis is unknown or disputed.
Besides expanding the literature on the vowel systems of Kazakh, Kyrgyz, and
Turkish; presenting the first known ultrasound study on these languages; and iden-
tifying what appears to be a previously unknown type of vowel system, this study
has identified some previously undocumented aspects of the vowel systems of these
languages and has introduced several analytical tools not known to have been used
previously.
Despite being only tangentially related to the topic under investigation and left
for future study, several aspects of the vowel systems of Kyrgyz and Kazakh were
identified which appear to have been previously undocumented. The occasional and
predictable phonological behavior of Kazakh [æ] as a posterior vowel (§5.1.2) does
not seem to be documented elsewhere, and the pronunciation of [ɑ] as [æ] between
palatal sounds while remaining a posterior root for vowel harmony (§6.5.5) also seems
to have gone largely unnoticed. The use of “new” vowel qualities in harmonized
vowels in Kyrgyz after anterior consonants in Russian words (§6.5.5) also appears not
to be discussed elsewhere.
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In order to make sense of the data, several new analytical tools were developed for
this study. The average tongue trace plots used in this study (§2.5.2) are similar in
approach to SSANOVA plots (used in related word, and discussed in §2.1.3)—in that
they allow for comparisons across more than single traces—but are mathematically
simpler. Average trace plots were used in this study mainly to compare tongue shape
across entire classes of vowels, but they should work equally well for comparing vowel
type pairs (e.g., multiple articulations of [u] and [y]). The plots showing the area of
greatest difference calculations (§2.5.4) and the resulting ratios between peaks repre-
sent an entirely new methodology, designed with the intention of quantifying which
area of the tongue is involved in the articulatory implementation of an anteriority
contrast. This methodology would also likely scale well to pairs of individual vowel
types. The full extent of how these new analytical tools may be exploited has yet to be
explored.
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APPENDIX A
THE LANGUAGES
A.1. LANGUAGE NAMES
An effort is made in this work to spell language names in a way that is both consistent
with current English spelling convention and representative of native pronunciation.
A discussion of some individual decisions is given below.
Kyrgyz: Pronounced [qɯɾʁɯ́z], spelled ‹кыргыз› or ‹زىعرىق›, often spelled “Kirghiz”
before and shortly after theKyrgyzRepublic (alsoKyrgyzstan, formerlyKirghizia)
gained independence from the SovietUnion. While something like “Qyrghyz”
might better hint at the native pronunciation, the name of the country is of-
ficially recognized by various English speaking countries with the spelling
“Kyrgyz”. The older spelling “Kirghiz” is based on Russian pronunciation
and spelling, while the spelling “Kyrgyz”, along with the American English
pronunciation [ˈkʰɻ̩ɡɪz] (but not [ˈkʰiɻˌɡiz]), appears to be based on the Kyrgyz
spelling (though not necessarily the pronunciation).
Kazakh: Phonemically /qɑzɑq/,1 spelled ‹қазақ› or ‹قازاق›. The spelling “Kazakh”
is based on the Russian spelling (and possibly pronunciation) of the name.
While it is not uncommon to find the spelling “Kazak” in English-language
academic literature, the spelling for the Republic of Kazakhstan is recognized
by various English speaking countries with the spelling “Kazakh”. A spelling,
1. Kirchner (2006, p. 320) and Krippes (1996) suggest that this can be lenited to [qʰɑzɑ́χ], but Kazakh
speakers queried do not consider this possible.
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also attested in English-language literature, that would best hint at the native
pronunciation is “Qazaq”.
Kalkha: Phonemically /xɑɮx/, pronounced [ħɑɬx], spelled ‹халха› or ‹
halh a ›. This
is most often spelled in English as ‹Khalkha›, a transcription of the spelling
(which preserves a final vowel that has not been pronounced in the language
for hundreds of years). The spelling “Halh”, which is attested in someEnglish-
language publications (e.g., Svantesson et al., 2005), better reflects the phono-
logy of the word, and there is no officially recognized spelling of this name in
English—as there is no state which includes the word in its name. However,
the widespread use of the spelling “Khalkha” in the literature led to its use in
this work.
A.2. LANGUAGE DETAILS
Table A.1 gives some basic information on some of the Turkic andMongolic languages
that were mentioned in this study, including how many speakers there are and where
they primarily live (Lewis et al., 2016). The “native name” column does not provide
the name of the language, but the endonyms on the basis of which the names of the
languages are formed.
Table A.1. List of languages with details
language native name family № speakers where literature?
Kazakh [qʰɑzɑ́q] Turkic (NW:S) ∼13 M Kazakhstan, Xinjiang (PRC) tongue root
Kyrgyz [qʰɯɾʁɯ́z] Turkic (NW:E) ∼4.5 M Kyrgyzstan, Xinjiang (PRC) —
Tatar [tʰɒtʰɑ́ɾ] Turkic (NW:N) ∼5.5 M Tatarstan (Russia) —
Turkish [tʰyrk] Turkic (SW) ∼72 M Turkey, Cyprus, Bulgaria, etc. —
Uyghur [ʊjʁʊ́ː] Turkic (SE) ∼11 M Xinjiang (PRC), Kazakhstan —
Khalkha [ħɑɬx] Mongolic (E) ∼2.5 M Mongolia tongue root
Buriat /bʊɾʲɑːd/ Mongolic (E) >300 K Buriat Republic, etc. (Russia), PRC tongue root
Kalmyk /xɑlʲmɡ/ Mongolic (W) ∼80 K Kalmykia (Russia) tongue body
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APPENDIX B
STIMULI, PARTICIPANTS
Table B.1 lists the basic demographics of the participants fromwhom data has been
collected in this study to date.
Table B.1. Basic demographics of participants in this study.
Code Language Origin Gender Born Recorded Other languages
P01 Kazakh Taldıqorğan, Kazakhstan F 1988 2014 Russian, English, some German
P02 Kazakh Ürümchi, China F 1982 2015 Chinese, English
P03 Kyrgyz Naryn, Kyrgyzstan F 1983 2015 Russian, English, some German
P04 Kyrgyz Joon küngöy, Kyrgyzstan F 1973 2015 Russian, Turkish, English, Arabic
P05 Kyrgyz Temen-Suu, Kyrgyzstan F 1960 2015 Russian, some English
P06 Turkish Adana, Turkey M 1985 2015 English, Persian
P07 Turkish Iğdır, Turkey F 1983 2015 Azerbaijani, English, Mandarin,
Persian, Khalkha, Tibetan, Arabic,
Uyghur
P08 Kyrgyz Nooqat, Kyrgyzstan M 1982 2016 Turkish, Russian, Uzbek, some
English
P09 Turkish İstanbul, Turkey F 1985 2016 English, Persian, Ottoman, Ger-
man
P10 Kazakh Almaty, Kazakhstan F 1987 2016 Russian, English, some Uzbek,
some Spanish, some French
P11 Turkish Şanlıurfa, Turkey M 1985 2016 Kurdish, English, Persian
P12 Kyrgyz Orto-Nura, Kyrgyzstan F 1993 2016 Russian, English, some Turkish,
some German
Table B.2 lists additional information about each recording, including the stimuli
set used (see below), acquisition framerate of the ultrasound recordings, and notes
about the recordings.
Table B.3 lists the sets of stimuli which have been used to elicit data from subjects
in this study to date, including the number of primary content slides (containing lists
of sentences). All stimuli sets to date have had 6 sentences per slide, with potentially
fewer on the last slide.
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Table B.2. Some data about each recording made.
Participant Stimuli set frame rate notes
P01 S01 ∼52Hz
P02 S02 ∼73Hz only ∼75% of slides recorded
P03 S03 ∼53Hz recorded across two different days
P04 S03 ∼51Hz
P05 S03 ∼46Hz|47Hz front of tongue not imaged
P06 S04 ∼46Hz
P07 S04 ∼40Hz
P08 S05 ∼42.5Hz
P09 S04 ∼38Hz
P10 S06 ∼42.5Hz
P11 S04 ∼41Hz
P12 S05 ∼37Hz
Table B.3. Basic properties of gathered stimuli sets.
Code Language Script № slides
S01 Kazakh Cyrillic 131
S02 Kazakh Perso-Arabic 131
S03 Kyrgyz Cyrillic 148
S04 Turkish Latin 142
S05 Kyrgyz Cyrillic 149
S06 Kazakh Cyrillic 168
S07 Khalkha Cyrillic 163
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– Limited Proficiency: French, Spanish, Yiddish, Uzbek, Tatar, Mongolian (Khalkha), Turkish
– Also formally studied: Hebrew, German, Latin, Japanese, Akkadian, Uyghur, Middle
(Karakhanid) Turkic, Old (Orkhon) Turkic, Old Uyghur, Georgian, Old High German,
Evenki, Tajik, Classical Mongolian, Middle Persian, Chuvash, Manchu, Tokharian (A & B),
Aramaic
– Exposed to in field methods courses: Nepali, Saafi, Zarma
– Language groups formally studied: Semitic, Romance, Germanic, “Altaic”, Mongolic,
Indo-European, Turkic
Computational formalisms:
– Proficient/Comfortable: Python, PHP, HTML, SQL, css, LATEX, *nix shells, Javascript, jquery,
XML dialects (RSS, XHTML, KML), lexc, twol
– Past experience: Java, C++, Perl, Tcl
Professional Contributions
Theses
Washington, Jonathan (2016). “An investigation of vowel anteriority in three Turkic languages
using ultrasound tongue imaging”. Doctoral Dissertation. Indiana University.
— (2010). “Sonority-based affix unfaithfulness in Turkic languages”. Master’s Thesis. Univer-
sity of Washington.
— (2005). “An Investigation into Light Verbs in Kazakh (And Their Grammaticalization in the
Present Tense)”. Senior Honors Thesis. Brandeis University.
Full-length Contributions
Assylbekov, Zhenisbek, Jonathan North Washington, Francis Tyers, Assulan Nurkas, Aida
Sundetova, Aidana Karibayeva, Balzhan Abduali, and Dina Amirova (2016, forthcoming).
“A free/open-source hybridmorphological disambiguation tool forKazakh”. In:Proceedings
of the 17th Annual Conference on Intelligent Text Processing and Computational Linguistics.
Lamont, Andrew and Jonathan North Washington (2016). “Phylogenetic simulations over
constraint-based grammar formalisms”. In: Proceedings of the NAACL Student Research Work-
shop. San Diego, California: Association for Computational Linguistics, pp. 102–108. url:
http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/N16-2015.
Tyers, Francis, Jonathan Washington, Aziyana Bayyr-ool, and Aelita Salchak (2016). “A
finite-state morphological analyser for Tuvan”. In: Proceedings of the Tenth International Con-
ference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC’16). Ed. by Nicoletta Calzolari (Con-
ference Chair), Khalid Choukri, Thierry Declerck, Sara Goggi, Marko Grobelnik, Bente
Maegaard, Joseph Mariani, Helene Mazo, Asuncion Moreno, Jan Odijk, and Stelios Pipe-
ridis. Portorož, Slovenia: European Language Resources Association (ELRA).
Shimunek, Andrew, Christopher I. Beckwith, Jonathan North Washington, Nicholas Kon-
tovas, and Kurban Niyaz (2015). “The Earliest Attested Turkic Language: The Chieh (*Kir)
Language of the FourthCenturyA.D.” In: Journal Asiatique 303.1, pp. 143–151. doi: 10.2143/
JA.303.1.3085124.
Tyers, Francis and Jonathan Washington (2015). “Towards a free/open-source universal-de-
pendency treebank for Kazakh”. In: Procedings of the 3rd International Conference on Computer
Processing in Turkic Languages (TurkLang 2015). Kazan, Tatarstan.
Bokhari, Hassan and Jonathan North Washington (2014). “Stress in Saudi Diaspora Uzbek
and its relation to stress in Turkish”. In: Proceedings of the 1st Conference on Central Asian
Languages and Linguistics (ConCALL). Bloomington, IN.
Washington, Jonathan North, Ilnar Salimzyanov, and Francis M. Tyers (2014). “Finite-state
morphological transducers for three Kypchak languages”. In: Proceedings of the Ninth Inter-
national Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC’14).
Salimzyanov, Ilnar, JonathanNorthWashington, and Francis Morton Tyers (2013). “A free/
open-source Kazakh-Tatar machine translation system”. In:Machine Translation Summit XIV,
Nice, France.
Tyers, Francis, Jonathan North Washington, Ilnar Salimzyan, and Rustam Batalov (2012).
“A prototype machine translation system for Tatar and Bashkir based on free/open-source
components”. In: Proceedings of the First Workshop on Language Resources and Technologies for
Turkic Languages at the Eighth International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation
(LREC’12). İstanbul, Turkey.
Washington, Jonathan,Mirlan Ipasov, and Francis Tyers (2012). “A finite-statemorphological
transducer for Kyrgyz”. In: Proceedings of the Eighth International Conference on Language Re-
sources and Evaluation (LREC’12). Ed. by Nicoletta Calzolari (Conference Chair), Khalid
Choukri, Thierry Declerck, Mehmet Uğur Doğan, Bente Maegaard, Joseph Mariani, Jan
Odijk, and Stelios Piperidis. İstanbul, Turkey: European Language Resources Association
(ELRA). isbn: 978-2-9517408-7-7.
Invited talks
Washington, Jonathan North (2015). “Turkic languages and models of language relatedness”.
In: Distance presentation to a graduate seminar at University of Wisconsin.
— (2014). “TongueRootVowelContrasts in Turkic andMongolic languages”. In:Central Eurasian
Studies Brown Bag Series, Indiana University.
Tyers, Francis and Jonathan Washington (2012). “The Apertium Machine Translation Sys-
tem”. In: TEL conference on computational and cognitive linguistics, Academy of Sciences of the
Republic of Tatarstan.
Washington, Jonathan (2012). “Writing morphological transducers for Turkic languages using
HFST”. In: CLingDing, discussion group of the IU Computational Linguistics community.
— (2007a). “Phonetic and Phonological Problems in Kyrgyz: A Fulbrighter’s plans for gather-
ing data in the field”. In: Indiana University Linguistics Department.
— (2007b). “Theoretical linguistics meets Turkic languages: A unification of inter- and cross-
linguistic patterns”. In: 19th annual Nicholas Poppe Symposium on Central/Inner Asian Studies.
Conference Presentations
Assylbekov, Zhenisbek, Jonathan North Washington, Francis Tyers, Assulan Nurkas, Aida
Sundetova, Aidana Karibayeva, BalzhanAbduali, and DinaAmirova (2016). “A free/open-
source hybrid morphological disambiguation tool for Kazakh”. In: The First International
Conference on Turkic Computational Linguistics at the 17th Annual Conference on Intelligent Text
Processing and Computational Linguistics.
Lamont, Andrew and Jonathan North Washington (2016). “Phylogenetic simulations over
constraint-based grammar formalisms”. In: Student ResearchWorkshop at the 15th Annual Con-
ference of the North American Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics: Human
Language Technologies.
Tyers, Francis, Jonathan Washington, Aziyana Bayyr-ool, and Aelita Salchak (2016). “A
finite-state morphological analyser for Tuvan”. In: Tenth International Conference on Language
Resources and Evaluation (LREC’16).
Washington, Jonathan North (2016). “Modeling Turkic vowel systems articulatorily using ul-
trasound”. In: 23rd annual ACES Central Eurasian Studies Conference, Bloomington, IN.
Lamont, Andrew and Jonathan Washington (2015). “Comparing Distance Metrics for Opti-
mality Theoretic Grammars”. In:Workshop on Computational Phonology and Morphology at the
Linguistic Summer Institute, University of Chicago.
Tyers, Francis, Tommi Pirinen, and Jonathan Washington (2015). “Finite-state morphologies
and text corpora as resources for improving morphological descriptions”. In: Workshop on
Computational Phonology andMorphology at the Linguistic Summer Institute, University of Chicago.
Washington, Jonathan North (2015a). “An Ultrasound Study of the Articulatory Correlates of
Vowel Anteriority in Kazakh and Kyrgyz”. In: 20th Mid-Continental Phonetics & Phonology
Conference.
— (2015b). “An ultrasound study of the articulatory correlates of vowel anteriority in three
Turkic languages”. In:Workshop on Turkish, Turkic and the languages of Turkey.
Bokhari, Hassan and Jonathan North Washington (2014). “Stress in Saudi Diaspora Uzbek
and its relation to stress in Turkish”. In: First Conference on Central Asian Languages and Lin-
guistics (ConCALL), Bloomington, IN.
Washington, Jonathan N (2014). “Investigation of the role of the tongue root in Kazakh vowel
production using ultrasound”. In:The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 136.4, p. 2105.
doi: 10.1121/1.4899574.
Washington, Jonathan North, Ilnar Salimzyanov, and Francis M. Tyers (2014a). “Designing
finite-state morphological transducers for Kypchak languages”. In: MorphologyFest: Sympo-
sium on Morphological Complexity, Bloomington, IN.
— (2014b). “Finite-state morphological transducers for three Kypchak languages”. In: Ninth
International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC’14), Reykjavík, Iceland.
Salimzyanov, Ilnar, JonathanNorthWashington, and Francis Morton Tyers (2013). “A free/
open-source Kazakh-Tatar machine translation system”. In:Machine Translation Summit XIV,
Nice, France.
Washington, Jonathan (2013). “Challenges to designing morphological transducers for Turkic
languages”. In: 20th annual ACES Central Eurasian Studies Conference, Bloomington, IN.
Tyers, Francis, JonathanWashington, Ilnar Salimzyanov, and Rustam Batalov (2012). “A pro-
totypemachine translation system for Tatar and Bashkir based on free/open-source compo-
nents”. In: Eighth annual International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC),
İstanbul, Turkey.
Washington, Jonathan,Mirlan Ipasov, and Francis Tyers (2012). “A finite-statemorphological
transducer for Kyrgyz”. In: Eighth annual International Conference on Language Resources and
Evaluation (LREC), İstanbul, Turkey.
Washington, Jonathan, Niko Kontovas, and Andrew Shimunek (2012a). “How Much Contact
can Change a Language? The Cases of Kyrgyz, Khalka, and Uyghur”. In: 13th annual confer-
ence of the Central Eurasian Studies Society, Bloomington, IN.
— (2012b). “Language change in progress: the effect of language contact on the phoneme in-
ventory of Central Eurasian languages”. In: 19th annual ACES Central Eurasian Studies Con-
ference, Indiana University.
Washington, Jonathan (2011a). “Accounting for consonantal nasal harmony in Kazakh”. In:
Fifth annual Linguistics Department Graduate Student Conference, Indiana University.
— (2011b). “Morpheme-initial unfaithfulness after consonants in Turkic languages”. In: 18th
annual ACES Central Eurasian Studies Conference, Indiana University.
— (2011c). “Phonological unfaithfulness of Turkic /n/ in initial position”. In: 12th annual con-
ference of the Central Eurasian Studies Society, Columbus, OH.
— (2010a). “Turkic-Turkic language contact in the Altay and the linguistic origins of Kyrgyz”.
In: 17th annual ACES Central Eurasian Studies Conference, Indiana University.
— (2010b). “Understanding the history of Turkic-Turkic language contact in the Altay region”.
In: Fourth annual Linguistics Department Graduate Student Conference, Indiana University.
— (2009a). “Complex codas inKazakh andKyrygz”. In: 16th annual ACESCentral Eurasian Stud-
ies Conference, Indiana University.
— (2009b). “Evidence for the Sonority Scale in Kazakh”. In: Third annual Linguistics Department
Graduate Student Conference, Indiana University.
— (2009c). “Insights on Coda Cluster Phonology in Kazakh and Kyrgyz from a Split-Margin
Approach”. In: Tenth annual conference of the Central Eurasian Studies Society, Toronto, Canada.
— (2008). “Historical Interactions among Turkic Groups Inferred through Constraint-based
Linguistic Typology”. In:Ninth annual conference on the Central Eurasian Studies Society, Wash-
ington, D.C.
Washington, Jonathan (2006). “ANovelApproach toDelineatingKazakh’s Five Present Tenses:
Lexical Aspect”. In: Eightieth annual meeting of the Linguistic Society of America.
— (2005a). “Aspect in the Present Tense in Kazakh: Auxiliaries and their Delineation”. In: Sixth
annual conference of the Central Eurasian Studies Society, Boston, MA.
— (2005b). “Indicating the Present Tense in Kazakh: By Auxiliary or Light Verb?” In: Third
annual Harvard Undergraduate Linguistics Colloquium.
Washington, J.N. and P.A. Washington (1999). “Does the Hebrew alphabet contain phonetic
instructions?” In: Arkansas Philological Association, 26th Annual Meeting Program, p. 16.
Activities
Memberships
– Linguistic Society of America 2005–present
– Central Eurasian Studies Society 2003–present
Service
– K9IU (Indiana University Amateur Radio Club) 2008–2016
Vice President (2009-2010), Acting President (Spring 2015)
Treasurer (2010-2011, 2011-2012, 2012-2013, 2013-2014, 2014-2015, 2016)
Indiana University
– ACES (Association of Central Eurasian Students) 2008–2016
Tresurer (2009-2010, 2010-2011, 2011-2012)
Webmaster (2009-2010, 2010-2011, 2013-2014, 2015-2016)
Indiana University
– IULCWP Online (IU Linguistics Club Working Papers Online) 2009–2016
Associate Editor, Webmaster Indiana University
– IULC (Indiana University Linguistics Club) 2008–2015
Treasurer (2010-2011, 2011-2012, 2012-2013, 2013-2014, 2014-2015)
Webmaster (2011-2012, 2012-2013, 2013-2014, 2014-2015)
Indiana University
– Smoke-Free Coalition (group promoting the IU smoke-free policy) 2011–2013
Co-founder (2011), President (2011-2013) Indiana University
– LSUW (Linguistics Society at the University of Washington) 2005–2007
GPSS representative (2005-2006), Webmaster (2006-2007) University of Washington
– CASG (Central Asian Studies Group) 2005–2007
Listserve manager (2006-2007) University of Washington
Conference Participation
– NAACL 2016 Student Research Workshop (coauthor presented) June 2016
15th Annual Conf. of the N. American Chap. of the Assoc. for Comp. Ling. San Diego, California
– 10th edition of LREC (coauthor presented) May 2016
International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation Portorož, Slovenia
– TurCLing 2016 (coauthor presented) April 2016
The First International Conference on Turkic Computational Linguistics Konya, Turkey
– 23rd annual Central Eurasian Studies conf. (helped organise, presented) March 2016
Association of Central Eurasian Students Indiana University
– Tu+1 (presented poster) November 2015
Workshop on Turkish, Turkic and the languages of Turkey UMass Amherst
– 3rd meeting of TurkLang (presented paper) September 2015
International Conference on Computer Processing in Turkic Languages Kazan, Tatarstan
– 20th meeting of MidPhon (presented poster) September 2015
Mid-Continental Phonetics & Phonology Conference Indiana University
– Workshop on Computational Phonol. & Morphol. (presented 2 posters) July 2015
Linguistic Society of America Linguistic Summer Institute University of Chicago
– Ninth annual Ling. Dept. Graduate Student conf. (helped organise) April 2015
Indiana University Linguistics Department Indiana University
– 22nd annual Central Eurasian Studies conf. (helped organise) March 2015
Association of Central Eurasian Students Indiana University
– 168th Meeting of the ASA (presented, room volunteer) October 2014
Acoustical Society of America Indianapolis, IN
– MorphologyFest (presented poster) June 2014
Symposium on Morphological Complexity Indiana University
– 9th edition of LREC (co-presented poster) May 2014
International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation Reykjavík, Iceland
– First annual ConCALL (presented) May 2014
Conference on Central Asian Languages and Linguistics Indiana University
– 21st annual Central Eurasian Studies conf. (helped organise) March 2014
Association of Central Eurasian Students Indiana University
– Eighth annual Ling. Dept. Graduate Student conf. (helped organise) March 2014
Indiana University Linguistics Department Indiana University
– Machine Translation Summit XIV (coauthors presented) September 2013
European Association for Machine Translation Nice, France
– Seventh annual Ling. Dept. Graduate Student conf. (helped organise) April 2013
Indiana University Linguistics Department Indiana University
– 20th annual Central Eurasian Studies conf. (helped organise, presented) April 2013
Association of Central Eurasian Students Indiana University
– Thirteenth annual CESS conference (presented) October 2012
Central Eurasian Studeies Society Indiana University
– 8th edition of LREC (co-presented talk & poster) May 2012
International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation İstanbul, Turkey
– Sixth annual Ling. Dept. Graduate Student conference (helped organise) April 2012
Indiana University Linguistics Department Indiana University
– 19th annual Central Eurasian Studies conf. (helped organise, presented) March 2012
Association of Central Eurasian Students Indiana University
– TEL conference on computational and cognitive linguistics January 2012
Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Tatarstan Kazan, Tatarstan
– Workshop on Machine Translation for the Languages of Russia January 2012
Apertium Project / Chuvash State University Cheboksary, Chuvashia
– Twelfth annual CESS conference (presented) September 2011
Central Eurasian Studeies Society Columbus, OH
– Fifth annual Ling. Dept. Grad Student conf. (helped organise, presented) April 2011
Indiana University Linguistics Department Indiana University
– 18th annual Central Eurasian Studies conf. (helped organise, presented) March 2011
Association of Central Eurasian Students Indiana University
– Fourth annual Ling. Dept. Graduate Student conference (presented) April 2010
Indiana University Linguistics Department Indiana University
– 17th annual Central Eurasian Studies conf. (helped organise, presented) March 2010
Association of Central Eurasian Students Indiana University
– Tenth annual CESS conference (presented) October 2009
Central Eurasian Studies Society Toronto, Canada
– Third annual Ling. Dept. Graduate Student conference (presented) March 2009
Indiana University Linguistics Department Indiana University
– 16th annual Central Eurasian Studies conference (presented) February 2009
Association of Central Eurasian Students Indiana University
– Ninth annual CESS conference (presented) September 2008
Central Eurasian Studies Society Washington, D.C.
– 19th annual Nicholas Poppe Symposium (presented) May 2007
Nicholas Poppe Symposium on Central/Inner Asian Studies Seattle, WA
– 25th annual WCCFL (helped with logistics before & during conference) April 2006
West Coast Conference on Formal Linguistics Seattle, WA
– 80th annual LSA meeting (presented) January 2006
Linguistic Society of America Albuquerque, NM
– Sixth annual CESS conference (presented) September–October 2005
Central Eurasian Studies Society Boston, MA
– Third annual HULC (presented) April 2005
Harvard Undergraduate Linguistics Colloquium Cambridge, MA
– 26th annual meeting of ArPhA (copresented) October 1999
Arkansas Philological Association Eureka Springs, AR
Grants and Fellowships
Graduate Assistantship Indiana University, fall 2015
Graduate Assistantship Indiana University, spring 2015
Assistant Instructorship Indiana University, fall 2014
Google Summer of Code Student Developer Google Inc., summer 2014
CEUS Graduate Student Travel Award Indiana University, 2014
College of Arts and Sciences Travel Award Indiana University, 2014
Grant-in-Aid of Doctoral Research Indiana University, 2014
Graduate Assistantship Indiana University, 2013–2014
FLAS (Foreign Language and Area Studies), Turkish Indiana University, summer 2013
Graduate Assistantship Indiana University, spring 2013
CEUS Graduate Student Travel Award Indiana University, fall 2012
Assistant Instructorship Indiana University, fall 2012
Assistant Instructorship Indiana University, summer 2012
Graduate Assistantship Indiana University, 2011–2012
Graduate Assistantship Indiana University, 2010–2011
Title VIII, Tajik Indiana University, 2010
FLAS (Foreign Language and Area Studies), Mongolian Indiana University, 2009–2010
Graduate Fellowship Indiana University, 2008–2009
Fulbright Graduate Fellowship Kyrgyzstan, 2007–2008
Teaching Assistantship University of Washington, summer 2007
Teaching Assistantship University of Washington, 2006–2007
Research Assistantship University of Washington, 2005–2006
FLAS (Foreign Language and Area Studies), Kazakh language Indiana University, 2005
SSRC (Social Science Research Councial), Tatar language Arizona State University, 2003
SSRC (Social Science Research Councial), Uzbek language Indiana University, 2002
